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· Section 1 is the appropriation summary. 

Section 2 appropriates $230~000 to the Board on Judicial Standards to pay for the costs 
of a contested case related to the removal of a judge from the bench. The board has 
recently reduced the request to $199,000. 

Section 3 appropriates $7 ~681 ~000 to the Board of Public Defense to replace dedicated 
funding that was lost vvhen the public defender co-pay legislation passed dur1..ng the 
2003 session was found to be unconstitutional. 

Section 4 appropriates $986,000 to the Department of Public Safety. 

$710,000 is to match federal disaster assistance money (FEMA) for flooding 
that occurred late in the summer of 2004 in southeastern Minnesota. 

$2.76,000 is to continue operation of the Criminal Gang Strike Force. 

Section 5 appropriates $4)70,000 to the Department of Corrections. 

$2,850,000 is for renting prison beds to accommodate a higher inmate 
population than was projected at the time of the original appropriation. 



$1 ,000,000 is for increased costs in the Department of Corrections health system due to 
mgber inmate populations and higher than projected inflation costs for staff, supplies, and 
equipment. 

$520,000 ($330,000 in community services and $190,000 in operations services) is for the 
restructure of the civil commitment review process and increased staffing to manage sex 
offender revocation hearings. 

Section 6 appropriates $13,394,000 to the Department of Human Services .. This appropriation is to 
accommodate higher numbers of patients in DHS forensic treatment programs (sex offenders who 
have been civilly committed and persons committed as mentaUy ill and dangerous) at the St. Peter 
state hospital. The$ l 3.4 million appropriation is offset by a 10 percent county share of$1 .6 million, 
for a net cost to the general fund of $11 .9 million. 

The caseload need of the department is actuaUy$16million (which produces the $1.6million county 
share figure). State-operated services is using $2.7 million in carryforward funds to mitigate a 
portion of the increased cost, hence the lower deficiency appropriation. 

Section 7 appropriates $39,000 to the Department of Veterans Affairs for increased rent. 

Section 8 appropriates $4,705,000 to the Department of Administration to fund the lab and office 
space relocation costs of the Departments of Health and Agriculture. The cost is offset by the 
anticipated sale proceeds of $4.8 million from the existing Department of Health lab building in 
Minneapolis. 

Section 9. Sunsets uncodified language June 30~ 2005. 

Section 10. Funds $25.1 million of the deficiency costs with a partial rollback of the November 
forecas_t allocation to the school payment shift from $1l8 million to $93 million. This changes the 
current year ajd payment percentage from 81.9 percent to 81.5 percent. 

Section 11 provides an immediate effective date. 
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Statewide 911 Emergency Telephone Service Program Report 
 

I Executive Summary 

Introduction 
Minnesota’s 911 emergency telephone service is a vital component of the State’s emergency 
response system. Dialing 911 provides rapid and effective access to public safety services. 
Citizens of Minnesota expect that dialing 911 will link them directly to the right public safety 
agency and emergency personnel will have vital location information to help speed the 
responders to their emergency. From 1977 through 2003, the Minnesota Department of 
Administration was responsible for helping counties implement 911 service and funding part of 
the costs of getting 911 calls to a public safety answering point (PSAP), usually at county or city 
dispatch points. Pursuant to Minnesota Laws 2003, First Special Session, Chapter 1, Article 2, 
Section 125 the 911 responsibilities of the Commissioner of Administration were transferred to 
the Commissioner of Public Safety in December of 2004. 
 

Reporting Requirement 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 403.06, Subdivision 1a requires the Commissioner of Public Safety 
to prepare an annual report to the legislature detailing the expenditures for maintaining the 911 
system, the 911 fees collected, the balance of the 911 fund, and the 911-related administrative 
expenses of the Commissioner. This Statewide 911 Emergency Telephone Service Program (911 
Program) Report explains the 911 expense elements (Appendix A) and provides: (1) the required 
financial information as of November 1, 2004, (2) projections of the 911 program financial 
position through June 30, 2009, and (3) a brief summary of the status of enhancements and 
improvements to the Minnesota 911 system.  
 

FY2004 Financial Update – Full funding in 2004  
Fiscal year 2004 began with $1,628,021 in the 911 Special Revenue Fund. Because the 911 fee 
cap of 33 cents had been increased to 40 cents by Laws, First Special Session 2003, Chapter 1, 
Article 2, Section 108, spending on 911 costs was less than the total revenue generated during 
the year. 911 system costs did, however, exceed the appropriation authority necessitating the 
increased appropriation authority provided by Laws 2004, Chapter 282 (S.F. 653).  With that 
increased appropriation authority the 2004 911 program costs were fully funded. 

 
The 911 Program collected $25,838,597 during the year and expended $23,792,931, which 
included $452,155 for the 911-related administrative expenses and $150,000 to conduct a PSAP 
consolidation study. On June 30, 2004, the fund balance was $3,673,687. Of that balance, 
$2,237,896 was encumbered in FY2005 to cover outstanding obligations from FY2004. These 
are obligations from FY2004 that had not been paid prior to the fiscal year closing. Viewed in 
isolation, fiscal year 2004 seems to indicate there is a healthy 911 fund. The 2003 legislation also 
increased the spending authority from this fund by over six million dollars (increased funds 
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directed to public safety radio system), and added another one million dollars to the 
appropriation authority (increased funding to PSAPs). This signaled a legislative intent to 
increase spending by seven million dollars in fiscal year 2005 which could not be addressed from 
available revenues. 
 
In the 2003 Special Session, the Minnesota Legislature passed a law (Chapter 1, Laws 1Sp 2003) 
requiring a study of public safety answering point (PSAP) consolidation and minimum PSAP 
standards. The study came under the jurisdiction of the Minnesota Department of Public Safety, 
which asked the Department of Administration’s Management Analysis Division to assist in 
meeting the requirements in the legislation. The study team proposed the creation and use of a 
fourteen member PSAP Advisory Committee to provide background information, technical 
expertise, feedback, and recommendations on specific topics.  
 
The study makes recommendations on the feasibility of consolidating public safety answering 
points, considering a cost-benefit analysis of consolidations, the impact on public safety, 
interoperability issues, and best practices models, as well as recommendations regarding the 
development of minimum standards for public safety answering points and possible funding 
incentives for consolidation. Any Minnesota agency considering consolidation of 911 call taking 
or dispatch operations should consider the information provided in the study, available on the 
State 911 website at http://www.911.state.mn.us/PDF/psap_final_report.pdf. 
 

Financial Projections (through June 30, 2009) 
The 2002 projections of expense and revenues in the fiscal year 2004-2005 biennial budget 
showed the carry forward balance in the 911 Special Revenue Fund approaching zero by the end 
of fiscal year 2005. Later projections, taking into account early calendar year 2003 data, 
predicted a deficit situation by the end of fiscal year 2005. This was reported to the legislature in 
the 2002 911 Annual Report, which was submitted in February of 2003 (that report is available 
at http://www.911.state.mn.us/PDF/2002MN911AnnualReport.pdf).  
 
Legislation was passed in 2003 to increase the fee cap to 40 cents, and the fee was increased to 
40 cents effective August 1, 2003. The legislation also provided for additional expenses to be 
paid from the fund beginning July 1, 2004. Although the additional revenue from the 7 cents fee 
increase for 11 months of fiscal year 2004 (slightly more than $4,000,000) was expected to 
replenish the fund balance, much higher than anticipated costs were encountered, consuming the 
added revenue. Prior year obligations initially estimated at $9,211,000 resulting from the 
reduction in the certification period were much higher than previously anticipated. Additionally, 
the costs to complete the wireless 911 network and other database improvements were higher 
than anticipated. This was reported in the 2003 911 Annual Report, submitted in December 2003 
(that report is available at http://www.911.state.mn.us/PDF/2003MN911AnnualReport.pdf).  
 
Spending increases provided for by the legislature in enhanced 911 grants (1.5 cents) and debt 
service for revenue bonds (9 cents) could not be covered from existing revenues after providing 
for the current cost of providing 911 service and prior year obligations.  
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Figure 1. 911 Program Funding 
  

No prior year obligations were paid in FY 2004.  An estimated $1.7 million from the $8.2 
million (reduced from initial estimates of $9.2 million once previously certified and paid 
amounts were deducted) of prior year obligations will be paid in FY2005.  By fiscal year ending 
June 30, 2009 the prior year obligation balance will be reduced by an estimated $7 million. 
 

Status of Enhancements and Improvements to the Minnesota 911 System 
Maintaining, enhancing, and expanding 911 services for both wired and wireless technologies 
are required under Minnesota Statutes, Section 403.025, Subdivision 7. Significant progress has 
been made to integrate wireless 911 into the enhanced 911 systems, increase the interoperability 
of separate 911 systems, and position the state to be able to take advantage of enhanced 911 
services for wireless. Appendix B shows the status of wireless enhanced 911 as of November 23, 
2004. Status updates are regularly posted on the Minnesota 911 website, http://www.911.state.mn.us/. 
 
Conclusion 
The success of the 911 Program is a product of extensive cooperation among legislators, 
regulators, state and local government administrators and the telecommunications industry. 
Continued success will require appropriate funding and further cooperation to solve the current 
and worsening problems caused by the growth of wireless telephone service and emerging new 
technology. 

911 Program Budget Projections
(LAST UPDATED NOVEMBER 01, 2004)
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II. Background 
 

The 911 emergency number provides rapid access to emergency services, which saves time for 
the caller in dialing and reduces overall response time for emergency service providers. The 911 
system is currently evolving into an enhanced 911 system that will allow caller location to be 
displayed even if the caller does not or cannot provide their address, or, in some wireless calls, 
has no address. Statewide 911 coverage is provided by 87 county systems plus 19 city systems 
and 13 public safety answering points (PSAPs) operated by state and other government agencies.  

 

The universal emergency 911 number is available throughout the state of Minnesota on wired 
and wireless phone lines. For wireless telephones, Federal Communication Commission (FCC) 
rules (Title 47, CFR 20.18) require the wireless carriers to put all 911 calls through to a PSAP, 
even if the caller is a non-subscriber.  

 

The 911 Program at the Department of Public Safety provides technical assistance to the cities 
and counties implementing, maintaining, and improving 911 systems, and oversees system 
standards. It also pays from money collected through a monthly statewide wired and wireless 
telephone fee the state’s share of wired and wireless 911 costs authorized by Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 403.11 and contracted for with carriers; administers grant funds for 911 agencies in 
accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 403.113; and distributes funds to the Metropolitan 
Council for revenue bonds used to supporting the regional public safety radio system in 
accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 403.30.  

 

The 911 fee is set by the Commissioner with the consent of the Commissioner of Finance. 
Effective August 1, 2003, the Commissioner of Administration (prior to turning over the 
program to the Commissioner of Public Safety) increased the fee from 33 cents to the cap of 40 
cents in order to fund statutory costs. The fee collections are deposited in the 911 Special 
Revenue Fund, and these funds are appropriated by the Legislature to the Commissioner of 
Public Safety to cover the expenses authorized by statute.  

III. FY2004 Expenditures and Prior Year 911 Obligations 
 
Fiscal Year 2004 expenditures and prior year obligations required a spending rate of 48.8¢, an 
amount far in excess of available fee revenue. 

 M.S. 403.11: Network and database charges for 911    (15.6¢) 

Reimbursements were made to local exchange carriers and 911 service providers (Qwest and 
Independent Emergency Services (IES)) for costs incurred connecting telephone central offices 
with 911 networks. According to statute, contracted and certified costs must be reimbursed by 
the State.  

 M.S. 403.113: Enhanced 911 Grants (PSAP payments)    (10.0¢) 
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PSAPs in 87 counties, 3 other governmental entities, and State Patrol Communications centers 
receive grants from the State to help defray their 911 costs. Historically, 10 cents of the 911 fee 
has been distributed to the PSAPs.  

 Laws, 2003, 1st Special Session, Ch. 1: PSAP Consolidation Study  (0.2¢) 

An appropriation of $150,000 was made from the 911 Special Revenue Account for the costs 
associated with the PSAP Consolidation and Minimum Standards study.  The study was 
coordinated by the Department of Administration, Management Analysis Division. 

 M.S. 403.11: Wireless 911 Transfers      (0.9¢) 

2-cents of the wireless customer 911 fee was directly transferred to the Minnesota State Patrol to 
offset the costs, including administrative and staffing costs, incurred in handling 911 emergency 
calls made from cellular phones. 

 M.S. 403.11: Enhanced Wireless 911 Implementation     (4.9¢) 

Wireless carriers sign agreements with the State to implement enhanced 911 wireless services. 
The implementation costs incurred by these carriers and by the 911 service providers were 
reimbursed by the State and after implementation, ongoing operations costs were reimbursed. 
The reimbursement amounts increased as more carriers implemented the service and ongoing 
operations expenses increase. 
 M.S. 403.30: Public Safety Radio System Grants    (4.0¢) 

The Metropolitan Council approved an annual budget for the Metropolitan Radio Board. The 
Commissioner of Public Safety was required to distribute one twelfth of the approved 
appropriation to the Metropolitan Council each month as long as it did not exceed the equivalent 
of 4 cents on every customer line. 

 M.S. 403.11: Administrative Expenses Including Salaries   (0.7¢) 

Total cost is based upon administrative expense allocations, bargaining unit contracts, travel, and 
other miscellaneous expenses. 

 M.S. 403.11: Other Obligations       (12.5¢) 

A total of $8.2 in prior year obligations was carried forward from fiscal year 2003. As part of a 
telephone industry initiative to revise the 911 law, the 2002 Legislature changed Minn. Stat. 
Section 403.11 (Minnesota Laws 2002, Chapter 237, Section 15) to encourage those companies 
that had not certified their prior and future charges to do so. Effective ninety days after January 
1, 2003, the 911 Program was only allowed to reimburse telephone companies for old charges 
going back for two years, eliminating a bookkeeping headache caused by ever mounting 
uncertified obligations. This change led to hundreds of certifications being submitted in fiscal 
year 2003 where the costs were actually incurred in previous fiscal years. After years of 
estimating charges based on estimates and billings, intensive efforts by program staff in 
reviewing and reconciling the certifications resulted in firm estimates only after the close of 
Fiscal Year 2003, leaving much of the newly certified back payment obligations to be paid in 
subsequent fiscal years. 
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IV. Financial Outlook (through June 30, 2009) 
 
Current projections of subscriber volumes are based on an assumption that subscriber growth 
will flatten as more people choose unregulated alternatives to wire line telephone service. 
Accordingly, no increase is projected in the annual collections from one cent for fiscal years 
2008 and 2009. See Appendix A. Concern is noted over the impact of the recent FCC’s Vonage 
decision dealing with state regulation of emerging telecommunication technologies, in particular 
broadband-based Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), (Declaratory Ruling concerning an Order 
of the Minnesota Public Utility Commission, FCC Docket No. 03-211, released November 12, 
2004). 

 

There is no cap on 911 system costs under Minn. Stat. Section 403.11. However, the spending 
authority is capped in session law by direct appropriations from the 911 Fund and 911 Fund 
revenues are capped at 40 cents a month on all wireless and wire line customers.  

 

V. 911 Goals and Status 
 

Goal: Control Costs and Predictability to the 911 Program 
 
When the statewide 911 program was originally established the process of implementing 911 
was reasonably clear. There were a finite number of incumbent local exchange carriers (ILEC) 
with telephone service discretely associated with fixed sites within each county. Deregulation of 
the telecommunication industry with the proliferation of competitive local exchange carriers 
(CLEC) and the wireless telephone industry changed the situation dramatically. In 1997, the 
legislature provided for reimbursement of the cost to implement and maintain enhanced 911 
service for wireless carriers and in 2001 the legislature provided for the reimbursement of the 
recurring costs of CLECs as they implement service within Minnesota. As a result of these 
changes the complexity of the statewide 911 system has become overwhelming and the process 
of administering changes and the costs have been difficult to control.  
 
Status: Ongoing. During the last year, procedures have been changed to provide that service 
level changes will not be reimbursed unless specifically authorized in a contract. Additionally, 
contracts and certifications no longer provide for retroactive payment of service. These changes 
are designed to eliminate the implementation and change of service levels unbeknownst to the 
state, allow for an evaluation of the most effective way to implement a change in service and 
allow for the encumbrance of funds to pay for changes in service levels. In addition to these 
procedural changes, the Department of Public Safety and the Department of Administration are 
currently implementing a master contract and competitive bidding process for qualified vendors 
to competitively bid upon providing enhanced 911 service on a county-by-county basis 
throughout the state. A similar competitive bidding process will be implemented for the 
provisioning of wireless enhanced 911 service throughout the state. The Department of Public 
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Safety will also oversee a more thorough evaluation of changes in system wide service level 
features and attributes and the state’s share of the cost of those changes in the future. 
 
Note: The following comment is relevant to the implementation of wireless enhanced 911 
service throughout the state. Minn. Stat. Section 403.11, Subdivision 1(f) provides that the state 
will reimburse wireless carriers for installation costs and for their recurring costs for integrating 
wireless calls into the enhanced 911 system. This provision was enacted by Minnesota Laws 
1997, Chapter 202, Article 3, Section 21. In 1999, the FCC ruled that wireless carriers were 
required to integrate into the 911 system irrespective of whether a state reimbursement provision 
was in place; Second Memorandum and Order, FCC Docket No. 99-352 revising FCC Docket 
No. 94-102, released December 8, 1999. Similarly, it is noted that reimbursement of competitive 
local exchange carriers (CLEC) did not begin until July 1, 2001. This provision was enacted by 
Minnesota Laws 2002, Chapter 372, Section 14. Prior to July 1, 2001, competitive local 
exchange carriers were required to and did provide 911 service without reimbursement of their 
expenses by the state. 

Goal: Provide Enhanced 911 Benefits to Wireless 911 Callers 
Although the present enhanced 911 systems routinely provide public safety responders an 
accurate location of each wired emergency caller when 911 is dialed from traditional landline 
telephones, it is more difficult to determine caller location from wireless telephones. The 
increasing use of cellular telephones by the public means that cellular 911 calls are becoming as 
likely to be placed from dwellings, sidewalks, boats or snowmobiles as from cars on highways. 
Wireless enhanced 911 implementation requires network, database, and PSAP equipment 
changes. 
 
Status: Nearly complete. During calendar year 2004, Phase I carriers increased to 18 of the 19 
carriers, and Phase II is now being provided in all 87 counties among 13 of the 19 carriers. 
Appendix B contains details. As of November 23, 2004, all the PSAPs have converted PSAP 
equipment to accept the Phase II information, which most wireless carriers are now providing. 
Status updates are regularly posted on the Minnesota 911 website, http://www.911.state.mn.us/. 
 

Goal: Incorporate Wireless 911 Calls into Existing Enhanced 911 Systems 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 403.08, Subdivision 7 requires cooperation among wireless carriers 
and 911 service providers to plan for and implement enhanced wireless 911. It also requires the 
Department of Public Safety to coordinate planning and Subdivision 10 requires us to contract 
with wireless carriers and 911 service providers to integrate wireless 911 calls into enhanced 911 
systems. 
 
Status: Completed. As required by Minnesota Statutes, Section 403.08, the 911 Program 
developed plans for integrating cellular service into the enhanced 911 systems. These plans have 
been updated periodically as new information is learned and changes occur in both the cellular 
and 911 systems. The latest planning information is contained in the Minnesota Wireless E-911 
Criteria with Appendix A, a description of the current 911 systems. The document is updated 
periodically, and posted at http://www.911.state.mn.us/PDF/mnwirelesscriteria.pdf. 
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Goal: Route Existing Wireless 911 Calls to Local Public Safety Answering Points 
In the early 1980's, as the first wireless systems were deployed in Minnesota, the Minnesota 
State Patrol was designated as the default answering point for basic 911 calls. In that era, up to 
85% of wireless 911 calls were from cars on highways, and the technology was not readily 
available to reliably send calls to local PSAPs. As wireless communications developed, a larger 
number of 911 calls were placed from portable phones that were not on highways. The 911 law 
was changed in 1997 to provide for calls to be answered by local PSAPs pending implementation 
of enhanced wireless 911 service. 

 

Status: Completed. Largely overtaken by events due to extensive implementation of Phase I and 
II, the goal is considered accomplished. A few cell sites, where carriers have not yet 
implemented Phase I or II have calls routed directly to a local PSAP rather than a district State 
Patrol communications center. This Phase 0 service is a temporary measure, pending 
implementation of Phase I, and then Phase II enhanced 911 service. 

Goal: Improve the Interoperability Capabilities of Minnesota 911 Systems 
Minnesota is in the forefront of enhanced 911 implementation and in a good position to 
implement wireless enhanced 911 statewide because over 99 percent of the state's wired 
telephones are served by selective router based enhanced 911 systems. Delivering emergency 
calls to 911 PSAPs through selective routers allows calls to be sent to the correct PSAP 
regardless of caller location, and facilitates transfers to neighboring PSAPs. This generally holds 
true only if the correct 911 PSAP is connected to the same 911 system as the caller’s telephone 
exchange or cellular mobile switching center. The purpose of interoperability improvements is to 
allow 911 calls to be selectively routed and transferred between different systems. This applies 
both to different 911 service providers Qwest and IES in Minnesota, and to state border issues, 
such as between Washington and Goodhue served by Qwest 911 systems and Saint Croix and 
Pierce served by the SBC Ameritech 911 system. 
 
Status: Implementation on hold for lack of funding. The enhanced 911 selective router contract 
with Qwest has been modified to have the five Lucent Model 5E 911 selective routers provided 
by Qwest connected together so that any 911 call on a Qwest selective router can be transferred 
to any PSAP served by another Qwest selective router. Likewise, IES has made similar 
interconnections among their seven CML Model ECS-1000 selective routers. The eventual goal 
is for these two different types of selective routers to be able to selectively route or allow 
transfers to each other too. Qwest and IES jointly developed plans and conducted tests during 
2003 and 2004 to explore interoperability issues between their two different 911 network and 
database systems. Transfers between Qwest and IES selective router based 911 systems have 
been performed in tests. Current emphasis is on the borders between Carver and Scott on a 
Qwest 911 system and McLeod and Sibley on an IES 911 system. Technical testing has been 
successfully completed, and a preliminary budget estimate has been produced.  The current 
restructuring of the wired network that may occur with competitive bidding and the potential 
restructuring of the wireless network may change the dynamics of accomplishing this goal. 
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Goal: Contract with Wireless Providers and 911 Service Providers 
Implementation of Phase I wireless enhanced 911 involves extensive coordination with local 
PSAPs in order to help determine where calls should be answered and develop plain language 
cell sector descriptions for display at the PSAP.  
 
Status: Ongoing. Fifteen of the nineteen wireless carriers are covered by eleven contracts for 
Phase I. These carriers provide wireless service to approximately 95 percent of all Minnesota 
customers. Several wireless carriers and 911 service providers are in various stages of the 
contracting or contract renewal process.  

Goal: Develop the next generation of 911 
The commissioner of Public Safety has directed the formulation of a 911 advisory committee 
composed of stakeholders in the 911 system to determine the present and future needs of the 
statewide 911 system. The 911 advisory committee will consider current status of the statewide 
911 network and it’s funding levels but will also consider the need to determine a migration path 
from a traditional telecommunication system to the telecommunication systems of the 21st 
century. 
 
Status: Ongoing. Initial meetings with 25 stakeholders from the public safety and 
telecommunications industry have been held. Discussions involve today’s system, the vision for 
a new system, and funding issues.  

VI. Added Considerations/Risks 
 
While good progress to date has been made in the conversion to enhanced 911, the following 
challenges jeopardize the future effectiveness of the 911 Program: 

 

Costs for maintaining and improving 911 are increasing 
The 911 Program is making progress to integrate wireless 911 into the enhanced 911 systems 
and increase the interoperability of separate 911 systems in order to take advantage of future 
fully enhanced Wireless 911 services. Improving the enhanced 911 networks and connecting 
wireless carriers will continue to increase the required expenditures for the 911 Program. 
Appendix A contains a table showing the different expense elements for 911, where it is paid, 
and cent fee equivalents for each cost element in each fiscal year.  

 

PSAP funding policy issue  
Public Safety Communications Associations and local government agencies recognize that 
additional expensive upgrades are needed at PSAPs to deal with wireless issues. Specifically, 
mapping systems and 911 answering equipment will need to be upgraded to provide more 
complex information to 911 call takers and to interface with map coordinate based instead of 
address based location readouts. Minnesota local units of government pay for their 911 costs 
from a mix of property tax revenue and telephone 911 fee grant funds. Whether more of local 
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911 costs should be funded out of local taxes or telephone fees is a public policy issue the 
Legislature may be asked to decide.  

 

More expenses may be incurred during migration to a new 911 system  
The telecommunication industry is currently undergoing a significant change. The question 
concerning a transition to Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technologies throughout the 
telecommunication industry is not considered a question of “if” but instead a question of “when 
it will occur.” There is a need to prepare for this transition, offer interim solutions and ultimately 
prepare to transition to a new packet switched system. It is also likely that it will be necessary to 
maintain the current system while providing a similar network for a substantial period of time 
causing increased costs to maintain the 911 systems.  

 

911 revenue decline possible as subscribers abandon traditional wire line telephones 
Revenue projections shown in this report are based on continued modest growth in wireless 
subscribers and a slight decline in wire line subscribers that are paying the 911 fee. A much 
greater decline in wire line and a decline in wireless subscribers paying the 911 fee is currently 
considered possible. A recent FCC Vonage decision prohibits the state from regulating 
telecommunication providers like Vonage that use the internet or similar broadband networks to 
provide voice communications service (VoIP). Depending on the growth of this new method of 
voice service, and whether fees are submitted voluntarily or through further FCC action, the 
revenue from 911 fees could fall drastically short of projections. 

VII Conclusion 
 

Even if wired and wireless customer volumes prove to be higher than projected, the resultant 
increase in income would not be enough to realistically cover the expenses, much of which do 
not change with customer volume.  

The success of the 911 Program is a product of extensive cooperation among legislators, 
regulators, state and local government administrators and the telecommunications industry. 
Continued success will require appropriate funding and further cooperation to solve the current 
and worsening problems caused by the growth of wireless telephone service and emerging new 
technology. 
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Appendix A. –911 Revenue / Expenses Required by Statute 

Fiscal Year 2003 Through 2009 
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Appendix A. – Notes regarding 911 Expenses Required by Statute 
(Continued from previous page) 

Notes 
 
This 911 Funding Matrix shows projections of the different expense elements for 911 expenses 
in each fiscal year from 2003 and 2004 (actual revenues and expenses) through 2009 (projected 
figures).  
 
Fee Equivalents are indicated to provide a general idea of funding needs. Fee amounts shown for 
each expense element are rounded to the nearest 0.1 penny and somewhat skewed by the wireless 
911 transfer expense, which is assessed only on wireless customers rather than all fee payers. 
 

Assumed annual fee collection from one cent based on wired and wireless customer growth 

FY 2003 
Actual 

collections 

FY 2004 
Actual 

collections 

FY 2005 
projected 

FY 2006 
projected 

FY 2007 
projected 

FY 2008 
projected 

FY 2009 
projected 

$ 630,083 $ 655,427 $ 669,595 $ 688,362 $ 708,724 $ 708,724 $ 708,724 
 
The major cause of unanticipated obligations in 2004 is the estimated $8,200,000 of prior year 
obligations (reduced from initial estimates of $9.2 million once previously certified and paid 
amounts wee deducted). In 2001, a 911 Law change set a deadline of March 31, 2003 for all 
carriers to certify their 911 charges in order to be reimbursed back to the in-service date of a 911 
system modification. Over the past 5 years, 65 counties modified their 911 systems, but most 
carriers (multiple carriers per county) had not certified their charges. The new deadline caused a 
one-time bow wave of certifications at the end of March. A firm estimate of the obligation was 
not available until these certifications were reviewed and reconciled against prior certifications.  
 
Comparing fiscal year 2003 and projected future years shows 911 system costs increase from 
12.7 cents of the 911 fee to 15.7 cents and wireless enhanced 911 costs increase from 3.7 cents 
of the 911 fee to 6.6 cents related to implementing wireless enhanced 911.  
 
Expense element increases for enhanced 911 grants and wireless 911 transfers are directly 
caused by increases in the number of wire line and wireless customers paying the fee because 
they are based on a fixed number of cents of the fee. Although an additional cost increase was 
scheduled in fiscal year 2005 due to a scheduled grant increase from 10 cents to 11.5 cents, there 
was insufficient fee revenue after 911 system costs were paid to fund the increase.  
 
The metropolitan region and state radio system grant amounts for debt service and reserves for 
bonds are limited by statute not to exceed 13 cents (a 9 cent increase, effective July 1, 2004), but 
there is insufficient fee revenue after 911 system costs are paid to fund the increase.  
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Appendix B. - Cellular 911 Status in Minnesota 

Eighteen of the nineteen wireless carriers have converted to Phase I wireless enhanced 911 with 
cell sector location and callback number. At least one carrier in each of the 87 counties is 
providing Phase I. In addition to Phase I, thirteen wireless carriers are providing Phase II 
wireless enhanced 911 that sends the latitude and longitude of the 911 caller. At least one of 
these carriers are providing the location service in each of the 87 counties, and 43 counties are 
100% Phase II, receiving Phase II 911 calls from all wireless carriers in the individual county. 
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Ch. 401, Art. 1 LAWS of :MINNESOTA for 2002 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2001 Supplement, section 403~11, su 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. EMERGENCY TELEPHONE SERVICE ni·;~( F 
custom~r of a telephone company or communications carrier that .provi~~;; 
capable of originating a 911 emergency telephone call is assessed a feeifu'~, 
costs of ongoi,ng maintenance and related improvements for trunking and cc " 
switching equipment for minimum 911 emergency telephone service, plus -c

tive and staffing costs of ~e department of a~nistration related to. man.agi]lg.· 
emerge~cy telephone service program .. Recumng charges by a public utility ·-
telephone service for updating the information required by section 403.07.1 8 :. 

3, must be paid by the commissioner of administration if the utility is. inclu. -
appf()Ved.9. n _plan aJ1d the (;harg~S h~ye been certifie(j and approVeq under .. , . ~ 
3. The comilrissioner of aamhnstration sh~ transfer ·a1i amount ~uartc;:;,;o,' 
month from .. the fee assessed ll:Ilder this .section on cellular. and other ._~on~::., 
services to the commissioner of public safety for the purpose of offsetting 
including administrative and staffing costs,.incurred by the state patrol di · ·· ;c 

department of public safety in handling 911 emergency calls made frODl" 
phones. Money remaining in the. 911 emergency telephone service acCount'-
other obligations are paid must .not cancel and is carried forward to sub_~~'..,.. 
and may be appropriated from time to time to the commissioner of a · ~· 
provide financial assistance to counties for the improvem~nt of l~ · ~\ 
telephone services. The improvements may include providing access to: .. ·--~ 
service for telephone service subscribers currently without acceSs;' Wia 
existing 911 service to include automatic number identification;. l~ 
identification, automatic location identification, and other improvemen~ ;': . . · . . . . . ..;:·' .. }-·· 

-
(c) The· fee must be collected by each company or :earner ~V!: 

subject to the fee. Fees are payable to and must be submitted tcf the co ::: 
administration monthly before the 25th .of each.·month ·roiiowing ~~ 
collection, except that fees may be submitted quarterly if less than $25()·~(· ·_.: 
or annually if less than $25 .a month is due. R~ip~ must~ ~·\.. 
treasury and credited to a. 911 emergency te~ephone serVice accoWit ~;. 
revenue fund. The money in the account may only be used for 911' 'telepli"' 
as provided in paragraph (a). . ... 

New language is indicated by.underline,.deletions by .. strikeeut 
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(d) This subdivision does not apply to customers of a telecommunications canier 
as de~ned in section 237.01, subdivision 6. 

sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2000, section 473.891, subdivision 3, is amended to 

,ead: 
subd. 3. FIRST PHASE. "First phase" or ''first phase of the regionwide public 

afet)' ~dio comm~cations syst~m" ~eans the initial bac~bone which serves cState 

~ ~ ~ th~ followmg rune-county m:tropolitan a:ea: Anoka, Carver, 
. Cbisago, Hennepm, Isanti, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington counties. 

~. 5. Mirtnesota Statutes 20oo, section 473.891, is amended by. adding a 
})division to read: · · 

sU .. 

. subd. 10. SECOND PHASE ... Second phase" means .the metropolitan. radio 
bOardbillfdin_g-subsystems for 1~31 government units in the metropolitan area that did 
~ ~ theu own subsystems ~ the first phase. · - . sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 2000, section 473.898, subdivision 1, is amended to 

read: 

SubdiVision I. AUTHORIZATION. The council, if requested by a vote of at 
)east two-thirds of all of the members· of the metropolitan radio board ·may, by 
resolution, authorize the issuance of its revenue bonds for any of the following 

purposes to: 

_(I} provide funds for regionwide mutual aid and emergency medical services 
coIJlillunicati ons; 

(2) provide fundS for the elements of the first phase of the regionwide pu~lic 
safety. radio communications system that the board determines are of regioriwide 
benefit and support' mutual aid and emergency medical services communication 
including, but not. limited to, costs of master controllers of the backbone; eF 

(3} provide money for the second ph~e of the public safety radio communication 

~-~ 

(4) refund bonds issued under this section .. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 2000, section 473.898, subdivision 3, is amended to 
read:· 

Subd. 3: LIMITATIONS. (a) The prinCipaJ amount of the bonds issued pursuant 
to subdivision 1, exclusive of ~y origmai issue discount, shall not exceed the amount 
of$ I 0,000,000 plus the amount the council determines necessary to. pay. the costs of 
issuance, fund reserves, debt service, and pay for any bond insurance or other credit 
enhancement. 

(b) In addition to the· amount authorized under paragraph (a), ~e coui1cil may 
issue bonds under subdivision 1 in a principal amount of $3,306,300, plus the amount 
the council determines necessary to pay the cost of issuance, fund reserves, debt . 
service, and any bond insurance or other credit enhancement. The proceeds of bonds 

. ew language is indicated by underline, deletions by ~ .... 
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~~ued under this paragraph may not be used to finance portable or .subscn'bcr, . , : 

. ..-: < ·7:n;;tt .. 

(c) In addition~ the amount authorized under paragraphs (a)~ (b), the ···~: 

may issue bonds under subdivision ! ~!principal amount of $12;000~-;~·. 
amount the council determines necessary ~ pay the costs of is~~~ 
debt service, and any bond insurance or other credit enhancement ~ --~ 
bonds issued under this paragraph must be used ~pay up-~ 30 ~ 0~ ~ 
! local government unit of building ~ subsystem ·and may not be.~ tO ~~ 
portable ~ subscriber radio sets. The council must time the sale and issuan~ ~ 
bonds so that the debt service on the bonds can be covered by the ad~~ 
that will become available ~ the fiscal year ending June 30, 200~~ 
section.403.11 and appropriated under section 473.901. ... ·, .- ~~ 

• • .... ?.·:-

. ec. . esota tatutes 2001 Supplement, sectio~ ~73.9Q1, su~Vision --:.·---
amended to read: . . · _ _, - - 1, la 

Subdivision 1. COSTS COVERED BY FEE. For each fiscal year be~ . · 
the fiscal year commencing.July 1, 1997, the amount necessary to pay the fo~ 
costs is appropriated to the commissioner of administration from the 911 ~~ 
telephone service account established under section 403.11: .. . . _::"~. _ 

(1) debt service costs and reserves for bonds issued pursuant to section ~73:898; 

(2) repayment of the right-of-way acquisition loans; ·· 

(3) costs of desi~,' construction, maintenance of, and improvements to those 
elements of the first phase and second phases that support mutual <tjd commumcati 
and_ emergency medical services; 9f · · r ~ 

( 4) recurring charges for leased sites an'd equipment ~or those elements 'of the fiat 
~ and ~econd phases that support mutual aid and· emergency medical ~ 
cation services; or 

(5) aid ~ local units of g~vemment for sites and equipment in support ~f !JIUllld 
aid and emergency medical communications services. - --...;;: 

This appropriation shall be used to pay ~ual debt service costs and reseivest. 
bonds issued pursuant to section 473.898 prior to use of fee money to pay other COiis 
eligible under this subdivision. In no event shall the appropriation for each fiscal Yer 
exceed an amount ~ual to four cents a month for each cust~mer access line or OCber 
basic access service, including trunk equivalents as designated by the public.~ 
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. Subdivision 1. RULES. The eepartmem ef aemmistratie:e commissioner shaJI 
establish and adopt in accordance with chapter 14, rules for the administrationor thii 
chapter and for the development of 911 systems in the state including: 

(l)_ d_e~ign staJ?dards for 911 systems inco~rating the standards adop~ PurS\iani 
to subdiv1s1on 2 for the seven-county I?,e~opolitan area; and · "''·~ · 

(2) a procedure for determining and evaluating requests for variations from~ 
established design standards. · · · · . .,,~ 

Sec. 105. M~esota Statutes 2002, section 403.07, subdivision 2, is amendCd to 
read:. . .:',.e'-·-oo.·~·:.e: .• , 

Subd. 2.' DESIGN STANDARDS. The metropolitan 911 board shall establish and 
adopt design standards for the metropolitan area 911 system and transmit them to the 
SspartmeBt ef admimstratfae commissioner for incorporation into the rules adopted 
pursuant to this section. 

Sec. I 06. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 403.07, subdivision 3, is amended to · 
read: 

Subd. 3. DATABASE.'In 911 systems that have been approved by the depanmeat 
ef administmt:ioB commissioner for a local location identification database~ each wire 
line telecommunications service provider shall provide cun-ent customer . names, 
service addresses, and telephone numbers to each public s~ety an~wering point within 
the 911 syst~m and shall update the information according to a schedule prescribed by 
the county 911 plan. Information provided under this subdivision must be provided in 
accordance with the transactional ·record disclosure requirements of the federal · · 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, United States Code, title 18, section 
2703, subsection (c), paragraph (1), subparagraph (B)(iv). 

Sec. 107. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 403.09, subdivision 1, is amended tO 
read: 

Subdivision 1. DEPARTMENT AUTHORITY. At' the request of the def)artmem 
ef administratioa commissioner of public safety, the attorney general ·may commeok 
proceedings in the district court against any person or public or private body to enfo~ . 
the provisions of this chapter. '!'::~· 

Sec. 108. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 403.11, is amendea to read: 

403.11 911 SYSTEM COST ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS; FEE. 

Subdivision l. EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE.Fa -
(a) Each customer of a wireless or wire line. telecommunications service provid~ thiit. 
furnishes service capable of originating ·a 91 i emergency t~lephone can. i~. as~·\ 
fee to cover the costs of ongoing maintenance and related 1mprovements for t:niiikiDJ 
and central office switching equipment for 911 emergency telecommUnications ~ 
plus administrative and staffing costs of the eepartme:et ef ad:mi:eistrat:iee commis-

_._. · -·-~~ioner~r.elated.10~,managing..Jbe.9JJ=.emergeJlCf--1elec().IDJllUni~ons~.i~ ---··. 
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Recurring charges by a wire lin~ telecommunications service provider for u¢,atlng the 
information required by' section 403.07, subdivision 3, rriust be paid by the' commis
sioner ef admimstratioB ·if the. wire line .telecommunications service provider is 
included in an approved 911 plan and the charges are made pursuant to tariff, price list, 
or contract +he commissioner ef ad:l:nmistration .shall tFaBSf.eF an ameHBt ~ te ~ 

· GeBts a menth fFem The fee a.Ssessed under this section oo wireless tsleeoit::uH'i:iaisatioBs 
~ te the eommissioosr.ef ~·~must also be used·for the· purpose of 
off setting the costs, including ~dministrative and s~ng costs, incurred by the ·state 
patrol division of the department of public safety in handling 911 emergency calls 
made. from wireless phones. · · 

: 9t lboaid·shail·establish ·ancC . ----· --- ·---.. .. -·--·-~ ili1J~1~:m~y_r~aining~i!U~~~JI e~~rgency .. telecommunications service account 
tern ancf:traii'Smit th· - · · · aft.· .. e .. r .. aU o ... mer.o. bligati·o.ps.-.~.-.e p.aid.m.ust··· .. 110.tc.·anc. e.·1.·.and is-cam.~e-.dfi.orw .. ·-arcr·t·o_s.uosequ ... enf ....... . 
~2~~-~6 ·~~-~;~ qemM-~~~~~~ss;_~· 2 

to.pi:gyi~~.fimµ1cici!:.~~istan:ce. tq:c::qunties for the. iIJlpro~ement .of local emergency - - __ .. _,_ 

subdiyiSion 3, is amended to 
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teleconu;.~~~ti~~-~;~~i~~~Tiie .. imp~ov·~~erit5 ·D:i~y inc1~<l~i'~~~1ding.acce~s·to.911 
service for telecommunications service subscribers currently . without . access and 
upgrading existing 911 service to include automatic number identification, local 
location identification, automatic location identification, and other improvements. 

· · · s a roved b the c 

(c) The fee may not.~ less than eight cerits nor more than~ 40 cents a month 
or each customer access line or other basic access service, including trUiik equivale 

as y e public utilities commission for access c arge pwposes and 
includiilg wireless telecommunications services. With the approval of the commis
sioner of finance, the coinmissioner ofadniinistration public safety shall es.tablish the 
amount of the fee within the liIDits specified and inform the companies and carriers of 
the amount to be collected. When the revenue bonds authorized under section 473~898, 
subdivision.I, hav~ been fully paid orefefeaSed, the commissioner shall reduce the fee 
to reflect that debt service on the bonds is no longer needed. The commissioner shall 
provide companies and carriers.a minimum of 45 days' notice of each fee change. Fe:F 
fissal yeaF ~ the commissioner ef administration -shall ~ a miBimYm ef ~ 
Gays!- Betise ef eaGh fee ehaBge. The fee. mu~t be the same for all customers. 

(d) The fee mustbe collected by each wireless or wire line telecommunications 
service provider subject to the fee. Fees are payable to and must be stibIDitted to the 
commissioner ef aciministratio~. monthly before the 25th of each month following the · 
month of collection, exc;ept that f~s may be submitted. quarterly if less than $250 a 
month is due, or annually if less tµan $25 a month is due. Receipts must be deposited 
in the stifte treas'ury and credited to a 911 emergency telecommunications ·service 
account' in the s~ial revenue fund. The money in the account may only be rised for 
911 telecommunications services as provieed ffi paragraph W. 

(e) This subdivision does not apply to customers of interexchange carriers. 

(f) The installation and·recurring charges for integrating wireless 911 calls into 
enhanced 911 systems must be paid by the commissioner if the 911 service provider 
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Sec. 115. :Minnesota Statutes 2002, Section 473.898, subdiVision l, is amended to 
read• . . 

Subdivision 1. AUTHORIZATION. After consulting with the commissi~ner of 
finance, the co~cil, if ~nested by a. vote of at l~t two-thir~ o! all of the me"Diberi 
of the. metropolitan raaie :eeaFd public safety radio commumcation system pl~g 
committee established under section 473.097, may, by resolution, autho~ 
issuance of its revenue bonds for any of the following purposes to: 

(1) provide funds for regionwide mutual aid and emergency medical services 
communications; 

(2) provide funds for the elements of the first phase of. the regionwide public 
_s~ety ~d!o .co~unicatio11s ___ sy*m tJ:iat the board determines are. of regionWide. 
benefit . and support mutual aid and emergency medical services communication 
inclu<;fing, but not limited to, costs of master controllers of the backbone; 

(3) provide money for the second phase of the public safety radio communication 
system; eF · 

(4) provide money for the third phase of the public safety radio communication 
system; 

(5) to· the extent money is available after meeting the needs described in clanses 
(1) to (3)-:-J>rovide money to reiinburse local units of govemmentfor amounts expended 
for capital improvements to the first phase system· previously paid. for by the IoCii --- ------- ------government units; ~ · 

(6) refund bonds issued under this section. 

Sec. 116. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 473.898, subdivision 3, is amended to 
read: 

Subd. 3. LIMITATIONS. (a) The principal amount of the bonds issued pursuant 
to subdivision l, exclusive of any original issue discount, shall not exceed the amount 
of $10,000,000 plus the amount the council determines necessary to pay the costs of 
issuance, fund reserves, debt service, and pay for any bond insurance or other credit 
enhancement. 

(b) In addition to the amount authorized under paragraph (a), the council may 
issue honds under su~vision 1 in a principal amount of $3,306,300, plus the amount 
the council determines necessary to pay the cost of· issuance, fund reserves, debt 
service, and any bond insurance or other credit enhancement. The proceeds of bonds . 
issued under this paragraph may not be used to finance portable or subscriber radio 
sets. 

(c) In addition to the amount authorized under paragraphs (a) and (b), the counc 
may issue bonds under subdivision 1 in a principal . amount of $12,900,000 • 

18 000 000 Jus the amount the council determines necess to ay the costs of 
e t service, and any bond insurance -or~ other ~t 
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erihancement. The proceeds of 'bonds issued under this paragraph must be used to pay 
up to W 50 percent of the cost to a local government unitofbuiiding a subsystem and 
may not be used to finance portable or subscdber radio sets. The bond proceeds may 
be used to make improvements to an existing 800 MHz radio system that will 
interoperate with the regionwide pUblic safety radiocorlliiiUnicatic>n system, provided· 
that the improvements conform to the board's plan and technical standards. 1fle 
council must time the sale and issuance of the bonds so that the debt se,:vi~ on the 
bonds can be covered by the additional revenue that will become 'available in the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 2005, generated under section 403.11 and appropriated under 

section 4 . · . . . . . 

lS_e_Q~_.thoeg}onwjde -public·-····-- -~---~·~ ------c-{-0).hi-addition.t<Llhe~am~u~(auth.Qtized_igd_eJ_P-g~ggP-hs@ to ·(t),Jhe council 
•temnnes ar.e of . · .. ---:- - --- - - --- · · --=-............. ·-~---·-·· 
~ · ·. : · ._·: ·. r$~~d~L'.:· __ · . ~!!lay:_-:iss~ds under.:subp.ivision:-1"~ ~d>rincipaLaiµount of ~p_ ~$4! •. QOQ,QQQ, plus 
Cai·-semces . commurucaUon-·'· .. -·-·····'"'···· - " ···-tlle-'-'-amonnt-the··'·colincn~oetermm--es=Decessafy~fo~pay'=tlfo::-~osls=':Of~i:SSu'ai·· -m· -~-~;~::1. 'Im~~~~"""""""'"""~~ 
of. the backbone· :-- --- -- --.-- : .. · · · · · - -. - "'--- -.- ·- --

·-,. - ·· · · ··· .-• ·· · ···· reserve~,. debt::Se.rvJce,::,and:,.~y,_.bcm_~tJ.J.!~J.,~~@~0.~t:.o!Jier credit. ~~~~1D~nt .. _The 

; safety ra~o communication 

safety radio c~minunicati .. 
---- on 

' -
'.: needs described in clauses 
nment for amounts ex~ 
iously paid for by~ -
subdivision 3, is amended to 

)f the bonds issued pursuant 
shall not exceed the amount 
ecessary to pay the costs of 
nd insurance or other credit 

:graph (a}, the council may 
;3,306,300, plus the amount 
uance, fund reserves, debt 
ent. The proceeds of bonds 
>ortable or subscriber radio 

tphs (a) and (b), the council 
amount of $12,00Q,(;)OO 

:essary to pay the costs ,of 
insurance ·or o-ther 'C:iediF · 

proceeds of bonds issued under thisparagraph are appropriated to the corinliissioner of· · · 
_public safety for phase three of the public safety radio communication system. In · 
aDticiPatfciiiOf the receipt by the cOiin:ni---ssi:Oner of public safety of the bon~S, 
the metropc)litan radio board may advance money from iiS'Qj)eratinTappropriation to 
the comniissioner of public safety to pay for design and preliminary engineering for 
phase three; The coTiiiDISsiODefOfpublicsafety· must return these amounts to the 
metropOiliaii ~-~-~ ~~roceeds ~ecciVed.-- · - - · 

Sec. 117. Minnesota Statutes ~002, section 473.901,)s amended to read: 

473.901 .A.tDMINISTRATION DEPARTMENTAPPROPRIATION; TRANS· 
FERS; BUDGET. 

Subdivision 1. STANDING APPROPRIATION; COSTS COVERED. For each 
'' fiscal year beginning with the fiscal year commencing July l, 1997, the amount 

·necel)sary to pay the following costs is appropriated to the commissioner of 
aBmmist:ratioB public safety from the '911 emergency telephoBe telecpmmunications · 
service account established under section 403.11: 

(1) debt service costs and reserves for bonds issued pursuant to section 473~898; 

(2) repayment of the right-of-way ac.quisition loans; 

. (3) costs -of design, construction, maintenance of, and improvementS to those· 
elements~ of the first .aBG, second, an~ third phases that support mutual aid communi~ 
cations and emergency. medical services; 

(4) recurring charges for leased sites and equipmentfor those dements of the first 
am!.! second.! and thir_d phases that support mutual 3id and emergency medical 
communication serviee~; or 

.(5)aid to local units of government for sites and equipment ii1 support of mutual 
aicfand ·emergency medical commuriicatforis Services. ' 



Ch. 1, Art. 2 LAWS of MINNESOTA 
2003 FIRST SPECIAL SESSION 

· This appropriation shall be used to pay annual debt service costs and reserves fo 
bonds issued pursuant to section 473.898 prior to. use of fee money to pay other cos~ 
eligible under this subclivision. In no event shall the appropriation for each fiscal Year 

. exceed an amount equal to four cents a month for e~ch customer access line or other 
basic access service, including trunk equivalents as .designated by the public Utilities 
commission for acce e !IfPOSes an me u ng ce 
access services, jn.the fiscal year. Beginning July 1, 2004, this amount will increase to 
~ 13 cents a month. 

Subd. 2. RADIO BOARD BUDGET. The metropolitan council shall transmit the 
annual budget of the raclio board t~ the commissioner of administration public safety . 
no later than December 15 of each year. The commissioner ef admiaistrat:ien SiiaJi 
indude al1-.e~.~i~~~.~C>.~~ approved by the ~dj_9J>9~ctfoi: the.re_gionwide pubfic,safecy··-

··comrntiriication-sysiem in its the commissioner's request for.legislative appropriations 
from the 911 emergency telefihoae telecommunications service fee account. All 
~ €eSts approved by the radie OOar.e shall be ineledsd ·m the commissieBeF ef 
administration's appropriation ~ 

Subd. 3. MONTHLY APPROPRIATION TRANSFERS. Each month, before 
the 25th day of the month, the commissioner ef administration shall transmit to the 
metropolitan council 1112 of its total approved appropriation for the regionwide public 
safety communication system. 

Stibd. 4. IMPLEMENTATION OF PHASES THREE TO SIX. To implement 
'phases three to six of the statewide p~blic safety radio communication system, the 
COnllirisSioilerof publicsafety shall contract with the commissioner of trafiSPOrtation 
to construct, own, operate, maintalii, and enhance the elemen~ of phases three to six 
identified in the plan developed under section473.907. The COiiiilliSSiOner'Of 
transportation, under appropriate state law, shall contract for, or procure by purchai 
or lease (including joint purchase and lease agreerneJiiS), CoiisnuctiOD,instanatiOii(;f 
materntls,. supplies and equipment:'alld other services as may be. needed to build, 
operate, anCfiiJaIIltainphases three ~ six of the system. - -- - --- - -

· Sec. 118. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 473.902, is amended by adding a 
subdivision to read: · 

Subd. 6. OPERATING COSTS OF PHASES THREE TO SIX. (a) The 
ongoing costs of the commissioner in operating phases three to six of the stateWide 
public safety radiocornrnunication system shall beaiiOcatecf among and paid by the 
fulloWing users, all in accordance with the statewide public safety raclio commUilita: 
ti on system plan developed by the Tanning committee under section 473.907: 

. . 
(1) the state of Minnesota for its operations using the system; 

(2) all local government units using the system; and 

(3) other eligible ~ ~ the system. 

(b) Each local government and other eligible users of phases three to six of the 
system shall pay ~ the commissioner all sums charged un~er this section,~ the times _ . 
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ave at least $250* a year on unlimited 
llling in the U.S. and to C;inada 

ave an average of 50%- on international 
alls '~,,ith no extra monthly fee 
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Get all these features for the low 
monthly.ra·~e of $29.99** 
• Uniimit.ed local and iong -Oistante 

calling .in the U.S. and to Car,ada 

• P,ern.arkcbiE .AT&T voice qua!11y 

Enjoy favorite features like Caller 10: and 
VoiceMail. plu5 amazing new .ones iike 
Cali Logs and Lo.cal€ Me 

• Keep your current phone number or pick 
an area code of your choice 



By one industry estimate, this year 
some 1 million people "'rill be using a 
new kind of phone service that sends 
calls over the Internet instead of regu
lar phone lines. The main reason: 
Internet calling is cheap. But is it for 
you? We tested it to find out. 

Phone service over the Internet. prop
erly known as Voice over Internet 
Protocol, or VoIP, is now offered by just 
about every major telecommunications 
and cable TV company: AT&T, which is 
retreating from the residential long
distance and local landline markets, now 
offers VoIP. So do Verizon, the nation's 
largest phone company, Comcast. Time 
Warner Cable, and other cable providers. 
There are also VoIP-only comparues, such 
as Vonage and 8x8 Inc. 

VoIP plans off er domestic calling for 
as little as $15 a month, and unlimited 
local and domestic long-distance for a flat 
$25 to $40 a month. That's significantly 

. less than what regular landline compa
riies charge, and providers include in the 
monthly fee caller ID, call waiting, voice 
mail, and nearly a dozen other features. 

VoIP converts a voice call into "'pack
ets," or bits of digital data, routes them 

you 

NEEDED HARDWARE To send calls over 
the Internet, you have to plug your 
phone into an adapter that is linked to 
a broadband connection. 

over the Internet reassembles them into 
a voice signal .at the other end, and feeds 
them into the call recipient's local tele
phone network . 

The conversion is handled by a device 
called an analog telephone adapter, con
nected to your phone and to a broadband 
Internet connection.Any regular wired or 
cordless phone works wi.th VoIP. 

You can choose a new number, and 

youneedtoknow 
WHY VoIP WON'T ALWAYS WORK IN EMERGENCIES 
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), which 
is different from traditional landline serv"' 
ice, has not been integrated into the emer
gency calling network. The Federal Com
munications Commission ·and emergency
services agencies say that this issue must 
be addressed quickly. 

At present, access to 911 from a VoIP 
connection amou.nts to a workaround, not 
the kind of fail-safe connection avai.lable 
with regular landline service. A VoIP num
ber isn't connected to a fixed address, so 

when you sign up for VoIP, the provider 
typically asks you to register an address 
that.it uses to give the emergency-call cen
ter your location. Even VoIP providers that 
say they offer "enhanced 911" service ask 
customers to register an address .. 

But as a rule, VoIP providers do not 
have direct access to the 911 infrastructure 
because they are not considered phone 
companies. So even with location informa
tion, VoIP calls to 911 might not be properly 
routed to an emergency call center. 
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you can use the VoIP adapter away from 
home if you have broadband access. VoIP 
doesn't depend on your bein~ in a fixed 
location. You can be across the country 
and call your next-door neighbors as if 
you're making a local call. But if you live 
in area code 609 and decide you want a 
415 phone number, your neighbors will 
pay long-distance rates to reach you. 
Some VoIP providers can provide a "'vir
tual" phone number that far-flung callers 
use to phone you at local rates. 

To test VoIP, we recruited 10 volunteers 
at our Yonkers, N.'Y., headquarters and our 
offices in Washington, D.C., and Austin, 
Texas, to sign up for service from five 
leading providers-AT&T, Optimum, Time 
Warner Cable, Verizon, and Vonage. Only 
one staff er tried Optimum; at least two 
staffers tried each of the others, using a 
mix of cable and DSL connections. We 
asked the staffers to get a new phone 
number and use the service at home for a 
month. 

WHAT OUR TESTS SHOWED 

Talk is cheap, but more than adver
tised. VoIP rates exclude the cost of the 
necessary broadband connection, which 
can be as much as $40 per month. (For the 
one-fourth of U.S. households that al
ready have broadband, there's no added 
expense.) Overseas calls are extra; rates 
vary according to VoIP provider and the 
country you are calling, but ·are lower than 
what other long-distance earners charge. 
With Vonage, for example, calls to France 
or Hong Kong are 3 cents per minute. 

We think you should figure on an ad
ditional expense with VoIP: $20 or so per 
month to keep landline service for emer
gency calls. We don't think you should use 
VoIP as your only phone service, because 

. it has no reliable way to connect to 911. 
See You Need to Know; at left. (Keeping 
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closeup··-
vo1P CREATES PROBLEMS FOR REGULATORS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 
A battle is brewing between VoIP providers and several states, 
including California, Minnesota, and New York. At stake are billions 
of dollars in taxes the states would like to levy on VoIP, as they do 
on other phone services. It's no accident that VoIP rates are low, 
because customers don't have to pay those taxes. 

ber, the FCC ruled that .VoIP was largely exempt from state regula
tion, backing Vonage in a dispute with Minnesota regulators. 

Minnesota and other states might challenge that ruling, insh. .:J 

that local regulations and'taxes are needed to ensure coverage in 
rural regions as well as public safety. 

Proponents of VoIP say it's very different from regular phone 
service and should be treated differently. Michael Powell, chairman 
of the Federal Communications Commission, has said of VoIP: "To 
subject a global network to disparate local regulatory treatment by 
51 different jurisdictions would be to destroy the very qualities that 
embody the technological marvel that is the Jnternet." Last Novem-

other issues regarding VoIP service involve law enforcement. 
The widely scattered, "packetized" nature of conversations sent 
over VoIP makes it difficult for law-enforcement officials to tap or 
trace calls. As a result. those officials could have to monitor every 
download, e-mail message, and text message of an individual or a 
large group of innocent pe9ple just to track one suspect. 

HOW VoIP SERVICES COMPARE 
Here are details about the five services our-panelists assessed. Other providers ha~e similar rates and services. Listed in alphabetical order. 

AT&T CallVantaq~timum Voice Time Warner Cable 
Unlimited calling rate $29.99 
Coverage U.S. & Canada 
Broadband type Cable or DSL 
Availability Nationwide 

Contract required? No 
Activation fee $29.99 
Termination fee $29.99 (in 

some cases) 
Installation Do it yourself -·----

the landline also lets you hedge your bets 
in case the VoIP provider goes bust.) 

Voice quality may be uneven. Quality 
was OK most of the time. but some pan
elists said it didn't quite measure up to 
traditional landline service. They fre
quently used words such as "hollow" or 
"echoing" to describe the voice quality. 

Incoming calls may not get through. 
Tu.ro panelists said that they failed to get 
some incoming calls or that the calls were 
dropped after a few minutes. One panelist 
said he tried six times to call home once. 

Installing hardware yourself may be 
frustrating. Some VoIP providers send 

. _you the telephone adapter and setup in
structions; others. usually the cable com
panies, will send an installer. Nearly all 
the staffers who tried installation on their 
own had to call the provider for help. The 
do-it-yourselfers generally needed sev
eral hours to get VoIP up and running. 
The pros needed less than an hour. 

You may lose convenience and flex
ibility. The location of the VoIP adapter 
determines where your main phone goes. 
That's usually where the broadband serv
ice enters the house, and may not be 

$34.95 $39.95 
U.S. & Canada U.S. & Canada 
Cable. ·Cable 
Optimum customers Time Warner Cable 
in areas of Conn., customers in 
N.J.,N.Y. 30 cities 

. No No 
None None 
None None 

___ By company By company 

where you want a phone. The easiest way 
to put phones where you want them is to 
use a cordless phone that can support 
multiple remote handsets. With most VoIP 
providers, using existing extensions re
quires professional inst.allation; Optimum 
Voice performs the service at no charge. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

If you spend more than $60 a month 
for local and long-distance, VoIP may 
save you money. Use the worksheet on 
page 14 to track what you now spend on 
local and long-distance service. If you're 
regularly spending more than $60 a month, 
you're spending more than you would for 
unlimited VoIP and basic landline for 
emergencies. One of the few panelists 
who said he would consider keeping VoIP 
said its $35 monthly rate would cut his 
costs nearly in half. 

VoIP isn't yet the equal of landline. 
Judging from our panelists' experiences, 
installation difficulties, voice quality, and 
problems with incoming calls put VoIP at 
a disadvantage at present. Most panelists 
said they wouldn't want to keep VoIP. For 
them, the inconvenience outweighed the 

Verizon VoiceWing Von age 
$34.95 $24.99 
U.S. U.S. & Canada 
Cable or DSL Cable or DSL. 
Nationwide Nationwide 

Yes;1 yr. No 
$39.95 $29.99 
$19.95 (if contract $39.99 (in 
ended early) some cases) 
Do it yourself Do it yourself. · 

prospect of lower bills. 
Don't rely on VoIP alone. Most-VoIP 

providers warn about the current inability 
of a VoIP call to connect consistently and 
reliably to a 911 emergency-call center 
and t:he inability of the technology to work 
in a power outage. We see those as major 
drawbacks. VoIP may also not work relir .... 
ably with a home-security system to dtal 
the security company's office. 

lfyou want VoIP, a cable connection 
may be the better way to go. More com
plaints about VoIP service quality came 
from panelists using a DSL connection. In 
our test. cable companies seemed to do 
the best job of providing quick, reliable 
installation and good voice quality. 

Free at Consumer-Reports.< 

Want to know more about how VoIP 
works? See the schematic diagram of ~
the hardware. Click on ·Electronics 
and computers" on our home page. 

For ConsumerReports.org __ : ... 
subscribers · 
For Ratings of cordless phones, click 
on #Electronics and computers." 
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~@~~~~·~£.lorida, took a one-two 
· unch during th rricane season this 

)rear. First, there was · arley. Its winds took 
out a third of the tr!=e · · nopy in the county, 
cre.ating a pile of deb ·in the Citrus Bowl 
Stadium that reache e equivalent of six · 
tories higher than En:ipire St;:ite Build-

en alo . me Jeanne, bringing an 
ove · of water. Nineteen lakes 
crested and the county was soaked. 

With each storm, first responders from 
around the state came to help. But each 
time, they found . .themselves hampered . 

. Many couldn't use the communications 
equipment they brought because it didn't 
work ori the same radio frequency as 
Orange County's. The county passed out 
radios-buying some, renting others-for 
the National Guard and other emergency 
personnel. At one point, there were 
16,000-plus users crowding onto just five 

·channels on the county's 800 MHz radio 
system. "You can't have hundreds of 
responders on five channels," says Marilyn 
Ward, public safety communications 

Editorial assistant Steven Weinberg provided 
research for this article. 
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Interference .. 
·croWding.· 
D~lays .. 

Will the .feds ever 
fix the kinks in the 

ba.nd states and 
localities use. 

for emergencies"? 

BY El-LFN PERLMAN 

manager. "Management is very difficult." 
The ability of first responders to com, 

municate with each other well, or at all, 
was elevated as an issue for state and 
local governments after the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks. Lack of space (available fre
quency) on the radio spectrum is a prob-

]em, as is the tangled placement of public 
safety channels with private channels on 
the 800 MHz band. The spectrum short
age for public'safety users caus·es crowd
ing of the airwaves and delays in commu
nication. The placement of public s·af~ty 
frequencies too close to v.7ireless compa
nies' frequencies causes interference that 
can make radios go dead unexpectedly. 

The spectrum dilemma varies by geogra
phy.and is primarily a problem in major met .. 

. ropolitan areas. But that's exactly where the 
escalating need for services and the evolving 
terrorism .issue has increased.demand for 
radio time. "Ahnost every major metropoli
tan area will tell you the system is over
loaded and burdened," says · Harlin 
McEwen, chairman of the communications 
and technology committ~e of the Interna
tional Association ·of Chiefs of Police. 

Spectrum issues are complex, and fixes 
are not easy. Congress and the Federal 
Communications Commission are mired 
in several issues aimed at clearing chan~ "' 
nels on t.he spectrum for public safety:· 
needs. These include getting publil 
safety a·nd the private sector to sw' 
places on one portion of the spectruf 
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:~ 

Governing.cl 
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. and shooing television broadcas~ers off 
parts of the airwaves that have been 
promis~d to public safety. 

CLEARANCE SALE 
Spectrum is the entire range of radio 

frequencies used for. every type of commu
nication. There's only so much out there. 
"There's a fight for it and a fight to use · 
what you have without your ·neighbor 
interfering wi~h it," says Bob Gurss, direc
tor oflegal and government affa_irs for the 
Association of Public-Safety Communica
tions Officials. Things only got worse 
when Congress authorized the use of auc
tions more than a decade ago to dole out 
parts of the spectrum to the private sec
tor and m<?-ke money from it.· Public 
safety's use of the spectrum doesn't, of 
course, generate funds. "There's always a 
struggle for these public services to get suf
ficient radio spectrum," Gurss says. 

The.FCC has taken -steps to deal with 
. the interference problem. Right now, fre
quenci~s used by commercial wireless 
companies are sandwiched between chan
nels used ·by public safety-a sandwiching 
that is too close: Bands of.freql.Jeney used 
by cellular telephone compapies, princi
pal~y Nextel, have been the main source 
of the interference. So, in August, the 
FCC opted for a plan that replaces the 
alternating slivers of commercial and first 
responder spectrum with separate, con
tiguous and non-interfering swaths. Nextel 
and its customers are pushed to one end 
of the speqrum and public safety to the 
other, and there is a buffer between them. 

Nexte.1 is required to pay equipment 
and consulting costs states and localities 

incur in the changeover. These costs are 
estimated to run to $850 million, and 
Nextel will have to put up a $2.5 billion 
letter of credit in case it's more. In 
~xchange, 'the FCC has agreed·t~ give the 
compan)r an unlicensed bit of spectrum 
space in ihe 1.9 GHz ban<l. Verizon, a . 
'major competitor to Nextel, questioned 
the FCC's authority to grant Nextel that 
piece of spectrum without an auction.and 
threatened· to go. to court over it. In · 
November, however, Yerizon decided to 
drop its oppositio~ to the deal. 

Meanwhile, state and local jurisdictions 
just want to move ahead with a clear-the
spectrum plan. "Interference needs to be 
corrected and quickly," says Charles 
Werner, deputy fire chief in Char
lott~sville, Virginia, where a new 800 
MHz system is being put in place that is· 
subject to possible interference. "There's 
no way to be up on it,'~ W ei:ner says. 
"What worked ye~terday suddenly doesn't 
today. It's a ghost out th~re that continues 
to haunt you/' And Its implications are 
frightening. When two different frequen
cies collide, sometimes there's dead air. It 
means a firefighter' in '.a burning building 
might be unable to call for help. 

If the FQC.plan moyes ahead-which 
now seems iikely_:._state and local govern
ments will need to .make changes to their 
radios. Every radio will have to be plugged 
into a computer and retuned, an exercise 
that will take time, money, planning and 
experts. "They have to break .our system 
first to fix it," says Jim Charron, director 
ofFairfax County, Virginia's Public Safety 
Communications Center. . 

. Smaller jurisdictions aren't as concerned 

about what needs to be done as larger ones. 
York County, Virginia, for instance, has a 
much simpler system. In comparing more 
complex systems to those of the York 
regism, Communications Manager Terry 
Hall says, "We're going to need a facel~; 
they're going toneed a forklift." · · 

Some departments ·have the in-homo:~ 
capability to retune their radios .. Oth 
don't cir won't want to devote the 
resour2es to it. If a state or locality hires an 
expert, Nextel will pay the bill, under the 
deal the FCC offers. But during the transi
tion, localities can't have half their radios. 
unable to talk to·the other half. So fre~ 
quencies may hav~ to be added alongside 
the old ones for a while so all of a depan
men t' s radios can communicate. "The 
radio geeks plan to do this so it's transpar
ent to rhe officer on the street," Gurss 
says. Regions with the most significant 
interference problems, generally those. 
,·vith the largest populations, are slated to 
go first. The process is expected to take up · 
to ~hree years. 

THE BAND PLAYS ON 
The plan to end the interference. prob

lem on the 800 MHz band is separate from 
another huge spectrum dilemma for pub
lic safety. Federal legislation passed in 1997 
allocated a portion of the 700 MHz spe 
trum io public safety officials by 2006. BL_ 
now that the year is near for that piece of 
the spectrum tq be turned over to publjc 
safety, regions are finding that they won't 
be able to.grab "it anytime ·soon. 

Television broadcasters, who were sup-
. posed to vacate chann'els 60 through 69 ofl 
the spectrum for public safety use, are tak-1 . . ~1 
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ing advantage of a loophole iri the law: 
They don't have to vacate until 85 per- · 
cent of their viewers have access to digi
tal television. In other words, in any place 
where more than 15 percent of viewers 
have access only to analog signals, broad
casters are not forced to move. In South
ern California, for instance, the FCC has. 
given public safety the go ahead to use the. 
designated portion of the spectrum. But 
broadcasters on the.West Coast are dog
ging those airwaves and cannot be forced 
to decamp under current law. 

.Th~· U.S. s«~nat~· this fall passed an 
amendment to an intelligence bill that 
sets a firm date ofDe·cember 2007.forTV 
stations to clear off the 24 MHz of spec- · 
trum that was allocated. to. public 
safety-or wheneve.r public safety is 
ready to use it after that date. But the 
House did not include a TV-clearin.g 
provision in a companion bill, merely a 
"sense of the Congress" that the transi
tion of digital television should be com
pleted for all TV stations, effectively 
eliminating the 85 percent provision. 
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. That, however, is not the same as legis
lating the issu.e. 

State and focal governments need a 
definite date. It t'akes three· to five years 
_to plan, .contract for and build a radio sys
tem. Jurisdictions won't start the process 
until a date is set; . 

Companies that build radio equipment 
are also in ·a holding pattern. They don't 
~ant to make expensive equipment 
investments that turn ~mt to be the wrong .. 
ones, depending on what Congress 
decides. "No one's going to plan for a sys-
tem until they know spectrum is going to 
be available,'"says McEwen. "Manufactur~ 
ers of equipment aren't going to build 
products that are out of da~e before 
they're bought~" · . 

Emergency officials have the 9/11 Com
mission on. their side. The commission's 
report urges Congress to support legisla
tion that speeds up the assignment of spec
trum and allocates an increased amount 
of spectrum for public safety purposes. 

The Spectrum Coalition for Public 
Safety, a group of 30 jurisdictions and 
public safety organizations, is pushing for 
an extra 10 MHz of spectrum for wide
area public safety broadband uses. The 
coalition· says broadband is needed for 
video cameras in train tunnels, GIS · 
applications, remote doctor support and 
for other bandwidth-intens-ive uses. 
"There's a need for wireless broadband 
networks and citywide video for first 
responders in the field," says Robert 
LeGrande, deputy chief technology office 
for \vireless communications in the Dis., 
trict of Columbia. 

To counter the next terrorist attack, 
broadband would allow for remote sur
veillance, chemical and biological weapon 
detection, bomb sqtlad support, helicopter 
video transmission and·more-protection 
against things terrorists can already obtain 
through commercial services. 

The District has an 18-month ~xperi
mental license to deploy a wireless broad
band public safety network citywide. The 
pilot n~twork, now complete, demonstrates 
how such a system can be used. The 
regional network is ex~i~, forward-look
ing stuff that, based on the District's expe
rience, could be replicated by .other juris
dictions. But this can only happen, says 
LeGrande, "if the FCC and Congress can 
supply a fffissing ingreqient-spectrum." m 

Ellen Perlman can be.1-eached at 
eperlman@goverrnng.com 

Governing.com 



urrent Projected 911 
Distribution FY 2 

• 911 System costs 
• Enhanced 911 grants 
• Wireless 911 Transfers 
• Implement Wireless 911 

16.2 cents 
10.0 cents 

1.0 cents 
6.5 cents 

• MRB (debt service & maintenance) 4.0 cents 
• Prior Year Obligations 1.6 cents 
• Administrative Expenses . 7 cents 

Total 40 cents 

1 



Stafford Proposal: Increase 
. 911 surcharge to 84 cents 

Current 911 Surcharge .40 
Clear deficit (temporary) (PSAP?) .15 
Bonding to finish Phase II (metro) .02 
Bonding to build Phases IV-VI .27 

Total .84 

Z. 



fford Proposal Notes 

• National average surcharge is $ 1.19 

• Minnesota would still be well below 
national average 

• Fee can be viewed as insurance 

• Beneficiaries pay 

• Fee is relatively easy to collect 

3. 



Stafford Proposal Notes 

• Eliminates competiton for funds 
between public safety organizations 

• Public accepts this approach 

• Public already accepts much higher 
fees for call waiting, call forwarding 
and caller \ 9 . 

4. 
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• 
Ir 

• First Phase of backbone financed in 1997 
• State GO Bonds, Trunk Highway funds, . 

911 surcharge and revenue bonds backed 
by surcharge 

• Issued Bonds in 1999 
• Completed Construction of First Phase in 

2002 
• Local units of government paid for 100°/o 

of additions, but many locals opted out 

3 



"- uil u 
• New Bonding Authority Granted by 2002 

Legislature after events of9/11/01 
Goal: To Encourage all potential metro. users 
to join system 
Bonding not accomplished due to 9-1-1 fund 
deficit 
2004-21 members, added Isanti and 
Chisago Counties, DPS seat 

4 



• • 

State agencies in the Metro region 

s 

3 counties (Hennepin, Carver, Anoka) 
• Independent PSAPs (Minneapolis, Richfield, 

Edina, Hopkins) 
• Public and Private EMS Providers (North, 

Allina, others) 
• Metro Transit, Metro Mobility 

MAC 
10,000 radios on the system 

5 



• ....... , r 

• Ramsey County, City of St. Paul 
• University of Minnesota 
• Dakota County 
• Isanti and Chisago Counties 
• Hennepin Independents except Eden 

Prairie 
20,000+ radios potentially on system 
when all users on system 

6 



r ~onsideration 

• Washington County 
• Scott County 
• Health East 

Additional Independent PSAPs 

7 



I oard 
• With MnDOT and local entities as partners, 

prepare and implement plans for an 
interoperable Metro public safety /public 
service communications system 

• Provide a representative forum for critical 
decision making: 
technical issues 
financial issues 
operationa I issues 
legal issues 

8 



I I 
• 
I 

Technical issues 
• Review and approve technical plans (with 

the help of the TOC and professional 
consultants) 
Set technical standards 

• Test and certify equipment for use on the 
system 

9 
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111111111 

I 

Financial issues 
• Determine priorities on the spending of 

available dollars 
Determine how to spread costs of the · 
system among users 
Provide a share of backbone capital 
financing 
Act as granting agent for federal and state 
funds, if and when available 

10 
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I r 
• 
I 

Operational Issues 
Provide for adequate capacity and 
coverage 
Set operating standards, priorities 
and protocols 

• Monitor compliance 
Provide training for user agencies 

• Obtain liability insurance for system 

11 



les of the tsoar 
i.-b=- (continued) 

• Legal. Issues 
• Prepare and enter into contracts and 

agreements with vendors and eligible users 
of the system . 

• Coordinate allocation of existing radio 
channels. 

12 
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I 

• Revenue source is 9-1-1 surcharge: 4 cents 
per month per line (wired and wireless 
statewide) 

• Restricted in use: 
• Transfer to debt service 
• Capital expenditures 
• Maintenance 
• Leases and utilities 
• Assistance to local units of government 

14 



• Paid for the Radio Board's share of 
construction of the regional backbone 
Now at a zero balance, due to lack of a 
bond sale 

15 



• 
I 

Must contain at least one full year's 
debt service reserves 

Interest earned may not be taken out 
of the fund 

Currently contains required reserves 

16 



• 
I UtU-· 

Sunsets in law June 30, 2006 
• Board has pledged to Governor to 

sunset June 30, 2005 
Some duties will transfer to the new 
Statewide Radio Board 
Metro Operations to be governed by a 
separate JPB or a merged JPB w/ Metro 
9-1-1 Board 

17 



__ ues Ahe 

• Equitable cost allocation for ongoing 
maintenance and operation of metro 
portion of system 
Division of powers and duties between 
regional Joint Powers Board and 
Statewide Radio Board 

18 



• • • 
IVISI 

• Agreement between DPS, Statewide 
Board and Radio Board now in process, 
most issues are decided 
Report will be made to the legislature 
by February 1. 

19 



II 
• 
I 

• Committee now working on these issues 
• Should costs to local governments be 

borne entirely locally, or should costs be 
divided between state and local. 
governments? 
Will make recommendation shortly 
Chair: Washington County 
Commissioner Dick Stafford 

20 



• ur I 

Annual Ongoing Costs:· 
• Administration of Board 
• Site leases, utilities, insurance 
• Vendor provided maintenance 
• MnDOT Provided maintenance 

$400K 
$450K 
$ 1.4 M 
$ 1.1 M 

• Local subsystem site costs and maintenance 

• Software and system improvements 
tal 

$ 1.7M 
~ 300K 

.3SM 

21 
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Metro Region System Completion 
·(Phase II) 

•. $18 M in authorized revenue bonds were 
not sold 

• Money for state share was replaced dollar 
for dollar for the entities that were ready to 
build by Federal Homeland Security Funds 

22 
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Metro not finished. Entities waiting: 
• Washington County 

Scott County 
• Isanti County 

Chisago County 

Need is approximately $ 18 million 
Local Share: $10 M 
State Share: $ 8 M 

23 



hall 

• Financing for metro entities not yet on the 
system is uncertain 

• Competition for 911 surcharge revenue 

• 911 surcharge long term stability in question 
due to technology and regulatory changes 

Extent of future Homeland Security funds 
unknown at this time 

24 



ible Soluti 

• Use 911 surcharge to leverage revenue 
bonds to finish metro and greater 
Minnesota build-out in the intermediate 
future 

• Look for longer term stable source of 
financing to replace 911 surcharge 

25 



Introduction 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

- Ron Whitehead, Program Director 

- Bill Dean, Executive Director- MRB 

- Dick Stafford, Chair MRB Cost Allocation Com~ittee 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

pa~ 
"ARMER•' -Driving factors- wireless communication 

Late 1980/1990 

- No frequencies, metro area problem 1980's 

- Lack of Interoperability 

[2000 Report to Legislature] 

-Obsolete systems (1970's) 

- Digital vs. Analog 

- Re-farming frequencies- VHF & UHF 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

• Minnesota's 2004 Homeland Security 
Strategy and Assessment, Goal 7, as 
follows: 
"Implement a statewide system of interoperable 

communication for local and state resources 
to be more effective and efficient in ensuring 
the safety of the citizens and emergency 
responders in Minnesota." 

Summary 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

-ARMER Program 
• Status System Backbone 

• Status of Governance 

- 911 Program 
• Status of 911 Special Revenue Account 

• Status "Prior Year Obligations" 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

[1998 NITA/FCC report] 

- No VHF frequencies available 

- 800 MHz and 700 MHz frequencies 

September 11, 2001 
- Interoperability as Homeland Security Priority 

Shared Public Safety Radio System 

- System backbone- state to build 

- Local Infrastructure- local responsibility 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

Metropolitan Radio Board 
- Nine County Metro Area 

- Backbone & Interoperability Infrastructure 

[Further detail- MRB presentation] 

Statewide Radio Plan 
- 2000 Legislative Report 

1 



ARMER/911 
Overview 

Statewide Plan 
Implementation Areas 

ARMER/911 
US Planning 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

ARMER Funding 
- 2003 Legislature 

• 911 Revenue Bonds 
- $18 million- Phase II (Local Enhancements) 
- $27 million- Phase Ill Infrastructure 

• 911 Fee/Radio System 
- Not to exceed 4¢ per month to not to exceed 13¢ per 

month to be effective 7/1/2004 

- 911 Funding problems 
• Bonds could not be sold 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

($ x 1,000,000) 

Sl,400 

Sl,200 

Sl,000 

$800 

$600 

$400 

$200 

so 

ll!i Co's/Cities Mu 
-----i El Co's/Cities Min 

ALONE SHARED 

ARMER/911 
U.S Funding 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

II STATE 

2003 Homeland Security Funds 
[Allocated in anticipation of 911 bonds] 

-$13.4 million 
• $7.5 million- subscriber units (metro area) 

• $6 million 
- St. Cloud System $3 million 
- Rochester System $2.2 million 
- Isanti & Chisago County $.7 million 
- 23 county grants for radio control stations 

2 



ARMER/911 
Overview 

911 Revenue Bonds 
-Metro area 

• Sold through Metro Council- November 1999 
• Used for Metro area development 

• 15 year bonds 
- 1 •t backup: User fee 
- 2nd backup: Assessment of user fee against property tax 

base 

• Covenants on future bonding 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

• 911 Revenue Bonds 
- Bonding Issues in 2004 

• 911 Fund deficit- prior year obligations 
• 911 System- increased costs 
• 911 Fee problem- Technology based (Vonage 

decision) 

• Phase 111- no property tax backup 

• 2 year look back period- 150% revenue 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

2004 Homeland Security Grant 
- $16.5 million 

•Metro Area 
- Anoka County 
- Hennepin County 
- Ramsey County 

• Greater Minnesota 
- Steams County 
- Olmstead County 
- Planning 

$2,078,753 
$4,463,873 
$4,290,866 

$2,794,854 
$2.794,854 

$150,000 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

911 Funding issues 
- Prior year obligations 

- Increased costs of basic 911 service 

Bonding issues 
-Revenue bonds- not viable without 911 fix 

- No backup to 911 revenue source 
• Userfee 

• Property tax 

- 2 year look back period (bond covenant) 

- Voice over IP issue 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

2004 legislative session 

• Alternatives discussed during session 
- Revenue Bonds 

- Lease/Purchase 

• Session ended without any 911 fix· 

• 2004 HSEM funds had not been allocated 
at session end 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

ARMER Governance 
- Planning Committee 

• Statewide Radio Board 

·Role 
- Statewide Plan 
- Technical & Operational Standards 

- Metropolitan Radio Board 
• Regional Radio Board 

•Role 
- Continue regional (metro) enhancements 
- Set regional standards 

3 



ARMER/911 
Overview 

Statewide 911 Program 
- Transferred from Dept. of Administration 

• December, 2003 

- Statute requires state to contract with 
telephone companies 

• Contract period- 5 years 

• Certification period- 2 years (period to submit bills) 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

• Competitive Local Exchanges (CLEC) 
- 2002 legislative action- state to reimburse CLEC costs 

• Voice over IP 
- Eroding regulator framework 
- Eroding fee structure 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

End of 2004 legislative session 

• No resolution of 911 issues 

• Maintain the_ status quo 
-4¢ MRB 
-10¢ PSAP's 

- Continue to fund current 911 System 
expenses 

~ 
-~RMER" -

ARMER/911 
Overview 

- Major issues with 911 program 
• Prior year obligations 

- 2002 legislative action 

• Wireless Implementation 

,;§\~\ 
"ARMER" 
IBllll 

- 1997 legislature action- state to reimburse wireless 
carriers for their costs 

• PSAP Up-grades 
- Enhanced 911 grants 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

• Prior Year Obligation Issue 

• Wireless Implementation 

•· Competitive local Exchanges 

• Voice over l.P. 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

Maintain Status Quo 

• 403.11- "commissioner must pay'' 
- Wire line costs 

- Wireless costs 

• 911 special revenue account; 403.11 
- Fee is specifically "assessed ... to cover the 

costs of ongoing maintenance and related 
improvements" 

- "Money in the account may only be used for 
911 telecommunication services" 

4 



ARMER/911 
Overview· 

Systemic changes- 911 system 

• Re assert contract requirement 

• Insert non-retroactive clause in contracts 

• Re-engage counties in process 
- Update their plans 

- Fiscal requirements to system improvements 

ARMER/911 
Overview 

• Competitive bidding process 
- 2 basic 911 service providers 

• Process to major system enhancements 
- Full cost assessment 

- Commissioner level approval required 

•. Other potential changes (discussion) 
- Fee Increase 

- Reduce what we pay for 

• 911 Network of the Future 

5 



Senate Counsel & Research Senate 
G-17 STATE CAPITOL 

State of Minnesota 75 REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. BLVD. 

ST. PAUL, MN 55155-1606 

(651) 296-4791 

FAX (651) 296-7747 

Jo ANNE ZOFF SELLNER 

DIRECTOR 
January 19, 2005 

COUNSEL 

PETERS. WATTSON 

JOHN C. FULLER 

BONNIE L. BEREZOVSKY 

DANIEL P. MCGOWAN 

KATHLEEN E. PONTIUS 

PATRICIA A. LIEN 

KATHERINE T. CAVANOR 

CHRISTOPHER B. STANG 

KENNETH~BACKHUS 

CAROL E. BAKER 

JOAN E. WHITE 

THOMAS S. BOTTERN 

ANN MARIE BUTLER 

LEGISLATIVE 

ANALYSTS 

DAVID GIEL 

C!EGORY C. KNOPFF 

,1ATTHEW GROSSER 

DANIELL. MUELLER 

JACK PAULSON 

CHRIS L. TURNER 

AMY M. VENNEWITZ 

MAJA WEIDMANN 

To: Senator Jane B. Ranum 

From: Peter S. Wattson, Senate Counsel 
651/296-3812 

Subj: History of 911 Fee 

You have asked for a history of the 911 emergency telephone services fee, as 
authorized by Minnesota Statutes§ 403.11. 

The 911 emergency telephone system was created by Laws 1977, ch. 311, 
which mandated that each metropolitan county have a 911 system by December 15, 
1982, and each remaining county have a 911 system by D.ecember 15, 1986. Costs of 
creating and operating the systems was to be paid by appropriations from the general 
fund, which were $20,000 for fiscal year 1978 and $180,000 for fiscal year 1979. 

Laws 1985, First Sp. Sess. ch. 13, § 330, for the first time imposed a fee on 
telephone customers to pay the costs of the 911 emergency telephone systems. The fee 
was to be set by the Commissioner of Administration at the amount needed to cover 
all system costs, but no more than 30 cents nor less than eight cents per month. 
Proceeds of the fee were deposited in a new 911 emergency telephone services account 
in the special revenue fund. Appropriations to cover operating costs were $2,748,800 
for fiscal year 1996 and $3,611,500. 

Laws 1995, ch. 195, authorized use of the 911 emergency telephone services 
fee to pay the cost of creating an 800 MHz public safety radio communication system 
in the metropolitan area. Section 11 of that law, now coded as Minn. Stat.§ 403.30, 
subd. 1, authorized up to four cents a month to pay debt service on bonds of up to $10 
million for: that purpose. 

Laws 2001, First Sp. Sess. ch. 10, art. 2, § 78, set the total fee at exactly 27 
cents per month, rather than within the former range of 8 to 30 cents a month. 



Senator Jane B. Ranum 
January 19, 2005 
Page2 

Laws 2002, ch. 401, art.l, § 3, restored the concept of a fee range, which it set at 8 to 33 cents 
a month. Section 8 of that law increased the amount available to pay debt service on bonds for the 
radio system to 5.5 cents beginning July 1, 2004. 

Laws 2003, First Sp. Sess. ch. 1, art. 2, § 108, increased the maximum fee to 40 cents. 
Section 117 of that law increased the amount available to pay debt service on bonds for the radio 
system to 13 cents, beginning July 1, 2004. 

PSW:ph 
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Interoperability planning- but no plan identified 

Upgarde· or new system plan in place 

Plan iri st an meant unaraoe 

D Status- Undertermined 

STATUS OF PLANNING 



General funds or general obligation bonds, 

Grant funds and earmarked funds 

911 Fee based financing 

D Motor vehicle or boat licensing fees 

Vendor owned- user fee based 

Vendor Lease.IPurchase 

FUNDING OF IMPLEMENTATION PLANS 



State Contact Status Funding Misc. 

Planning process only No funding identified 
Alabama 

Tim Woodall Planning process only No funding identified 
Alaska 907-552-8223 

Planning process 
Arizona 

Gary Underwood Consolidation of 12 General Fund 
Arkansas 501-682-3636 separate state systems appropriation to State 

Patrol 
Don Root Planning but no specific No funding identified 700 MHz :frequencies 

California 916-845-8601 plan- multi-banded will not be usable for 
approach anticipated many years in CA 

Paul Nelson 800 MHz trunked Initial appropriation to Denver has EDACS-
Colorado 303-866-2341 system- 2/3 completed ttust fund ($50 million)- State system Motorola 

annual appropriations to 
fund from general fund 

George Pohorilak 800 MHz trunked 
Connecticut 860-695-8108 system 

Robert Pederson 
Delaware 302-739-4207 

Fred Dickenson 800 MHz trunked $1.00 fee on MV and Covers operational costs 
Florida 850-487-3132 system boat licenses ($16 mill) 

Major D .A. Jewell Planning but no funding- None specified 
Georgia 404-624-7016 800/700 MHz system 

Hawaii 



Mark Lockwood SIEC Planning process- None specified 
Idaho 208-263-3105 planning only 

Craig Allen Implementing 800 MHz Leased system from Proposed cost $50-
Illinois 217-782-1513 trunked system Motorola 60/month 

Dave Smith 1/3 completed- 800 $1.25 fee on MV filings; Insufficient funding to 
Indiana 317-233-9169 MHz trunked system shared with BCA complete project 

Jerry Remhoff Enhanced None 
Iowa 515-281-8804 interoperability, no 

system wide up grade 
Up-grading existing 800 State general fund 

Kansas MHz trunked system appropriation 
Ken Born Statewide UHF system Grant funds to expand 

Kentucky 502-564-3193 for State Patrol interoperability 
enhancements 
Planning only 

Louisiana 
Major Robert Williams Planning a statewide No funding defined 

Maine 207-624-7000 VHF system 
Alan Kealey Intermediate plan- V- Grant funds Long term plan- 700 

Maryland 410-260-8887 TAC,U-TAC and I-TAC MHz trunked system- $5 
plan million/year for towers 

C. Blair Sutherland 
Massachusetts 5 08-820-2264 

L.Col. Tom Miller 800 MHz trunked radio State capital bonds 16,000 users, $200/year 
Michigan 517-336-6450 system fee per radio 

Donald Lopper Planning process only at 
Mississippi 601-933-2603 this time 



Steve Devine No statewide plan- little 
Missouri 573-526-6105 state coordination 

Jenny Hanson Current RFP for VHF Grants and appropriated 
Montana 406-444-2 7 00 voice & data general funding 

Mike J effres Plan for 800 MHz No funding Recent effort to assess 
Nebraska 402-471-3719 trunked system 50¢ on each electric 

customer failed 
Recent 911 magazine 

Nevada article re: failed VHF 
system 

. New Hampshire 
RayHayling 

New Jersey 609-984-6995 
Planning only at this 

New Mexico time 
Jim Adams Planning 800 MHz Partial funding from 

New York 518-443-5078 trunked system Wireless 911 fee 
Mike Hodgson Expanding existing State & county funds, 38of239 sites built, 

North Carolina 919-662-4440 Motorola 800 MHz earmarks and FEMA 45,000 potential users 
trunked system · funds, HSEM grants 

Larry Rubble Up grade current VHF HSEM funding- down 8 year Lease/Purchase 
North Dakota 701-328-8100 conventional system payment and yr 1 lease with yr 2-8 not yet 

funded 
Darrly Anderson 800 MHz trunked $271.9 million state User fee, $240/year 

Ohio 614-466-2257 system capital bonds voice 
Planning process only- None identified 

Oklahoma plan 800/700 trunked 
system 



Jeff Johnson Planning process only- None identified 
Oregon .503-649-8577 no specific plans yet 

Tom Reidy 800 MHz trunked State capital bonds MIA-COM Open Sky 
Pennsylvania 877-838-8999 system system 

Rhode Island 
Ken Harrel 800 MHz tlunked 

South Carolina 843-832-0341 system 
VHF trunked system HSEM grants and Daschle- Senate 

South Dakota earmarks Minority Leaders Home 
Bill Pogue 

Tennessee 615-257-5226 
Bob Pletcher No statewide plan, but HSEM funds and local 80% of state is 800 MHz 

Texas 512-424-5307 regional plans funding system 
Steve Proctor 800 MHz trunked Federal grants, Olympic Implemented in 12 

Utah 801-840-4200 system 12 county area- funding- user fees county area in 
No plan to expand generate $30 million per conjunction with winter 

year (22.50 per radio) Olympics- rest of state 
VHF system 

Terry La Valley 
Ve1mont 802-241-5215 

Tom Struzzieri VHF trunked system State G.O. Bonds 800 MHz portables, with 
Virginia 804-67 4-4604 VHF in car repeaters 

Dennis Hausman Preparing plan- due None identified yet 
Washington 360-702-3463 March2003 

Lt. McCabe No specific plan 
West Virginia 304-746-2154 

Plan with alternatives None identified 
Wisconsin prepared 

New Statewide VHF General Fund- G.F. 



I Wyoming r Rad1o. system r surpiUs from royaltles I I 
Item noted of significance: 

• Nebraska- Attempted to fund a statewide 800 MHz system with a 50¢ monthly fee on each electric utility customer. It was 
defeated and is considered dead issue. 

• Indiana- Partially funded their statewide 800 MHz system with a $1.25 motor vehicle registration fee. Revenue was split 
between the radio system and crime lab modernization. It has not produced enough revenue. 

• Maryland- Has developed a short term (10 year) interoperability plan with a long term plan of spending $5 million per year 
from the general fund to acquire land and towers for an 800/700 MHz trunked system to be implemented 10 years out. 

• Missouri, Iowa, and Kentucky- Plan calls for interoperability through cross band repeaters and interoperability channels but 
have no significant plans to upgrade a statewide system with any shared resources. Wisconsin may be going a similar 
direction. 

• North Dakota- Upgraded their existing VHF radio system ($5.1 million) under an 8 year lease purchase agreement with 
Motorola, the down payment and 1st year lease payment will be made with HSEM funds; payments for succeeding years is not 
yet determined. 

• Utah and South Dakota- System financed with grant funds, Utah received extensive grants in connection with the Winter 
Olympics. South Dakota was the benefactor of significant grants and earmarks when Senator Daschle was Minority Leader. 

• Illinois- Reportedly is doing a vendor owned system with Motorola leasing usage. Cost is reportedly $50-60/month (need 
more clarification here as the person rep01iing was not a fan of Illinois proposal). 

Other sources of funding mentioned but not implemented anywhere are as follows: 

• Traffic citation surcharge for certain offenses. 
• Automobile insurance fee assessment- similar to that used for the Auto Theft Prevention program. 
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COMCAST TO ROLL OUT INTERNET PHONE CALLS 

CABLE FIRM SETS NO DATE FOR TWIN CITIES 
LESLIE BROOKS SUZUKAMO 

Pioneer Press 

Trying to shake loose customers from regional telephone giants like Qwest 
Communications International, Comcast Corp., the nation's largest cable operator, said 
Monday it will begin selling Internet-based phone service to 15 million customers this year. 

Comcast already provides conventional circuit-switched telephone service to 1 .2 million 
households nationwide, including an undisclosed number in St. Paul and its surrounding 
area. 

Telephone industry experts expect that in coming years, new, more feature-laden Internet-based 
services, sometimes called Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP for short, will begin luring away 
tens of millions of residential and business customers from conventional ser\Jice in the $300 
billion telecommunications industry. 

Cable operators threaten traditional phone companies because they have their own lines into 
r "es, and can offer TV programming and high-speed Internet services in attractively priced 
p .... ~-<ages. Phone companies are responding with their own bundles of phqne, broadband DSL, 
video (using satellite partners like DirecTV. and Dish Network) and wireless phones, too. 

"I think it's too soon to say who's going to win," said Lisa Pierce, a vice president for Forrester 
Research, a technology consulting group. Residential customers should think carefully about 
switching because VoIP doesn't offer the same emergency 911 service as conventional phones, 
and it dies in a power outage unless it has a back-up battery, she said. 

Comcast will offer its "Digital Voice" service first in its home city of Philadelphia, .Springfield, 
Mass., and Indianapolis, where it tested the phones last year. The company -- which is expected 
to charge $40 a month for phone service -- expects to reach all 40 million of its current cable · 
customers by the end of 2006, Comcast spokeswoman Mary Beth Schubert said. 

Schubert declined to say when Digital Voice could be sold in the company's Twin Cities service 
area, a crescent-shaped territory that includes two-thirds of the metro area revolving around St 
Paul. 

Locally, the company spent $250 million over the past four years upgrading a 7,400-mile network 
to convert its signal into digital. This enabled Comcast last month to begin offering new digital 
television services like on-demand video to 640,000 households from Plymouth on the west to 
River Falls, Wis. on the east, and from Ham Lake in the north to Eagan in the south. · 

Sume analysts believe the Twin Cities may not be at the top of Comcast's list of markets to 
receive digital phone service this year, despite the investment. The company may prefer to begin 
selling in markets where it had no phone service; in St. Paul, it already has a base of customers, . 
said Kate Griffin, a VoIP market analyst for the Yankee Group, a Boston-based technology 
research firm. 

"They say they expect to have 8 million (phone) subscribers within five years -- that's pretty 
aggressive," Griffin said. "They've been doing this slow and steady and now they're announcing, 
'We are here.' " · 

·Page.I of2 

Qwest, the Baby Bell that holds tw~-thirds of Minnesota's 3.1 million phone lines, has been losing 
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customers to wireless and Internet phone providers like every Baby Bell, but it expressed no fear 
of the cable competitor. 

"We remain focused. on our customers," spokeswoman Sylvia Mclachlan said. 

Denver-based Qwest began offering VoIP to a limited number of customers in Minnesota in Dec. 
2003, and it promised to roll out its own residential Internet phone service throughout its 14-state 
territory in 2004. Mclachlan said any announcement has been delayed until later this year to 
allow for more testing. 

Meanwhile, Qwest expanded its VoIP services for business customers in December to 100 more . 
markets, bringing its total to 126 metro areas nationwide. 

· Time Warner Cable, the nation's second-largest provider, began VoIP service in Minneapolis and 
its suburbs last fall and that company has 200,000 VoIP phone customers nationwide, 
spokesman Keith Cocozza said. 

Traditional phone companies like AT&T as well as start-Lips like Edison, N.J.-based Vonage also 
are challenging the old order. Vonage has 400,000 customers, it said Monday. 

Leslie Brooks Suzukamo covers telecommunications and technology and can be reached at 
lsuzukamo@pioneerpress.com or 651-228-5475. 

The Associated Press contributed to this report. 

Photo: Paul Connors, Associated Press 

Comcast Chief Executive Officer Brian Roberts announces his cable-television and 
Internet company's plans -to offer internet-based telephone service during his keynote 
address to a telecommunications conference Monday in Phoenix. 

Copyright 2005 Saint Paul Pioneer Press 
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MN Department of Public Safety 
9-1-1 Emergency telecommunications Service Account in the Special Revenue Fund 
Account Analysis November 2004 Forecast 
12/15/04 Actual Actual Budgeted Nov.04 Forecast Nov. 04 Forecast Nov.04 Forecast Nov. 04 Forecast 

FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 

Annual fee collection from one cent $0.010 $630,083 $669,595 $688,362 $708,724 $708,724 $708,724 

SOURCE OF FUNDING: 
Balance Forward $5,648,211 $1,628,021 $3,673,687 $497,796 $502,973 $513,542 $524,111 

9-1-1 Receipts MS403.11subd.1(c) 
Receipts $0.33 @ mo. $0.330 $20,792,730 $22,096,635 $22,715,946 $23,387,892 $23,387,892 $23,387,892 
Receipts $0.07@ mo. (11 months-fy04) $0.070 $.Q ~4,687,165 ~4,818,534 ~4,961,068 ~4,961,068 ~4,961,068 

Total 9-1-1 Receipts $20,792,730 $25,838,597 $26, 783,800 $27,534,480 $28,348,960 $28,348,960 $28,348,960 

Total Source of Funding $26,440,941 $27,466,618 $30,457,487 $28,032,276 $28,851,933 $28,862,502 $28,873,071 

Receipt Dedication: 
Enhanced 911 Service costs MS403.113 

PSAPS MS 403.113 subd. 1 $0.100 $6,300,827 $6,555,805 $6,695,950 $6,883,620 $7,087,240 $7,087,240 $7,087,240 
FY 2005- > implied based on appr. $0.015 $.Q $.Q iQ iQ .$Q 

$6,695,950 $6,883,620 $7,087,240 $7,087,240 $7,087,240 

Debt service & reserve for bonds 
issued MS403.30 

FY2004 $0.040 $2,520,331 $2,622,321 $2,678,380 $2,753,448 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 
FY2005- Beginning 7/1/04 $0.090 $.Q iQ iQ iQ $.Q 

$2,678,380 $p53,448 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 

Appropriations: 
Laws of 2003, 1st Spec Session, Ch.1, Art. 1, Sec. 29 Public Safety 

PSAPS payments $6,970,000 $8,522,000 $8,522,000 $8,522,000 $8,522,000 $8,522,000 
PSAPS consolidation study $150,000 
SF653, 5th Engrossment (laws 2004, Ch. 282) $3,475,000 
Unspecified portion of appropriation ~24,008,000 ~15,892 000 ~21, 118,000 ~21, 118,000 ~21,118,000 ~21, 118,000 ~21,1:18,000 
Total appropriations FY 2004-05 $24,008,000 $26,487,000 $29,640,000 $29,640,000 $29,640,000 $29,640,000 $29,6~0,000 

PROJECTED COSTS: 
Enhanced 911 Service costs MS403.113 
PSAPS 9-1-1 grants (non-State Patrol 95%) $0.100 $5,986,202 $6,228,015 $6,361, 153 $6,539,439 $6,732,878 $6,732,878 $6,732,878 
Transfers to State Patrol- PSAPS (5%) $315 063 $327.790 $334,798 n14 181 $354.362 $354,362 ~3Q4.~62 

Total- Enanced 911 Service costs $6,301,265 $6,555,805 $6,695,950 $6,883,620 $7,087,240 $7,087,240 $7,087,240 

911 System cost MS403.11 (10% variable) 
Network & Database charges for 911 $7,997,006 $10,208,399 $11,161,026 $11,161,026 $11,161,026 $11,161,026 $11,161,026 
under contract-recurring charges by 



MN Department of Public Safety 
9-1-1 Emergency telecommunications Service Account in the Special Revenue Fund 
Account Analysis November 2004 Forecast 
12/15/04 Actual Actual Budgeted Nov.04 Forecast Nov. 04 Forecast Nov.04 Forecast Nov. 04 Forecast 

FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 
wire line telcommunications service 
providers; 10% variable with # of phones 

Estimated prior year obligations-$8.204, 114 Nov. 04 $5,064.282 $0 $1,699,414 $1,081,127 $1,421,633 $1,421,633 $1,421,633 
Estimated prior year obligations-$9,357,896 Feb. 04 
Prior Year obigations from FY 2003 & 04-Wireless $1,742,220 
Prior Year obigations from FY 2003 & 04-Wired $495,676 

Implement Wireless Enhanced 911- $2,345,464 $3, 194,558 $4,375,755 $4,507,028 $4,642,239 $4,642,239 $4,642,239 
Reimbursement of wireless carriers for 
installation and recurring charges 
incurred for integrating wireless 
911 calls into enhanced 911 system 
(45% variable with# of wireless phones) 

Reimbursement of costs incurred by $544,130 $609,694 $642,811 $674,595 $722,898 $722,898 $722,898 
State Patrol for 911 wireless emergency 
calls (was two cents a month on wireless 
customers (45% 2004, 47% 2005, 48% 2006 
and 49% 2007)) 

PSAPS consolidation study $0 $150,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Administrative Expense (including indirect cost) $428,944 ~452,155 ~468,459 $468,459 $468.459 ~468,459 ~468,459 

Total 911 System costs $16,379,826 $14,614,805 $20,585,361 $17,892,235 $18,416,255 $18,416,255 $18,416,255 

Debt service & reserve for bonds 
issued MS473.901 $0.040 $2,494,368 $2;622,321 $2,678,380 $2,753,448 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 
Based on approved budget for MRB 

Increased funding for debt service $0.090 iQ iQ iQ iQ iQ iQ iQ 
TotCll- Debt service & reserve for bonds $2,494,368 $2,622,321 $2,678,380 $2,753,448 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 $2,834,896 

----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------· 
Total projected cost ~25,175,459 ~23,792,931 ~29,959,691 ~27 ,529,303 ~28,338,391 ~2~,338,J91 ~28,338,391 
PSAP grants-proj. budget surplus\deficit $414,195 $1,826,050 $1,638,380 $1,434,760 $1,434,760 $1,434,760 
PSAP report-proj. budget surplus\deficit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Unspec. approp.-proj. budget surplus\def. ~2,279,873 {12.145,741). $472,317 (~133, 151) (i133, 151) (i133,1~1) 
PROJECTED BUDGET SURPLUS\DEFICIT ($1,167,459) $2,694,069 ($319,691) $2,110,697 $1,301,609 $1,301,609 $1,301,609 

PROJECTED YEAR END CASH BALANCE $1,265,482 $3,673,687 $497,796 $502,973 $513,542 $524,111 $534,680 

9-1-1 Receipts over projected costs ($4,382,729) $2,045,666 ($3, 175,891) $5,177 $10,569 $10,569 $10,569 

Accounts Payable-Prior Year Obligations $9,357,896 $6,504,700 $5,423,573 $4,001,940 $2,580,307 $1,158,674 



MN Department of Public Safety 
9-1-1 Emergency telecommunications Service Account in the Special Revenue Fund 
Account Analysis November 2004 Forecast 
12/15/04 Actual 

FY 2003 
Actual 

FY 2004 
Budgeted 
FY 2005 

FY2003 appropriation to DOA- Laws of 2001, 1st Spec. Session, Ch. 10, Art. 1, Sec. 12, subd. 4 $19,784,000 
FY2003 appropriation to DOA- Laws of 2002, Ch. 401, Art. 2, Sec. 2 $4,244,000 
Assumption is made that PSAP grant payments will remain at $.10 in FY 05. 

PSAP grant payments will be capped each year based on receipt collections. 
Projected budget surplus\deficit is calculated comparing appropriation authority to projected cost. 

Nov.04 Forecast 
FY 2006 

Nov. 04 Forecast Nov.04 Forecast 
FY 2007 FY 2008 

Nov. 04 Forecast 
FY 2009 



MlNNt:SOlA Dt'.PARlM(l\.1' or CORJU:.cnOl'\"S 
FYOS udget Deficiencies 

-·-····--·-···-.. --......... _,, ___ , __________ ,,, __ ,.,_., .................... ,_, .............. >o .......... _, __________ ................................................. _,,, _____ ,, ___ ,_,, ____ ,, .. ____ ,, ___ .. ,_ ........ -.--................... -·-·----------·----.. ···+-i-· .......................... .. 

Prison Population ($2.85 million) 
1111 Prison population is greater than projected in 2003. 
111 Popu_lation increases due to steadily increasing new commitments, offenders 

serving longer sentences, and an increase in re]easee returns. 
111 Approximate costs for renting beds in FY05 are $6.5 milJion. 

Health .Services ($1 million) 
1111 

Ill 

lncre?sed costs due to inflation of operating supplies and equipment - $1.2 
million. 
The annual amount for supplies and equipment per imnate was.$145 per year.in 
l 999. In 2005 this amount decreased to $72. This funding pays for all mediCal 
and dental supplies and equipment. There has also been a 6% inflation increase in 
this area, which is not even considered in the figure. Funding for operating 
supplies and equipment is not included in the forecasted per diem for population 
increases. 
Employee salary and benefits - $1.6 million. 
Increased number of behavioral health staff, un-funded step, insurance, and cost of 
living increases. For example, in FY02-03 the nurses negotiated five percent cost of 
living increases.totaling over $561 ,000. These costs are not included in the 
forecasted per diem for population increases. 
Increased costs for heaJth services due to inflation of contracted medical 
servic,-es and possible major medical expenses - $500,000 - $1 million. 
The cost of this is that claims may be paid at a higher reimbursement rate than 
anticipated under the contract thereby obligating the department for additional 
payment to Correctional Medical Services. The cost of this based on utilization and 
is anticipated to be between $500,000 and $1 million .. 
A significant increase in methamphetamine users ,,,ho have a multitude of 
health and behavior concerns - $200,000 - $500,000. 



Sex Offender Management ($520,000) 
11 Hearings Officers to manage offender revocation hearings .in a timely manner to 

ensure offenders are placed into appropriate programming ari,d/or secure 
p]acerrient to ensure public safety. This funding is for 2 hearing officers and 1 
support staff. · · · 

11 Restructure of civil commitment review process to ensure all appropriate sex 
offender are referred for consider of civil commitment. This funding is for 2 
support positions, 2 psychologists, and 1 management. analyst. 



01/14/05 [COUNSEL ] CT BL0775 

l Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. 'No ..... (05-094~) as 
2 follows: 

3 Page 1, line 25, delete "230,000° and insert 11 199,000" 

4 Page 2, line 41, delete "and 3" and insert "to 4 11 

5 Page 2, line 42, delete 11 4,180,000° and insert "3,850,000" 

6 Page 2, after line 43, insert: 

7 "Subd. 4. Community Services 330,000 11 

1 
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12/29/04 [REVISOR ] EB/JK ·os-0948 

1 A bill for an act 

2 · relati~g to state government; providing deficiency 
3 funding for certain state agencies; appropriating 
4 money •. 

5 .BE .IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE .OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

6 DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS 

7 Sectlon 1. -[APPROPRIATIONS.] 

8 The sums ~hown in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are 

9 appropriated from the general fund,. or another named fund, to 

10 the agencies arid for the.purpose~ specified in this act, to be 

i1 · available for the fiscal year indicated. for each purpose, and 

12 are added to appropriations in Laws 2003, First Special Session 

13 chap~ers 1, 2, and 14. The fl.gure 11 2005," where used· in this 

14 act, ~eans that the appropriation or appropriations listed under 

15 it are available for the year ending June 30, 2005. 

16 SUMMARY BY FUND 

17 

18 General 

19 TOTAL 

20· 
21 
22 
23 

24 Sec. ~. BOARD ON JUDICIAL 
25 STANDARDS · 

26 This appropriation .is added to 
21 appropriations in Laws 2003, Fi·rst 

$ 

$ 

28 Special S~ssion chapter 2, article.!, 

Section 2 1 

2005 

31, 405, oo·o· $ 

31,405,000 $ 

TOTAL 

31,405,UOO 

31, 4.05, 000 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
2005 

230,000 
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12/29/04 [REVISOR ] 

1 section 7. 

2 Sec. 3. BOARD OF PUBLIC DEFENSE 

3 This appropriation is added to 
4 ·appropriations in Laws 2003, Firs.t 
5 Special Session·chapter 2, article 1, 
6 sect ion. ·a. 

7 Sec. 4. PUBLIC SAFETY 

8 Subdivisi9n 1. Total 
9 Appropriation. 

EB/JK 05-0948 

7,681,000 

10 General Fund. 986,0-00 

11 This appropriation is··added to 
12 appropriations.in Laws 2003, First 
13 Special Session chapter .2, article 1, 
14 section· ·9. The amounts that may be 
15 -spent from this appropriation for each 
16 program are specified in subdivisions 2 
17 and 3. 

18 Subd.' 2. ·Emergency Management 

19 [FEMA MATCHING FUNDS.] This 
20 appropriation is to provide matching 
21 funds for FEMA funds received for 
22 natural disaster assistance payments. 
23 . This appropriat.ion is avail.able until 
24 June 30, 2007. . 

25 Subd. 3. Law Enforcement and 
26 ·community Grants· 

27 [GANG STRIKE FORCE. 1 This appropriation· 
28 is for grants to the Crimirial·Gang 
29 Strike Force unde'r Minnesot·a Statutes, 
30 chapter 299A. 

31 Sec. 5 •· CORRECTIONS 

32 Subdivision 1.. Total 
33 Appropriation 

34. General Fund 

35 This. appropriation.is added to 
36 appropriations in Laws 2~03, Firs~ 
37 Special Session chapter 2,·article 1, 
38 section 13. The·amounts that may be 
39 spent from this appropriation for each 
40 program are specified in subdivisions 2 
41 · and 3. · 

42 Subd. 2. Correctional Institutions 

43 Subd. 3. Operations.Support 

44. Sec. 6. HUMAN SERVICES · 

45 Subdivision 1. Total 
46 Appropriation 

47· This .appropriation is added to 
.. 48 appropriations in Laws 2003, First 

49 Special Session chapter 14~ ~rticle 
50 13C, section 2, subdivision· 8. The 
51 amounts ·that may be spent from this 
52 appropriation for each program is 

Section 6 2 

710,000 

276,000 

4,370,000 

4,180,000 

190,000 

:l-3,394,000 



: [REVISOR ] EB/JK 

4 Th~s appropriation is.for the forensic 
5 treatment programs.operated by 
6 state-operated services. · 

7 Sec. 7. ·vETERANS·AFFAIRS 

.8 This appropriation is added to 
9 appropriations in Laws 2003, First 

10 Special Session chapter 1, artible 1, 
, 11 section 17. · 

12 Sec. 8. ADMINISTRATION 

13 This appropriation is to the Department 
14 of Administration for relocation costs 
15 fo~ the· Departments of Health and 
16·· Agriculture and 'is available until June 
17 30, 2006. Notwithstanding- any law to 

·18 the contrary, proceeds from the sale ·or 
19 : dispositio~ of t~e Department of Health 
20 land and building at 717 Delaware 
21· Street in Minneapolis, after paying all 
22 e~penses incurred in selling or 
23 disposing of it, estimated to be 
24 approximately $4, 853, oo·o, must be 
25 deposited in t~e general fund. 

26 Sec. 9. [SUNSET OF UNCODIFIED'~ANGUAGE.] 

05-0948 

13,394,000 

39,000 

4,705,000 

27 All uncodified language in this act expires June 30, 2005, 

28 unless another date is specified. 

·.29 Sec. 10. [FORECAST ALLOCATION.] 

30 The commissioner of finance shall reduce the amount 

31 allocated on t~e·basis of· the November 2no4 general fund 

32· forecast for the purpose of Minnesota Statutes, section 16A .. 152, 

33 ·subdivision 2, paragraph (a), clause (3), by $25,100,000. 

34 Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

35 Sections 1 to 10 are effective the day following final 

36 enactment. 

3 
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Prepared by the 800 MHz Executive team. 
The team includes representatives from the 

Minnesota Department of Public Safety, 
Department of Administration 

Department of Transportation 

February 
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David Fisher, Department of Administration 
Elwyn Tinklenberg, Department of Transportation 
Charles Weaver, Department of Public Safety 

800 MHz ... u .. "~"""""" 

Michelle Beeman, Department of Natural Resources, 
Legislative Director 

Anne Beers, Chief, Minnesota State Patrol 

Bill Bernhjelm, Department of Natural Resources, Director, 
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Laura Bishop, Department of Administration, 
Director of Legislative Affairs 
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Kevin Corbid, Association of Minnesota Counties, Policy Analyst 
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Michael Hogan, Department of Transportation, Planning Director, 
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Assistant Commissioner, Director, Program Support Group 

Tim Lee, Department of Transportation, 800 MHz System Manager 

Mancel Mitchell, Department of Public Safety, Deputy Commissioner 

Marthand Nookala, Department of Transportation, 
Assistant Director, Program Support Group 

Betsy Parker, Department of Transportation, Government Relations 

Jack Ries, Department of Administration, 
Telecom Support Intertechnologies Group 

Doug Selbee, Department of Administration, Senior Planner 

Andrew Terry, Chair, Department of Transportation, Director, 
Office of Electronic Communications 

Donald Wicklund, Department of Transportation, Assistant Director, 
Office of Electronic Communications 

Tim Worke, Department of Transportation, Director, 
Government Relations 

Jack Yarbrough, Department of Administration, 
Assistant Commissioner Intertechnologies Group 

... to the 
for their participation in the aeuPIAt"'\mP.nt-

of the communications survey: 

Rochester/Olmsted County Communications 
Rochester Public Works & Parks Department 
St. Cloud Information Technology Group 
Owatonna/Steele County Pearl Street 
Communications 
St. Louis County Communications 
Moorhead/Clay County Communications 
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February 2001 

Pursuant to 2000 Minnesota Session Laws chapter 475, Section 15, I am pleased to submit 
the planning committee report of the 800 Megahertz (MHz) statewide shared public safety 
radio system. The planning committee, also referred to as the 800 MHz Executive Team 
(E-Team), is compYised of individuals designated by the commissioners of Administration, 
Public Safety and Transportation; but also includes representatives from other agencies, includ
ing the Departments of Natural Resources and Corrections, the Minnesota State Patrol, the 
Metropolitan Radio Board and the Association of Minnesota Counties. 

Over the past eight months, the E-Team developed a survey with input from local users, offi
cials and radio system managers to determine the common issues facing public safety radio 
users. This survey was distributed to radio users in over 800 cities and 80 counties. 
The survey results assisted the E-Team in determining the current status and needs of public 
safety radio users, and is the basis of this report and recommendations. 

In addition, this report, in draft form, was distributed and discussed among local users in ten 
community meetings across the state. Nearly 100 individuals attended the meetings. 
Individuals included representatives from police and fire departments, sheriff's offices, State 
Patrol, highway and transit departments, emergency management divisions, utilities divisions, 
city and county administrators and state agency representatives. The feedback received from 
these meetings, as well as other comments received after the report was more widely distrib
uted by those in attendance, has been incorporated into this report. Comments include views 
expressed by over 50 local agencies and 37 communities throughout the state. 

E-Team recommendations recognize the benefits of a shared statewide radio system, as well 
as training and transmission standards required should the 800 MHz radio project advance. In 
addition, the report outlines options for governance structure and funding, but does not 
include recommendations in these areas until further research is conducted and local input 
can be incorporated. 

The Ventura Administration is not requesting funds in the FY 2002-03 budget to implement a 
statewide 800 MHz radio system. Instead, state agency and local government representatives 
should work together over the next two years to explore options for a statewide system that 
addresses the needs of users outside the seven county metropolitan area. This work includes 
performing additional design and cost analysis of system options, exploring and refining alter
natives for shared financing of a statewide system and establishing a framework for gover
nance that responds to local concerns outside the Metropolitan area as well as within it. The 
active cooperation of radio system users at all levels of government will be necessary if this 
project is to go forward. 

The goal of the Department of Administration is to assure that any investment in technology 
such as the public safety radio system adds value to the state and its users. I look forward to 
your own comments regarding this project. 

Sincerely, 

~J>----r!dr---
David Fisher 
Commissioner 
Department of Administration 
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No, 
17.35 Sec. 15. [PUBLIC SAFETY RADIO SYSTEM STUDY.] 
17.36 Subdivision 1. [PLANNING COMMITTEE.] The commissioners 

of 
18.1 
18.2 
18.3 
18.4 
18.5 
18.6 
18.7 
18.8 
18.9 
18.10 
18.11 
18.12 
18.13 
18.14 
18.15 
18.16 

18.17 
18.18 
18.19 
18.20 
18.21 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.25 
18.26 
18.27 
18.28 
18.29 
18.30 
18.31 
18.32 
18.33 
18.34 
18.35 
18.36 
19.1 
19.2 
19.3 
19.4 
19.5 
19.6 
19.7 
19.8 
19.9 
19.10 
19.11 
19.12 

administration, transportation, and public safety shall convene 
a planning committee to report to the Legislature on a plan for 
development of an 800 megahertz statewide shared public safety 

radio system. The planning committee must provide a means for 
inclusion of input from representatives of local governments and 
major system user groups. 
Subd. 2. [REPORT CONTENTS.] The committee shall review: 
( 1) current and future needs and capacities of radio 
systems in outstate areas; 
(2) the potential for implementation of a multi-agency and 
multijurisdictional shared radio system; 
( 3) potential guidelines for governance and system 
participation by state and local units of government; and 
(4) statutory changes required to implement a statewide 800 
megahertz shared public safety radio system. 
Subd. 3. [REVIEW CONSIDERATIONS.] In performing the 
duties 
under this section, the planning committee may consider: 
(1) assessment of current uses, needs, and capacities, 
including growth and expansion capacities, by each local 
government and by each major user group; 
(2) estimates of future needs by each local government and 
by each major user group; 
(3) estimates by each local government and by each major 
user group of the anticipated level and timeline for utilizing 
the radio system; 
( 4) analysis of the expected costs of implementing the 
radio system; and 
(5) proposed funding mechanisms, including options for 
allocating costs among local governments and user groups. 
Subd. 4. [PUBLIC MEETINGS.] After completing its duties 
under subdivisions 2 and 3, the planning committee shall prepare 
a draft report to local governments and major user groups in all 
outstate areas. The draft report must also be made available to 
the public. After preparing and disseminating the draft report 
and before presenting the final report to the Legislature, the 
planning committee shall meet with representatives of local 
governments and user groups in each department of public safety 
radio communication district to explain the report and seek 
comment. 
Subd. 5. [REPORT.] By February 1, 2001, the commissioner 
of administration shall report to the Legislature on the 
findings and recommendations of the planning committee. The 
report must also identify any changes in statutory authority and 
funding options necessary to provide for implementation of the 
statewide, 800 megahertz, shared, public safety radio system. 
Sec. 16. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 
Sections 2 to 11 and 13 to 15 are effective the day 
following final enactment. 
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In the early 1990s, cities, counties and state agencies (primarily in the 
Twin City Metro area) experienced rapid growth in radio communica
tions. The increased radio traffic on the public safety systems in the 
Metro created a severe interference problem among existing users. All 
FCC radio frequencies .within the Metro area were in use, which limit
ed system expansion and, in some cases, prohibited growth of radio 
systems. Interoperability among public safety agencies was hampered 
and cumbersome. The 1996 Minnesota Legislature funded the con
struction of a Metro-wide 800 MHz regional backbone system 
(Chapter 463, Sec.19, Subd. 3) to meet the demands of the Metro area, 
and provide capacity for local subsystems to join the network. The 
implementation of this system is in progress and will be operational in 
2002. The problems in Metro are not unique to the area. Outstate 
public safety communications systems are facing many of the same 
problems that Metro faced ten years ago. For that reason, the 2000 
Legislature directed the commissioners of the departments of 
Administration, Transportation and Public Safety to convene a plan
ning committee to report to the Legislature on a plan for the develop
ment of a statewide, shared public safety radio system. The legislation 
further directed the planning committee to develop a means to include 
input from representatives of local governments and major system user 
groups. As a result of the legislative directive, an 800 MHz Executive 
Team was formed to study and assess the current and future wireless 
communication requirements, needs and concerns of the local units of 
government and major system user groups such as the state of 
Minnesota, the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) community and 
school districts. 

From the beginning, the 800 MHz E-Team recognized that implement
ing a statewide radio system would require a collaborative approach 
because of the common issues and overall benefits for all public safety 
radio users. Members from the 800 MHz E-Team conducted briefings 
with radio system managers, users and local officials around the state 
to communicate the technical and regulatory issues that are facing 
wireless users in each region. In order to determine the current status 
and needs of public safety wireless communication users throughout 
Minnesota, the 800 MHz E-Team developed a communications survey. 
To ensure that the survey was understandable and contained the 
appropriate questions, members from the E-Team conducted several 
focus group meetings with public safety officials in selected communi
ties to identify issues and refine survey questions. The survey was then 
mailed to all cities, counties and other major wireless user groups 
(excluding the Metro area). The responses to the survey helped deter
mine the level of need for improved communications and also helped 
develop recommendations for this project. 

A draft report was developed by the 800 MHz E-Team and then dis
tributed to local governments throughout Minnesota. Ten (10) regional 
meetings were held throughout Minnesota. With the assistance of 
organizations such as the Association of Minnesota Counties, League 
of Minnesota Cities, Minnesota Sheriff's Association, Association of 
Minnesota Chiefs of Police and the Association of Minnesota Fire 
Chiefs, the 800 MHz E-Team sent invitations to county and city 
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administrators requesting their agency's and department's participation 
at the nearest regional meeting to review and discuss the draft report 
to the Legislature. The comments received as a result of the regional 
meetings are reflected in Appendix D of this report. In addition, the 
report is posted on the Office of Electronic Communications Web page 
at: www.dot.state.mn.us/oec/os800Report.html. 

The VHF and UHF radio frequency bands are heavily used by public 
safety agencies throughout 
Minnesota. This c·ongestion makes 

~~~~~--~~~-~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~.~~~.~-~~~~~u~ngthesebandsfortoday~radio 

406-420 764-776* 

30kHz 3M Hz 30MHz 300kHz 

806-824 ~~~~>ency systems very difficult. Expansion of 

3GHz 30kHz 

these systems, while maintaining a 
relatively clear channel, is nearly 
impossible. Not only do co-channel 
assignments cause interference, adja
cent channel assignments also cause 
harmful interference to existing 

*Additional spectrum bands (764 to 776 MHz and 794 to 806 MHz) allocated for public safety use users. 

Other or No 
Answer 

46% 

VHF/UHF 
Digital 
17% 

$Nearly 90% of all respondents to 
the survey indicated that they operate 

on either the VHF or UHF frequencies. Comment: This finding lends 
support to the argument that VHF/UHF frequency bands are satu
rated with usersJ thus limiting system expansion for many agencies 
and departments. 

Other Low Band 
800 MHZ 2% 4% 

$ Almost half of the respon
dents indicated that the lack 

of sufficient VHF/UHF 
radio channels was a prob
lem . 

~~At least 77% of those ques
tioned share their radio fre

quencies with other depart
ments or agencies to obtain 
the necessary level of inter
operability. Sharing also 
occurs as a result of part
nerships in order to save 
money. 

$Nearly 30% indicated that they are planning to upgrade their 
VHF/UHF d' . h' h . ra 10 systems wit m t e next six years. 

/Analog 
37% 

$Thirty-seven percent of the agencies that plan to upgrade plan 
to stay within the VHF/UHF frequency band. Of those who plan 

to upgrade, 46% do not know which frequency band they 
should use for their next system. Comment: Based on survey 
responsesJ it appears that a lack of knowledge of technological 
advances in radioJ a lack of funding and the need to remain 
compatible with agencies in surrounding communities are key 
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factors for community radio systems to remain in the congested 
VHF/UHF frequency bands. 

0 The conversion from the heavily used VHF!UHF radio spectrum 
seems more prevalent in larger departments and coincides with a 
growing national trend. Individual states and larger communities 
realize that there are not enough frequencies in these bands to 
accommodate their growing needs. (Source: U.S. Department of 
Justice, National Institute of Justice Report 11 State and Local Law 
Enforcement Wireless Communications and Interoperability: A 
Quantitative Analysis 11

• 

0 Nearly 50% of survey respondents indicated that frequency conges
tion is now occurring within their area of operation in rural 
Minnesota. 
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New technological advances in radio will help resolve the frequency 
congestion problems noted above. However, the vast majority of public 
safety radio systems used in Minnesota today are the old analog wide
band technology and not the new digital narrowband technology. 
Although the migration from analog to digital has been underway for 
nearly four years, few departments outside of the Metro area have 
migrated to the new digital narrowband technology. 

emern:enc1es commumcatmg is 

0 The average age of radio system infrastructure (when the system was 
designed and first installed) in Greater Minnesota is 18 .1 years. 
Systems range from 1 to 50 years old. The actual equipment 
(mobiles, portables and base stations) used on those systems also 
vary over a wide range from 1 to 45 years old, with the average age 
of 15 .4 years. 

"There is a 
Minnesota. State 
different radio 

"On a rescue 
both 4 

0 Nearly 55% of those responding to the survey indicated that outdat
ed equipment was a problem for their operations. 
Another 40% indicated that they did not have 
enough equipment to adequately outfit employees in 
their department or agency. Comment: The survey 
responses suggest that outdated or insufficient equip
ment is a contributing factor to the declining P.er
formance of radio systems in Greater Minnesota. 
Many agencies in Minnesota cannot integrate the 
new digital technology available in radio systems 
today into their existing infrastructure. This is due E 
mainly to the fact that a majority of the systems use ~ 

Not Enough Freq. 

Battery Problems 

Static 

Not Enough Equip. 

Fading 

wideband analog technology and the two technolo- £ Atmospheric Skip 

gies are not compatible. 

0 Sixty-three percent indicated that their radio systems 
have dead spots within their jurisdictions. Another 
60% said that their systems had inadequate range, 

0 
Q) 
c. 
~ 

Freq. Interference 

Outdated Equip. 

Not Enough Range 

Dead Spots 

Systems 

63% 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

were 
not 

80 

53 % stated that frequency interference was a major 
problem to their systems and atmospheric skip 
caused problems to over half of those who responded 
to the survey question. Comment: These findings sug
gest that technical problems plague a majority of the 
systems in operation today. 

Percentage of Responses Indicating Problems 
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3 Re~~ulaitory 
Rapidly advancing technology in radio communications systems, cou
pled with the introduction of several competing and non-compatible 
digital standards, has made it difficult for radio-systems managers to 
navigate through the maze of options available for modifying or 
replacing their present systems. To keep pace with the technological 
advances, the Federal Communications Commission made rule changes 
to deal with these new technologies. Most significant of these changes 
is FCC Docket 92-235, also known as the 11 Refarming Docket. 11 This 
docket was adopted to create additional spectrum through the use of a 
technology called 11 narrowband 11 (see glossary). Other regulations that 
are influencing public safety radio communications systems are restric
tions on system antenna heights and limits on transmitter power. 

The Refarming Docket has been successful in creating the new frequen
cies. However, in order to use the new frequencies, radio users must 
purchase radio equipment that uses the new narrowband technology. 
The FCC did not set mandatory dates for radio users to change-out or 
replace older, existing radio equipment. In fact, the existing equipment 
can be used indefinitely. However, older equipment is not capable of 
operating on the new frequencies. Also, the Refarming Docket includes 
a second equipment migration that will open the door to even more 
radio frequencies in 2005. However, this migration will require manu
facturers to develop radios that use another new technology called 
11 digital 11 (see glossary). 

In response to the requirement for a digital product, a national effort 
was undertaken to define a digital industry standard that the market
place would embrace. Communications officials and organizations 
from across the country have defined a standard known as Project 25. 
There are five objectives of the Project 25 standard: a) Frequency effi
ciency using narrowband channels b) Interoperability among agencies 
and different levels of government c) Backward compatibility d) 
Graceful system migration (forward and backward) and e) Scaleable 
trunked and conventional capabilities. 

In spite of the FCC's efforts at 11 refarming, 11 it has made little impact 
on the radio frequency shortage problem that exists not only in 
Minnesota, but nationwide. Why? For whatever reason, radio users 
have been reluctant to migrate to the new narrowband technology 
required to use the new frequencies, opting to stay with their existing 
crowded analog systems. Another contributing factor is the uncertainty 
among manufacturers about specific technical details of the Project 25 
standard. This has delayed the certification by the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) and thus slowed the introduction of afford
able digital equipment. Another factor that may be affecting the migra
tion to the new technology is the lack of knowledge or understanding 
of these issues. Many managers may not be sure how these changes 
will affect their departments; nor do they understand how these new 
technologies and standards will benefit them. 

So, what is the impact of these two issues? Some users may choose to 
stay with their existing equipment indefinitely. However, manufacturers 
now have a standard to follow and are manufacturing narrowband 
digital equipment. Since the current allotments of existing frequencies 
are used up, the manufacturers see little economic value in continuing 
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to manufacture the older equipment. Users will eventually have prob
lems finding equipment compatible to their older technology radios. 
Parts to repair their equipment will become harder and harder to find. 
Interoperability will be harder to accomplish, if not impossible, with 
the various non-compatible technologies in use. 

$Findings show that nearly 90% of the respondents were either not 
familiar, or had little familiarity, with industry standards such as 
Project 25 and TErrestrial Trunked RAdio 
(TETRA). Predictably, 90% also indicated that 
industry standards were of little importance to 
their agencies. Of the respondents who indicated 
that industry standards were very important to 
their systems, all were very familiar with the 
industry standards issues. Comment: The findings 
suggest that there is a direct correlation between 
knowledge of standards and the importance of 
standards to their systems. 

$The majority of individuals (75% of those polled) 
responsible for making decisions related to the 
operation, maintenance and upgrading of their 
agency radio system are not familiar with industry 
standards and their relationship to their current 
and future radio systems. 

$ Only half of the individuals who are responsible 
for daily management of their radio system have 
any involvement in the decision-making process 
for that system. 
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$Only 27% of the agencies with plans to upgrade their radio systems 
within the next six years plan to implement systems using the newer 
digital technology. 

$ Over half of the agencies that plan to upgrade their systems did not 
know if they would adopt Project 25 or TETRA standards in their 
next radio system. 

$Almost 90% of respondents indicated that interoperability was an 
important or extremely important feature for their next radio sys
tem. Comment: System standards are significant for agencies trying 
to obtain interoperability. 

$The majority of respondents to the survey did not know what fre
quency band, or how many frequencies, they would need to imple
ment or upgrade their system. 

The vast majority of comments received from survey respondents indi
cated that funding is their biggest concern. Many survey respondents, 
especially from smaller agencies and/or departments, indicated in their 
comments that participating in a statewide, shared system was not fea
sible due to cost considerations. 
$ Only 57% of all respondents indicated they had a budget for their 

radio system. They ranged from $25 to $1.25 million. The median 
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range was approximately $2,300. The average budget overall was 
approximately $38,000. However, if the top 15 budgets for the larg
er state and county departments are removed, the average budget is 
cut in half, or $16,000 per year. 

(v Larger government agencies (state, county and city) tend to have 
larger budgets, while smaller agencies have little or no budgets. 

$A majority of those polled (70%) share radio systems with other 
governmental agencies. While at least 77% of those questioned share 
their radio frequencies with other departments or agencies. 
Comment: This finding would appear to be significant as it indi
cates a willingness to share resources in order to save money already 
exists. 

$ The primary concern of respondents was adequate funding for the 
statewide shared system. Many respondents stated that their commu
nities are concerned that the state will mandate the system and 
require the local units of government to pay for a share of the infra
structure regardless of their participation in the system. Ongoing 
operational costs are also a concern of the local units of government, 
especially the smaller departments. 

At present, few formal linking mechanisms exist to encourage and sup
port coordination and partnership between local jurisdictions and the 
state. Strengthening the partnership between state and local units of 
government will require a comprehensive strategy. There is no simple 
solution to address the full range of obstacles. 

$ A large majority (71 % ) of respondents to the survey stated that they 
would be willing to participate in a multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional 
shared radio system. 

$The method of governance most preferred (51 % ) by those respond
ing was state government with local governance representation by 
those agencies participating on the radio system within the same 
region. State governance, along with some fashion of local involve
ment, accounted for another 17%. While 32 % of those responding 
indicated that this decision would have to be made at a higher level 
than the individual completing the survey. Comment: Based on writ
ten commentsJ it was clear that outstate local units of government 
did not feel that they could get equal status and representation if 
there was Metro involvement in the governing structure within their 
region. 

The ability to intercommunicate (interoperability) with other local and 
state agencies today is difficult and, in some cases, non-existent. The 
requirement for interoperability among multiple ·agencies and jurisdic
tions is a critical component of today's radio systems. With our fast 
pace and the need to exchange information among agencies and 
beyond jurisdictions, interoperability is a key piece in any communica
tion system. 
($>A large majority (71 % ) of respondents to the survey stated that they 

would be willing to participate in a multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional 



shared radio system. Comment: This demonstrates a need and the 
desire for interoperability. 

$ Interoperability was important to 8 8 % of those responding to the 
survey. Comment: This is extremely significant. 

$In order to obtain some level of interoperability, nearly 70% of those 
surveyed indicated that they share their radio infrastructure with 
other public safety agencies. 

$Nearly 80% of local units of government in Minnesota made it clear 
that interoperability was very important and some form of multi
jurisdictional interoperability would best meet their needs. Another 
20% said that statewide interoperability is required. A small number 
of respondents felt that interstate communications was essential. 

$ The survey sought information on the amount and frequency of 
interoperability that now exists among local units of government 
and state and federal government agencies. It was found that nearly 
71 % of all respondents have communications on a daily basis with 
other local government agencies. Day-to-day communications 
between local jurisdictions and the state happens less frequently with 
22 % indicating that this is a need, while 44 % indicated that they 
never talk to the state. A mere 2 % indicated that they have a need to 
talk to the federal agencies on a daily basis and 8 0 % said they never 
have a need to talk to these agencies. 

$Nearly 80% indicated that they share their frequencies with other 
departments and agencies. Comment: This finding suggests that 
agencies share frequencies in order to be able to intercommunicate 
with one another. 

An 800 MHz digital trunked radio system is proposed to replace the 
current collection of stand-alone radio systems. The state should take 
the lead in the design, implementation and maintenance of an 800 
MHz digital trunked radio system that will be available to all jurisdic
tions across the state. This system will serve as a key to ensuring that 
public safety entities across the state have an effective, reliable tool to 
perform their duties today and well into the 21st century. 

The state should take the lead for this project because the three major 
state radio users (the Minnesota State Patrol, the Department of 
Natural Resources and the Department of Transportation) have the 
most significant need for statewide radio communications. In order to 
meet this requirement, the state will have to construct the infrastruc
ture to provide the necessary services. The single infrastructure of the 
state could be capable of supporting all local government services as 
well as the state's. Designing and implementing a statewide system to 
meet both state and local needs will require close cooperation and 
coordination among local agencies responsible for wireless communi
cations in their jurisdictions and the state (primarily Mn/DOT). 
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However, some!local agenci~s;s.l;lch as Rochester/Olmsted County, St. 
Cloud, Moorhead, Rice/Steele c;bunties, etc. have already begun the 
process of building partner.ships with others and, in some cases, to 
coordinate and share systems or components of their systems. In order 
to achieve the vision of a shared statewide interoperable radio system, 
coordination will be required on a statewide basis, and the state of 
Minnesota is in the best position to oversee or lead this process . 

The following recommendations are the first steps in facilitating the 
cooperation and coordination, and ultimately the construction and 
operation, of a shared, statewide radio system. 

1. Based on the findings from our research, an incremental approach is 
recommended, beginning with efforts to achieve voluntary partici
pation among governmental jurisdictions. Stronger intervention 
through legislative mandates to obtain participation is not recom
mended. 

2. Education, training and technical support are essential first steps 
that may go a long way toward achieving the necessary level of 
cooperation and consistency among the jurisdictions on a voluntary 
basis. 

3. Develop a governance system that will give local units of govern
ment in Greater Minnesota fair and equal representation. Establish 
regional planning committees of state, county and municipal offi
cials to incorporate local needs and concerns into the initial plan
ning of the system and the identification of necessary next steps . 

4. Full statewide consistency among jurisdictions may not be achiev
able through education and voluntary cooperation alone. The 
Legislature should mandate adoption of industry standards for the 
radio system, and give the state technical oversight of local decisions 
impacting access to the system, the design of the system and the 
overall implementation of the system . 

5. Cooperative cost participation guidelines and associated procedures 
for the proposed outstate 800 MHz trunked radio system will need 
to be developed. Costs associated with the project should be borne 
by the unit of government benefiting from the element of the 
project . 

1. Establish Radio System Standards as Guidelines 
To provide a common basis for decision-making by all jurisdictions, 
the state should establish the standards and recommended guide
lines for components of the system. The state should consult with 
the affected local jurisdictions to communicate the fundamental 
benefits of the standards or guidelines to the overall system and 
users. 

2. State Develop Preliminary Design 
The state, in cooperation with local units of government, should 
appoint a committee of engineers, planners and others involved in 
communications for each of the yet-to-be-determined regions of the 
state. These committees are intended to ensure that all aspects of 
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the system design are considered and appropriate input from local 
jurisdictions is received. 

3. Provide Education to Potential Users of System 
The state should initiate an education program for state and local 
officials that will be affected by the implementation of the statewide 
radio system. The education effort should include, but not be limit
ed to, the following: FCC rules and regulations, Industry 
Standards, public safety market, technology, 
partnership/ governance. 

4. Planning and Transition 
Implementation of the new 800 MHz digital trunked radio system 
needs to be carefully planned for orderly growth. A complete net
work infrastructure including towers, base stations, controllers, 
switching equipment, microwave links and fiber optics (Connecting 
Minnesota) must be installed in order to provide a functioning sys
tem. The initial system technical design must take future growth 
into consideration to ensure that adequate facilities are implemented 
to accommodate future requirements, Therefore, a great deal of the 
planning effort will be directed toward the transition from the cur
rent radio system over to the new 800 MHz trunked system. 

While it may appear to be financially desirable to extend the imple
mentation of the entire system over a period of seven to 10 years, 
that may not be practical from a technical standpoint. Implementing 
portions of the 800 MHz system in limited areas around the state, 
while leaving other portions of the state still operating with the old 
VHF/UHF systems, could pose some challenging operational prob
lems. Additionally, maintaining two distinct radio systems places a 
large technical and financial burden on state resources. Realizing 
that agencies will be at different stages of budgetary readiness for 
the transition to the new system presents additional difficulties. 

Therefore, the 800 MHz E-Team recommends that the system 
should be implemented in phases over a five year period. This 
implementation plan will reduce the amount of time and money the 
state must invest in maintaining two radio systems. The system 
should first be installed in areas where there is already interest from 
the communities (Rochester/Olmsted County and St. Cloud). 

Introduction 
There are several options that could be considered for governance of a 
statewide public safety radio system. These include: 

0 Establishing a statewide board that would incorporate the functions 
of the existing Metropolitan Radio Board. 

0 Assigning the responsibility for either the non-Metropolitan area or 
the entire state to an existing state agency (e.g., the Department of 
Transportation, the Department of Public Safety or the Department 
of Administration). 

0 Establishing a separate board for the counties, cities and other local 
units of government outside of the Metro area. 
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A board could be created with responsibility for planning, technical 
oversight, coordination among users, financial administration and 
other functions. This organization could receive revenue, including leg
islative appropriations and authority to issue bonds, for construction 
of a statewide public safety radio system. Members would include rep
resentatives of the state agencies most affected - the Department of 
Transportation, the Department of Natural Resources, the Department 
of Public Safety and representatives of local governments. It could be 
given powers of a state agency, such as the power to enter into con
tracts, incur debt and the like. The board would employ an executive 
director and ·staff. Depending on the funding options chosen, the board 
could be the organization empowered to make grants and/or loans to 
local units of government for costs attributable to those organizations. 
The Metropolitan Radio Board would be abolished and the newly cre
ated statewide board would assume all of its responsibilities. The 
Metropolitan area could be represented by an organization of its own 
choosing, or Metropolitan counties and cities could determine how 
they would be represented in the same manner as outstate local units 
of government determined their representation. 

1. This could provide a single statewide focal point for leadership and 
coordination of this program. 

2. Broad representation and participation in decision making could 
occur through membership on the board by representatives from a 
variety of organizations. 

3. Decisions would have greater local involvement, resulting from par
ticipation by persons who may better understand local needs and 
concerns. 

1. The new board could be so large that it would be hard to make 
decisions by consensus. 

2. There could be some difficult transitional problems associated with 
abolition of the Metropolitan Radio Board (note that the Board is 
scheduled to sunset on July 1, 2002). 

Under this alternative, the overall planning, technical oversight and 
related functions could be assigned to a state agency - e.g., the 
Department of Transportation, the Department of Public Safety or the 
Department of Administration. This agency could establish various 
advisory and planning committees to assure participation by local gov
ernment and other affected interest groups. 

1. The responsibility for the development and leadership for the 800 
MHz system would be clearly defined so that accountability is clear. 

2. Legislative appropriations could be directed to the chosen state 
agency, whose commissioner would report directly to the governor. 

3. Relying on an existing state agency could reduce the start-up diffi
culties and the need to establish basic administrative processes (e.g., 
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accounting and human resource functions). 

1. There may be a perception that a board directed by a state agency in 
St. Paul would be less receptive to addressing the concerns of local 
governments, particularly those outside of the Metropolitan area. 

Board 
This option is similar to Alternative 1, except that the Metropolitan 
Radio Board would continue to handle its existing responsibilities for 
the seven county Metropolitan area. A separate board could be created 
with responsibility for planning, technical oversight, coordination 
among users, financial administration and other functions. This organi
zation could receive revenue, including legislative appropriations and 
authority to issue bonds for construction of a statewide public safety 
radio system. Members would include representatives of the state agen
cies most affected - the Department of Transportation, the Department 
of Natural Resources, the Department of Public Safety and representa
tives of local governments. It could be given powers of a state agency, 
such as the power to enter into contracts, incur debt and the like. The 
board could employ an executive director and staff. Depending on the 
funding options chosen, the board could be empowered to make grants 
and/or loans to local units of government for costs attributable to 
those organizations. Different areas of the state could form regional 
committees for consolidating planning and choosing representatives to 
serve on the non-Metro statewide board. 

1. A separate organization representing the non-Metropolitan area 
could deal with the concerns of the rest of the state. 

2. Broad representation and input to decision making would occur 
through membership on the board by representatives from a variety 
of organizations. 

3. Decisions would have greater local involvement, providing for par
ticipation by representatives from outside the Metro area who may 
better understand local needs and concerns. 

1. The greatest difficulty would be ensuring the compatibility and 
interoperability of public safety radio systems across the geographic 
boundary between the Metro and non-Metro systems. Having two 
separate systems would require careful timing of funding and exten
sive negotiation and coordination of infrastructure and equipment 
selection decisions. 

2. The new board might be so large that it would be hard to make 
consensus decisions. 

3. Since the Metropolitan Radio Board would continue to exist, the 
two separate boards would compete for available funding (the 
Metropolitan Radio Board is scheduled to sunset on July 1, 2002). 

Introduction 
The discussion of funding options is divided into three parts: 

I. Initial infrastructure needs; 
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II. Initial equipment needs; and 
III. Ongoing maintenance requirements. 

Under each part, several possible funding alternatives are presented. 
There are probably other alternatives that could be developed. 

I. 
This discussion assumes that state revenues will be used to pay for the 
initial capital infrastructure costs associated with a statewide public 
safety radio system, except for costs incurred specifically to meet needs 
that are unique to a local government (Final financing plans may make 
a different assumption). Infrastructure includes land, towers and shel
ters and will cost an estimated $183 million over five years. 

of 
The state could issue general obligation bonds (in most cases 20-year 
repayment scheduling) and use the bond proceeds to fund these capital 
costs. The bonds could be repaid with state general fund revenues. 
Proceeds from the sale of trunked highway bonds could be used to pay 
for infrastructure directly related to trunk highway system needs. The 
trunk highway bonds would be repaid with revenues from the trunk 
highway fund (e.g. gas tax revenues) or a combination of general obli
gation and trunk highway bonds could be used. 

1. Bonds carry a known repayment schedule and provide predictable 
cash flow . 

2. Bonds could provide an up-front commitment of funds for the entire 
project . 

3. The money provided by the sale of bonds would reduce the need for 
cash general fund appropriations . 

1. Interest on bonds adds to the cost of the project. 
2. Bond proceeds can be used only to purchase capital assets, not con

sumable items such as equipment. 
3. Because the Legislature has a policy that only 3% of state revenues 

may be used for debt service, the total amount of state general obli
gation bonds that may be authorized each biennium is limited, 
resulting in intense competition to have projects included in the 
state bonding bill. 

Direct appropriations from the state's general fund and/or trunk high
way fund could be made to fund the infrastructure costs. Under this 
scenario, a state agency, such as Mn/DOT, Department of 
Administration or Public Safety, could receive and. expend or distribute 
the funds so appropriated. Since appropriations are made on a two
year budget cycle, and expenditures for this project are planned over a 
five-year time period, it would be necessary to return to the Legislature 
for financial resources in future years . 

16 
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1. Statewide needs could be met with state funds. 
2. There would be no interest payments. 
3. State funding would relieve local governments of the need to find 

money they will be unable to obtain individually. 

1. Competition for state funding is intense and this project would 
compete with other important needs such as school aid, human 
services and tax reduction strategies. 

2. Trunk highway funds could be used to fund only the parts of the 
infrastructure that served a trunk highway purpose. 

The state Public Facilities Authority operates similar to a traditional 
banking institution in that it makes low-interest loans to public enti
ties, principally local governments, to finance public works projects. 
This option would require some "seed money" to provide capital for 
initial loans. A specific governmental body could enter into a loan 
agreement and commit to repayment based on revenues at its disposal, 
which could include a dedicated revenue source such as 9-1-1 fees, 
future federal funds, property tax levies or user fees. This option 
would require amending Minnesota Statutes, chapter 446A to allow 
the PFA to make loans for costs or projects associated with the con
struction of the statewide public safety radio system. 

1. Loans could be made for both capital and consumable equipment. 
2. This would allow borrowers to avoid the competition for general 

obligation bonding authority. 
3. The PFA offers lower interest rates to borrowers than state general 

obligation bonds. 

1. This would require statutory amendments 
2. Interest on the bonds would add to the total project cost. 

With a change in state law, the state could lease its excess tower capac
ity and use those receipts to offset the trunk highway system costs of 
the public safety radio system. 

1. This would provide a new, non-tax source of revenue. 
2. There would be a direct relationship between this revenue and the 

public safety radio system. 
3. Sharing tower space could potentially reduce the proliferation of 

towers. 

The amount of revenue that could be derived from tower leases is 
unknown. 
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This discussion assumes that a combination of state and local dollars, 
depending on ownership of the equipment, will be used to fund the ini
tial equipment requirements. Equipment requirements are defined as 
antenna systems, repeaters, controllers, receivers, consoles, microwave 
dishes and radio units. The initial equipment costs for complete con
version are estimated to be $36.5 million. State bond proceeds cannot 
be used for these costs, since the life cycle for this equipment is less 
than would qualify for state bonding . 

..;01Y1av,o::;,1 Fund loan .... p,·r·n•"fll"" 

The Legislature could create and fund an account to provide loans, 
grants or both to state agencies and local governments to pay for 
equipment. Loan repayments would be deposited in the general fund as 
non-dedicated receipts (to avoid creating a revolving account). Direct 
appropriations could be made to fund this account. 

1. This would provide up-front funding for local governments and 
allow them to spread repayment over a longer time period. 

2. Grants to local governments would provide an incentive for them to 
participate in the statewide system. 

3. Grants could be directed to local government entities with the great
est need. 

1. Competition for state funds is intense. 
2. Trunk highway funds could be used only for the part of the radio 

system that served the trunk highway system. 

The PFA, as described above, could be used to fund the initial equip
ment requirements up to the expected lifetime of that equipment. The 
advantages and disadvantages. are the same as described in that section. 

Currently, a portion of the statewide 9-1-1 fee collected by the 
Department of Administration is made available to the Metropolitan 
Radio Board for 800MHz operations in the Metropolitan area. The 
Legislature could increase this fee to provide additional funds for the 
construction and operation of a statewide public safety radio system. 

1. 
2. 

1. 
2. 

This would provide an ongoing and broad-based revenue source. 
The cost to an individual telephone customer i_s small. 

An increase in the 9-1-1 fee may be seen as an indirect tax increase. 
The amount of funds that can be raised through an increase in the 
9-1-1 fee may not be large enough to fund. both debt service and 
on-going maintenance . 
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Any one or more of a variety of new fees, surcharges and/or special 
taxes could be used to generate revenue to purchase needed equipment. 
Approaches used by other states to fund 800MHz initiatives have 
included emergency room surcharges, ambulance surcharges, special 
excise tax on radio equipment and traffic violation surcharges. Any 
new special tax or fee would likely need to meet the test of a direct, or 
at least indirect, relationship between benefits received from the new 
system and payment of the tax, fee or surcharge. The Legislature could 
enact a new fee or surcharge or could authorize local governments to 
impose or raise fees or special taxes. 

There is a strong relationship between the local benefits of the public 
safety radio system and fees to taxes imposed to construct and main
tain it. 

There may be resistance to the imposition of new taxes for fees at both 
state and focal government levels. 

There are a number of federal programs that provide grants to states, 
counties and cities for public safety purposes. The following list of fed
eral programs is illustrative only: 
COPS MORE 
Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance 
Local Law Enforcement Block Grant 
Rural Outreach Network Development Program 
FEMA Grants 
TOPS Grants 
DO J Assets Forfeitures Funds 

Reduce the need for state or local financial resources. 

1. This program would compete with other criminal justice and law 
enforcement programs for these funds. 

2. It is unknown whether the public safety radio system would be eli
gible for the kinds of grants listed above. 

This discussion assumes that local units of government will be respon
sible for the ongoing maintenance of the subscriber equipment. 
Subscriber equipment refers to mobile and portable equipment and 
other components directly benefiting their jurisdiction. The state will 
be responsible for maintaining its subscriber and dispatch-related 
equipment. The following alternatives are methods that can be used to 
generate revenue to pay for the ongoing maintenance and upgrade of 
the infrastructure that is being used by all users of the system. This 
includes items such as infrastructure component repairs, software 
upgrades to the system controller(s), but does not include system 
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expansion for new transmitter locations. 

Annual for of 

If the state were responsible for maintaining the statewide public safety 
radio system (infrastructure), it could charge an annual radio user fee. 
The fee could be cost averaged based on the number of subscriber 
radios used on the entire statewide system by all agencies including the 
state. 

1. An annual fee lowers the ongoing operational and maintenance 
costs for all users of the system. The more users, the lower the 
annual fee. 

2. Since the annual fee is fairly constant (adjusted periodically based 
on the number of system users), entities can budget each year for 
the cost of operating on the radio system as opposed to incurring 
costs on a case-by-case basis. 

1. Local governments would have to find a way to generate the rev
enue needed each year to pay the annual fee. 

•~u1n""'.-""' locai 

As stated above, it is assumed that a local unit of government would 
have responsibility for maintaining its radios and component equip
ment. This alternative discusses ways that local units of government 
could obtain revenue to pay for the annual fee as well as money to pay 
for the repair of their subscriber equipment. This alternative could 
involve direct payment of these expenses from a local revenue source. 
The predominant source of local revenue is property taxes . 

This option would involve the local unit of government assessing local 
users of the system who are operating on the system under the authori
ty of the local unit of government, a one-time (or recurring) subscrip
tion fee. These receipts could then be used to pay for local equipment 
maintenance or perhaps offset future equipment replacement costs. 
Examples of 11 local users 11 that could be assessed the subscription 
charge may include schools districts, private tow truck operators under 
contract with a governmental entity, the media, private hospitals or it 
could even include all agencies within their jurisdiction. 

Funding options and governance options should not be viewed in isola
tion. In order to create a system that serves both state and local needs, 
a governance structure that addresses and responds to local concerns 
and needs outside the Metropolitan area must be developed. Because 
of the large capital costs of the radio system and the widely varying 
sizes and budgets of its potential users, a combination of approaches 
will be necessary to provide adequate funding. These two issues are 
both very complex and very political. Additional discussions and plan-
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ning that includes representatives of radio users outside the 
Metropolitan area will be necessary to move this project forward. 

First, what is a trunk?. A trunk is a communications path between two 
locations. Communication needs of a large number of users can be 
provided for by efficiently sharing a small number of trunks. In the 
context of this report, trunking means the automatic sharing of a 
group of communication paths (trunks) among a large number of 
users. A trunked radio system simply uses multiple radio repeaters con
trolled by a central processor device that allows a large number of 
mobile or portable radio users to share the repeaters. This is similar to 
the technology used by the telephone companies for the shared use of 
telephone lines. A single radio system can be shared by a number of 
different user groups, eliminating the need for each group to own, 
operate and maintain its own system. 

The 800 MHz digital trunked radio system will make optimal use of 
spectrum that is already assigned to the state and local jurisdictions 
through a previous frequency plan. The 800 MHz trunked system will 
provide 95% reliable coverage for "on the street" portable radios 
throughout the state. The statewide system will be fully compatible 
with, and utilize components implemented in, the Metro 800 MHz sys
tem. 

The proposed system is a quantum leap in technology, going from the 
old 1965 technology, to the state of the art system for the next century. 
The digital network represents improved performance, increased 
capacity and new capabilities. The proposed system will meet the cur
rent industry standards for digital trunked radio systems. The central 
processor devices (Zone Controllers) that will be used in the Metro 
800 MHz system can be used to control many of the transmitter sites 
throughout Minnesota. This will reduce the number of controllers 
required for the outstate system. Units (radio users) traveling from out
state Minnesota to the Metro area will be able to communicate while 
en-route as well as within the Metro area. The same holds true for 
Metro users traveling throughout Minnesota. 

The statewide shared system or network will enable instantaneous 
interoperability among multiple state agencies as well as those jurisdic
tions routinely working with state agencies. The proposed 800 MHz 
digital trunked radio system will enable users in one area of the state 
to communicate to another individual, or group of individuals, in 
another area of the state. It will create a seamless statewide system or 
network. This single shared system could gradually replace the hun
dreds of individual radio systems currently operating and could pro
vide for a high degree of reliability and interoperability among state 
agencies as well as among local, state and federal agencies. 

The digital network represents improved performance, increased 
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capacity and new capabilities. The system would be capable of sup
porting not only state operations, but could also be shared with local 
jurisdictions throughout the state. 

$ Shared resources such as frequencies, towers, land and infrastructure 
equipment 

<) Enhanced radio coverage 
$Multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional interoperability 
$ Capacity to accommodate local units of government 
$ Wide-area communications 
$ Shared or lowered costs 
$ Digital transmissions that make it difficult for unauthorized monitor

ing of frequencies 
0> Lost or stolen radios can be disabled by the agency that will prohibit 

unauthorized use 

Why 800 MHz? Why not cellular or personal communication services? 
Has satellite been considered? What about leasing radio services from 
a commercial system? These are commonly asked questions that the 
E-Team heard when meeting with local officials from across the state. 
The answer is yes; all of the above have been given consideration, as 
well as some other options that are discussed below. Each of the above 
options has its pros and cons and a niche that it fulfills. However, 
because of the unique requirements of public safety, each was dis
missed from consideration . 

Why is public safety unique? Public safety radio systems provide com
munications to and among fleets of vehicles, officers and or employees. 
Interoperability among dissimilar departments is critical to public safe
ty operations. Many departments operate their communications equip
ment on a 24-hours-per-day/seven-days-per-week basis. Therefore, the 
equipment used in a public safety system must meet very high stan
dards for reliability and durability along with a high degree of func
tionality. Public safety systems must be versatile and capable of meet
ing daily operational and administrative needs. They must also meet 
the needs of special operations such as S.W.A.T. units, drug interdic
tion units, undercover operations and emergencies such as floods, tor
nadoes, aircraft accidents and acts of terrorism. Law enforcement sys
tems are typically designed to provide 90 to 9 5 % reliability and cover
age within a department's geo-political boundaries. 

Following is a brief explanation of why the options noted above were 
dismissed: 

Cellular/PCS -PCS is basically a digital version of the older analog cel
lular systems, only PCS has greater capacity and functionality. 
Cellular/PCS commercial systems have developed comprehensive sys
tems that provide service or coverage to a large portion of the popula
tion of Minnesota. However, cellular and PCS services are mainly con
centrated in urban areas and along the main highway systems of the 
state. This is especially true for digital PCS services. Cellular and PCS 
services are primarily a one-to-one mode of communications. A public 
safety dispatcher communicating to a fleet of officers or employees 



with cellular/PCS would have to generate numerous calls to communi
cate a single message to each officer. Precious time would be lost 
informing police officers that shots have been fired, or a dozen firemen 
that a burning building must be evacuated using cellular/PCS technolo
gy. 

Satellite -Satellite has found a niche in the wireless communications 
market. The trunking industry has found satellite communications to 
be a useful means of keeping track of shipments and truck drivers on a 
national basis. However, satellite has a major drawback for public 
safety, because it does not work if the radio unit is not within line-of
sight to the satellite. Buildings, parking garages, tunnels and large 
stands of trees can all obscure a radio's ability to communicate to the 
satellite. This would not be acceptable for critical communications 
such a police, fire and emergency medical incidents. Satellite is not fre
quency efficient for land mobile operations contending for channels 
against users from all over the U.S. or worldwide. 

Leased service - Several wireless companies now provide wireless 
radio systems that use much of the same technology that this report is 
recommending for the statewide 800 MHz system. These systems are 
sometimes referred to as Specialized Mobile Radio Systems. SMRS are 
widely used by contractors, other non-critical business operations and 
private citizens for communications. SMRS are implemented in highly 
populated urban. areas where there is a high financial return on the 
investment of constructing and operating such a system. These systems 
are not designed to provide the degree of reliability and coverage 
required by public safety. This is not to say that a commercial wireless 
provider could not design and build a system that would meet user 
needs. However, the cost to do so would undoubtedly be passed onto 
the subscriber through monthly lease rates. Since SMRS are primarily 
used by thousands of non-public safety users, there is always a chance 
that the system would not have a channel available during critical situ
ations. A busy channel, even if only for three seconds, could be like an 
eternity for an officer calling for help. 

The E-Team gave consideration to three additional options. Each of 
these options involve making use of existing systems or constructing a 
new dedicated private system. 

State and local officials can take three basic approaches to upgrade or 
replace their aging radio systems: 

I. Do nothing 
II. Upgrade to VHF/UHF digital radio systems 
III. Upgrade to 800 MHz digital trunked systems 

Each of these approaches has its strengths and limitations. All three 
approaches provide different levels of performance, interoperability, 
functionality and cost. 

I, 

Agencies, including the state, that have new or adequate systems may 
choose the wait-and-see approach. However, planners and managers 
should be aware that purchasing replacement equipment in the future 
will become complicated and expensive due to FCC type acceptance 
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requirements (Refarming Docket 92-235) for future narrowband and 
backward compatible radios. While it may appear to be more cost 
effective to do nothing now, eventually the current radio systems will 
become old and obsolete. Therefore, replacement is inevitable. 

Drawbacks to this approach are: 
$The current analog systems cannot deliver the new features that are 

offered with the new digital radio systems. 
$Current radio systems are unable to meet user needs of delivering 

fast, reliable, secure communications to the officer or employee in 
the field. 

$ Equipment failures will become more common and repair costs will 
increase as system components become more difficult to obtain. 

$Interference from co-channel and adjacent channel users will increase 
due to frequency congestion. 

$ Opportunities will be lost for partnerships and for sharing resources 
and costs. 

$ Interoperability will continue to rely on a patchwork of systems. 

This approach involves replacing the current VHF or UHF wideband 
analog system with a digital VHF or UHF narrowband system. This 
requires that all components of the existing system be replaced. 
Although this approach will provide a new system, there will still be 
some inherent problems typical of the VHF and UHF frequency bands. 
This approach incorporates all of the current FCC requirements for 
type acceptance for narrowband systems. However, the FCC has man
dated one additional type acceptance migration to take place on 
January 1, 2005. Therefore, this approach could require considerable 
upgrading in just a few short years . 

Drawbacks to this approach are: 
$Co-channel and adjacent-channel interference from existing and new 

users 
$ Expensive system change-out . 
$FCC mandated migration to 6.25 kHz in 2005 
$ Inherent characteristics of VHF band will still be present and users 

will still be plagued with atmospheric skip. 
$ Interoperability remains a patchwork of systems . 

As with the VHF/UHF digital upgrade, changing to 800 MHz also 
requires a complete system change-out. Therefore, it is also an expen
sive option. However, this is the best option when consider.ing the per
formance and features offered compared to VHF/UHF conventional or 
trunked digital systems or 800 MHz conventional or trunked analog 
systems. This type of system offers clear channel assignments and 
greater expansion opportunities. An 800 MHz trunked system offers 
interoperability to all participating agencies, as well as simulcast capa
bility for better spectrum efficiency. FCC rules have already been incor
porated into the design of 800 MHz subscriber equipment. Therefore, 
there is no type acceptance migration to contend with at a later date. 
Drawbacks to this option are: 
$Expense 

----; 
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Additional towers required to obtain the high level of coverage 
desired (95% for portables on the belt, on the street). 

Due to its size, there are certain economies of scale and predicted cost 
savings that can be realized by sharing in the implementation and use 
of the statewide 800 MHz system. There is not a specific detailed 
design for the 800 MHz digital trunked radio system. Preliminary 
planning has been completed for budgetary and general guideline pur
poses. Specific detailed engineering planning will be completed at a 
later date. 

As Folllmivs: 

Infrastructure equipment (land, towers, shelters, generators, antenna 
systems, repeaters, controllers, microwave) 

Infrastructure sub-total ...................... $183,124,000.00 

Subscriber Equipment (mobile and portable radios) 
The exact number of radios required cannot be determined at this 
time. Therefore, 8,500 radios was used for budgetary purposes. The 
number of radios was based on estimated users for the state of 
Minnesota agencies (State Patrol, Mn/DOT, DNR, BCA, Emergency 
Management, colleges, hospitals, etc.) only. 

Subscriber sub-total. ......................... $20,000,000.00 

Additional Costs: 
>:·The exact number of Zone Controllers cannot be determined until the 
system design and number of users has been determined. Therefore, the 
following costs are estimates for budgetary purposes. 

ITEM NUMBER REQUIRED COST 
Zone Controller with 
Omni link ................. >:·3 .............. $12,000,000.00 

Interoperability costs ......................... $ 4,500,000.00 

STATEWIDE GRAND TOTAL ................ $219,624,000.00 

A trend that has continued since the early 1990's is that public safety 
and local government radio communications needs throughout the 
state have grown steadily and are expected to grow significantly. At the 
same time that communications needs are growing so rapidly, the abili
ty of governmental and public safety agencies to upgrade their existing 
VHF/UHF systems is limited due to the lack of available frequencies, 
lack of funding and limitations caused by the aging technology of their 
equipment and system design in general (refer to findings). 
For these reasons, the 800 MHz E-Team believes that a single system 
can best meet the needs of all governmental and public safety entities 
at significant savings to the taxpayers of Minnesota. 
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Without a doubt, the cost for the state to design and build a single sys
tem will cost in the hundreds of millions of dollars. However, if each 
agency designs and installs it's own system the cost to tax payers 
could, by some estimates, come close to one billion dollars. Worse yet, 
independent systems will be islands unto themselves with little or no 
capability for interoperability with other governmental agencies. Or, at 
best, agencies will have to continue with the patchwork of systems to 
obtain the desired level of interoperability. 

Taxpayer monies are used to purchase multiple systems within a juris
diction. For example, city 11 A 11 may have a police radio system, a fire 
system and public works system that taxpayers will eventually have to 
pay for. The county that city 11 A 11 resides in may also have three sys
tems: county sheriff, highway department and parks radio systems that 
will be paid for with city and county taxes. The state of Minnesota 
also maintains multiple radio systems such as the State Patrol, 
Mn/DOT and DNR systems that are funded by city, county and state 
taxes. 

Table 1 reflects cost projections for system replacement or upgrade 
based on typical costs for systems serving a general range of popula
tion. These projections exclude the nine-county Metro area and state 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,<,,,<,,,,,,,_=,,>,~>>=>>>=,,,,=,<=>=>>=>=>=="''',,,,,=,,,,,,,,,====,Qi,JY]j1111~§,Q!i!,,gQy~r!1Q1~I!!,1lg~:11£i~,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,<,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,~~,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

$1,500 

$1,200 

$900 

$600 

$300 

No. & Pop. of Community 
3 entities w/pop over 1 OOk 
30 entities w/pop between 50k-100k 
48 entities w/pop between 25k-50 
60 entities w/pop between 10K-25K 
949 entities w/pop under 10k 
TOTAL 1,090 entities 

#of Radios 
600 +radios 
450-600 radios 
350-450 radios 
250-350 radios 
5 0-25 0 radios 

Min/Max.Cost 
$14 million 
$ 75 million 
$ 48 - $120 mil. 
$ 60 - $150 mil. 
$ 475 - $ 949 mil. 
$672 mil - $1.30 bil. 

Typical industry costs based on numbers of radios: 
System upgrade costs include fixed & subscriber equipment: 
System serving 600 + radios @ $4. 7 million each 
System serving 300-600 radios @ $2.5 million each 
System serving 100-300 radios @ $1 million each 
System serving 100 or less radios @ $500~000 each 

. , .,~~'"r"''.,.,+ Intl . 

Alone Shared 

Using the shared system approach, there is only one infrastructure, 
resulting in significant savings to taxpayers. With either scenario, the 
state cost remains constant. There may be a slight savings to the state 
with the shared approach due to sharing of land or tower facilities. 
The costs reflected in Figure 6 for the shared approach represents the 
cost of mobiles, portables, console upgrades and other enhancements 
required or desired by the local jurisdictions. 



Many local communities around the state are willing to work closely 
with the state to develop a comprehensive plan for a shared, statewide 
radio system. But the degree of coordination and cooperation is not 
sufficient for a successful plan and eventual implementation of a sys
tem. 

Our investigation has identified a variety of obstacles to developing 
this project with local communities and impeding the progress of this 
project. 

Planning for a statewide radio system involves many players -
landowners, neighborhood groups, local elected officials and the state -
each having somewhat differing goals and perspectives. Each tries to 
maximize its benefits and minimize its costs, often seeking to shift 
costs from one to another or even to future generations by postponing 
or rejecting recommended changes to their current systems. 

Large problems arise over time, from many small, uncoordinated deci
sions. Many local officials are simply not aware of the problems that 
can result from poor decisions made with regard to the present radio 
systems. Radio system problems may not show up immediately. But 
when the problem becomes apparent, the best solution is no longer 
available, and they must struggle with their prior decisions. 

While we do not have any concrete evidence, it appears from our dis
cussions with representative from local units of government that many 
local elected officials are not aware of the importance of the radio sys
tems used by their agencies. They may not be fully acquainted with the 
strategies, technology and regulatory changes that impact their radio 
systems 

Because the radio communications planning function is not a core 
business for most local units of government, staff resources always 
seem to be in short supply. Based on discussions with communications 
managers in smaller communities, the management of communication 
systems is handled by staff that have other major responsibilities or 
have not been trained to deal with wireless communication issues. 

A shared statewide system may be cost-effective in the long run, but it 
requires significant up-front investment. Local communities may have 
inadequate funding for planning and construction of a system. Local 
funding options through assessments or general taxes may be limited. 
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ANSI - The American National Standards Institute. ANSI facilitates 
the development of national standards by establishing consensus 
among qualified groups. ANSI promotes the use of U.S. standards 
internationally, advocates U.S. policy and technical positions in inter
national and regional standards organizations, and encourages the 
adoption of international standards as national standards where these 
meet the needs of the user community . 

APCO - Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc., 
International 

AVL - Automatic Vehicle Location - a technique using radio frequency 
energy to automatically determine the location of vehicles and to 
report their positions to a central control facility. Typically done via 
global positioning system. 

Analog - Analog is the way humans hear the human voice over most 
broadcast radio, television, telephones and two-way radios. 

Digital - The radio converts the analog voice information into 1 's and 
O's in much the same way as a computer handles data. The radio then 
transmits the digitized data packets over the airwaves. This process is 
then reversed at the receiving radio. 

FCC - Federal Communications Commission 

GHz - Gigahertz unit of frequency measurement; one Gigahertz is 
equal to one billion events (cycles) per second. Frequencies in this 
range are usually called microwaves . 

Industry Standards - Standards such as TETRA and Project 25 are 
examples of industry standards. Standards are established for a fre
quency efficient digital trunked radio communication system and pro
vide integrated voice/data services on one secure digital trunked radio 
system . 

Interoperability - The ability of radio users in one agency to talk to 
radio users of another agency . 

kHz- The abbreviation for Kilohertz - 1000 cycles per second . 

MHz - Megahertz a unit of frequency measurement; one Megahertz is 
equal to one million events (cycles) per second. 

Multi-site - Multi-site is a trunking technique using multi-site con
trollers. These controllers track the location of every mobile or 
portable unit and determine which transmit site has coverage. This 
allows wide area coverage without using simulcast. Multi-site technol
ogy can connect several different trunked systems, some of which are 
simulcast and some not. (In effect, a multi-site controller treats a 
simulcast system as if it were a single site system.) Multi-site systems 
require more frequencies to cover a specific geographical area than 
does a simulcast system. 

Narrowband- A channel plan that splits existing VHF frequencies 



from 15 kHz spacing to 7.5 kHz and UHF frequencies from 25 kHz 
spacing to 12.5 kHz. After Jan 1, 2005, the channel will be further 
split to 6.25 KHz spacing. 

Project 25 - Project 25 was developed within the standards process 
driven by the Project 25 Steering Committee, which is made up of cus
tomer representatives from federal, state and local public safety organi
zations. The Project 25 standards are developed under the guidance of 
the Telecommunications Industry Association whose standard formu
lating committees include manufacturer representatives. There are five 
objectives of the Project 25 standard: 
a) Spectral efficiency using narrowband channels. 
b) Interoperability between agencies and different levels of government. 
c) Backward compatibility. 
d) Graceful system migration (forward and backward). 
e) Scaleable trunked and conventional capabilities 

Repeater - A fixed radio transmitter/receiver device operating on two 
separate frequencies. One frequency to transmit and one to receive. 
This device is normally located at an equipment shelter at the base of a 
communications tower. The repeater is connected to an antenna via a 
coaxial cable. A repeater receives the transmission from one radio and 
relays (repeats) that transmission to another mobile radio. Repeaters 
are used to obtain a wider area of coverage for mobile and portable 
radios. 

SMRS - Specialized Mobile Radio Systems. 

Simulcasting - A technique of transmitting from two or more separate 
sites simultaneously on a common frequency. Careful control of both 
audio and radio frequencies at each site is required to preclude destruc
tive interference in regions covered by more than one simulcasting 
transmitter. Simulcast systems use fewer frequencies to cover a specific 
geographical area than does a multi-site system. 

Site - A location that accommodates the transmitter and receiver 
equipment for the radio system. Typically, a site consists of a tower, 
equipment shelter, back-up generator with LP tank, antennas, coax 
cable and other ancillary equipment. A site can also be the roof-top of 
a building. 

TDMA - Time Division Multiple Access. In TDMA, the channel is 
accessed in separate slots in a time sequence. Users have different time 
slots for each call that is set up. 

TETRA - TErrestrial Trunked RAdio is a European open digital 
trunked radio standard. It is defined by the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute under the cooperative develop
ment of manufacturers, users, operators and other experts. TETRA, 
which defines standardized interfaces to a digital trunked radio system, 
is not a product or a system platform. TETRA's main objectives are to 
establish standards for a frequency efficient digital trunked radio com
munication system and provide integrated voice/data/telephony services 
on one secure digital trunked radio system. TETRA uses four time slot 
Time Division Multiple Access technology to achieve four channels in 
a single 25 kHz bandwidth. 
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Trunked System - A trunk is a communications path between two 
locations. Trunking in the context of this report: Trunking is the auto
matic sharing of a group of communication paths (trunks) among a 
large number of users. A trunked radio system simply uses multiple 
radio repeaters controlled by a central processor device that allows a 
large number of mobile or portable radio users to share the repeaters. 
This is similar to the technology used by the telephone companies for 
the shared use of telephone lines. A single radio system can be shared 
by a number of different user groups, eliminating the need for each 
group to own, operate and maintain its own system. 

UHF - Ultra High Frequency (450-470 MHz) Public Safety 

VHF - Very High Frequency (150-170 MHz) Public Safety 

Wideband - A channel plan that assigns frequencies using 15 kHz 
spacing between frequencies in the VHF frequency band and 25 ·kHz 
spacing between frequencies in the UHF band. 

800 MHz-Frequency band most commonly used for trunked radio sys
tems (806-859 MHz) Public Safety 

Response Statistics: 
The overall response was outstanding with a total 648 survey forms 
returned: 

Survey forms sent out to: 
862 Cities 
80 Counties (did not include the seven-county Metro area) 

Survey responses returned from: 
Counties: 70 out of 80 Greater Minnesota counties 

(88% of total) representing 138 county departments. 
Cities: 2 73 cities representing 483 city departments 
Independent School Districts: 16 
State agencies/education institutions: 11 

Ql: Survey responses returned from: 

responses: 138 surveys 
County sheriff's office: 
County public works (Highway Dept) 
County administration: 
County transit: 
County hospital: 
County ambulance: 
County parks: 
Total: 

57 
47 
16 
-8 
5 
4 
1 
138 

30 



responses: 
Volunteer fire department: 
City police: · 
City public works (Street Dept): 
City administration: 
City ambulance: 
City fire: 
City utilities: 
City parks: 
City transit: 
City hospital: 
Special police department 
Total: 

Independent School District responses: 
State agency/educational institutions: 

GRAND TOTAL RESPONSES RETURNED: 

483 surveys returnea 
122 
20 
92 
55 
29 
22 
18 
12 
6 
5 
2 
483 

16 
11 

648 

Q2: Dispatch for multiple agencies, or dispatch for agencies outside of 
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your agency, or no dispatch center. 
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Consolidated dispatch center serving both city and county agencies: 
Consolidated dispatch center serving either the city or county only: 
None of the above pertain to my operation: 

Comment: Almost half (44%) have consolidated dispatch centers serv
ing both city and county agencies. Only 18% have dispatch centers 
serving only their local government entity. 

Q3: Number of full-time employees. Including volunteers. Average size 

The average number of full-time employees of the departments 
responding to this survey was 31 people. 

Q4: Population served. Broken into categories. 

Community size 
1000 or less 
1001-10,000 
10,001-50,000 
50,001-1000,000 
Over 100,000 

Number of Communities 
45 
110 
77 
5 
8 (Include state responses) 

QS: Existing radio systems: (Most local units of government have 
some type of radio systems. 

589 91 % of 648) have radio systems 

59 (9% of 648) did not have a radio systems 
50 city agencies 
9 county agencies 

274 ( 44%) 
110 (18%) 
237 (38%) 
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Q6: Familiarity with Industry Standards: ( 603 responses to this ques
tion) . 
>========"'=~=============="'"'-""==-=="'c====="'==oo='''"'===-:::o="'--====""'======="-""-=========="'=====================""==-,,,===--__,,_=-==============---==""'-===' 

1. (Not Familiar) 459 (76%) 
363 cities 
91 counties 
5 state institutions (colleges, hospitals, park) 

2. (Little Familiar) 
61 cities 
21 counties 
1 state (college) 

3. (Familiar) 
26 cities 
17 counties 
2 state (courts & state patrol) 

4. (Very Familiar) 
3 cities 
4 counties 

5. (Extremely Familiar) 
3 cities 
3 counties 
3 state agencies/institutions 

83 (14%) 

45 (7%) 

7 (1%) 

9 (1%) 

Comment: 90% of all respondents were either not familiar or had lit
tle familiarity with the industry standards such as Project 25 and 
TETRA. 89% (5361603) of the respondents were local government 
entities who were either not familiar or had little familiarity with the 
industry standards . 

Q8: Are Industry Standards Important: 521 (438 +83) responses or 
90% (521/581) stated that industry standards were not important or 
were little important. Direct correlation between familiarity of industry 
standards and whether believe standards are important. Of the 521 
( 4 3 8 + 8 3) responses who stated that industry standards were not or 
little important, 230 (44%) had no or little familiarity with industry 
standards. To the contrary, of the 16 responses that stated that indus
try standards were very or extremely important, 13 (81 %) were very 

~!~~~~!~~~!!I~i~~~!~~!~~~!~,~~~~~1?-_i~~!E_L!!~~~~~~-~:,~-~,~,~,~,,<~,~~~,~~~~~,~,,,,~~~ 
1. (Not important) 438 
Familiarity with Industry Standards: 

Not familiar 14 7 
Little familiar 5 4 
Familiar 13 5 
Very familiar 5 3 
Extremely familiar 49 

2. (Little important) 
Familiarity with Industry Standards: 

Not familiar 
Little familiar 
Familiar 
Very familiar 
Extremely familiar 

5 
24 
22 
22 
10 

32 



3.(Important) 
Familiarity with Industry Standards: 
Not familiar 
Little familiar 
Familiar 
Very familiar 
Extremely familiar 

4.(Very important) 
Familiarity with Industry Standards: 
Not familiar 
Little familiar 
Familiar 
Very familiar 

Extremely familiar 

5. (Extremely important) 
Familiarity with Industry Standards: 
Not familiar 
Little familiar 

44 

2 
3 
20 
10 
9 

7 

2 
2 
3 

9 

Familiar 1 
Very familiar 1 
Extremely familiar 7 

Q9: Average annual budget to operate, maintain and upgrade owned 
radio system). 

Responses 
Range: 
Median: 
Average: 
Average (w/o top 15): 

374 
$25 to $1,250,000 
$2,300 
$38,143 
$16,346 

Comment The largest counties and cities skew the average results due 
to their size and cost compared to the smaller counties and cities. Most 
of the counties and cities annual budget for radio systems is $2,000-
$3,000. 

Q10: Average annual budget to lease radio system. 
Comment: 26 departments responded to this questions. The highest 
annual lease was $265,000. This figure skewed the results to obtain 
the average annual lease budget. Discounting the above noted lease, 
the average annual lease rate for those responding was $3,400.00 
Based on other data contained in each of he responses that indicated 
that they leased communication services, we assume that these figures 
reflect fees for cellular_, and paging and in some instances for two-way 
radio services. 

II. OPERATIONS 

Q1: Number of agencies that share radio frequencies with other organ
izations. 

YES 
NO 

381 (77%) 
113 (23%) 

COMMENT: Most of the entities (77%) share frequencies with other 
organizations. 
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Local Level: 
State Level: 
Federal Level: 

Day to Day 
341 (71 %) 
104 (22%) 
9 (2%) 

Q2: How often does your agency have radio communications with the 
following levels of public safety and/ or public service organizations? 

Weekly 
59 (12%) 
60 (13%) 
12 (3%) 

Monthly 
35 (7%) 
54 (11%) 
24 (5%) 

Yearly 
12 (3%) 
49 (10%) 
47 (10%) 

Never 
35 (7%) 

205 (44%) 
380 (80%) 

Comment: By far the major requirements are at the local level on a 
day-to-day basis. There is some requirement at the state level and mini
mal at the federal level. Most of the requirements are driven by the 
type of emergency situation or disaster . 

Q3: What level of interoperability would best serve your agency? 

No. of Responses 
Local region (multi-jurisdiction): 
State-wide: 
Multi-state: 
Nation-wide: 
Total: 

351 (76%) 
87 (19%) 
9 (4%) 
2 (1%) 
459 

Comment: The major requirements (7 6%) are at the local level. There 
is some requirement at the state level (19%) and multi-state (4%) for 
the border towns and counties. Most of the requirements are driven by 
the type of emergency situation or disaster. 

Q4: Does your agency have the ability to patch across frequencies? 

YES 
NO 

76 (18%) 
353 82%) 

Comment: Most entities (82%) DO NOT have the ability to patch 
across frequencies. 

QS: If answered NO to question above, do you feel that having capa
bility to patch across frequencies a useful feature? 

YES 
NO 

166 (47%) 
187 

Comment: Almost half (47%) believe this would be a useful feature . 

Q6: Does your agency currently use encryption or scrambling devices 
on your current radio system? 

YES 
NO 

36 (8%) 
397 (92%) 

Comment: Most entities (92%) DO NOT use encryption or scram
bling devices on their current radio systems. 

Q7: If answered NO to question above, do you consider encryption or 
scrambling important to your agency? 

YES 
NO 

131 (33%) 
266 (67%) 

Comment: Only one-third of the entities consider encryption or scram
bling important . 

-1 
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Q8: Does your agency share radio system infrastructure (towers, base 
stations/ antenna systems, etc.) with other organizations? 
'"'=---------~=-----~"'="'"'=----------~==---===----------=""'"'="'"'"'"--~--~=---="''f.="'~="'=----------===="'-=----="'=---==-------="'"'"'"'====-----===---==="'"'"'=="'""="'=="'===~----~="'=="-=·=" 

YES 
NO 

330 (70%) 
141 (30%) 

Comment: Over two-thirds (70%) share radio system infrastructure 
with other organizatio_ns. 

Q10: How involved is your agency in the decision-making process 
related to the operation of the shared system noted in the question 
above? 

Extensively 
Considerably 
Somewhat 
Little 
Not at all 

98 (23%) 
51 (12%) 
66 (15%) 
76 (18%) 
140 

Comment: About half of the entities are somewhat to considerably 
involved with the decision making process related to the operation of 
the shared system. 

m. Communications 

Q1: Frequencies Used: 

Frequency 
Low Band VHF (25 - 50 MHz) 
High Band VHF (150 -174 MHz) 
UHF (450-470 MHz) 
800 MHz (806 - 869 MHz) 
Other 

Number of Responses 
14 
308 
43 
15 
8 

Comment: The frequency used by a vast majority of the respondents is 
high band VHF reported by 79% . The second highest frequency was 
UHF, which was far behind with 11 % of the respondents. 

Q2: Age of Oldest Piece of Equipment: 401 Responses 

401 Responses 
Range of age: 1 - 45 years 
Median age: 15 years 
Average age: 15.4 years 

Comment: The radios being used today are fairly antiquated with an 
average age of 15 years. 

Q2a: How long used current radio system: 
""'""=-------==,,,==,,,=-------= o::=-------=="'="'==-----------="'=~""'"'===-------=====----------====----=-oo=-----------=="'-"'"'===----===~----==='"'<=~-==="'"-------=="'========"'=----~=~"'>=== 

400 responses 
Range of age: 
Median age: 
Average age: 

1-50 years 
18 years 
18.1 years 

Comment: The radio systems being used today are analog and are also 
antiquated with an average age of over 18 years. 

Q3: Number of radio units in agency: 

% of Total 
4% 

79% 
11% 

4% 
2% 

<<>»»<>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»><=>>>>>>>==>><>>><>>~~>>>>>>«>><><>><><><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>==~>>»><>>>==><==>"~~>>~=~>=>>>>>~~=>>>~-=>>»>>>==>>>>>>=~~~>--->>>=~-"",,<>~~>=><=<>><<>>«=<==>=>- --~>-=>>>>=>> l!7 

No. of Radios Responses % of Total 
Less than 10 radios 14 7 33 % 
Between 11 - 20 radios 134 30% 



No. of Radios Responses % of Total 
Between 21 - 30 radios 65 15% 
Between 31 - 50 radios 51 12% 
Between 51 - 60 radios 17 4% 
Between 61 - 70 radios 4 1% 
Between 71 - 80 radios 5 1% 
Between 81 - 90 radios 5 1% 
Between 91 - 100 radios 6 1% 
Between 101 - 15 0 radios 5 1% 
Between 151 - 200 radios 0 <1% 
Between 201 - 250 radios 1 <1% 
Between 251 - 300 radios 1 <1% 
Between 301 - 400 radios 2 <1% 
Between 401 - 500 radios 2 <1% 
Greater than 500 radios 2 <1% 

Q4: Problems with current radio system: (Listed in order of most 
serious) 

1. Dead spots: 2. Not enough range: 

Seriousness Number of Respondents Seriousness Number of respondents 
5. Major problem 97 (24%) 5. Major problem 92 (22%) 
4. Significant problem 81 (20%) 4. Significant problem 70 (17%) 
3. Problem 78 (19%) 3. Problem 89 (21 %) 
2. Minor problem 72 (17%) 2. Minor problem 58 (14%) 
1. Not a problem 84 (20%) 1. Not a problem 105 (26%) 

otal: 412 (100%) Total: 414 (100%) 

. Outdated equipment: 4. Frequency interference: 

Seriousness Number of Respondents Seriousness Number of Respondents 
5. Major problem 55 (13%) 5. Major problem 51 (13%) 
4. Significant problem 70 (17%) 4. Significant problem 63 (15%) 
3. Problem 101 (25%) 3. Problem 85 (21 %) 
2. Minor problem 74 (18%) 2. Minor problem 100 (24%) 
1. Not a problem 112 (27%) 1. Not a problem 112 (27%) 
Total: 412 (100%) Total: 411 (100%) 

5. Atmospheric skip: 6. Fading: 

Seriousness Number of Respondents Seriousness Number of Respondents 

5. Major problem 40 (10%) 5. Major problem 45 (11 %) 

4. Significant problem 54 (13%) 4. Significant problem 45 (11 %) 

3. Problem 88 (22%) 3. Problem 88 (22%) 

2. Minor problem 101 (25%) 2. Minor problem 86 (21 %) 

1. Not a problem 126 (30%) 1. Not a problem 145 (35%) 

Total: 409 Total: 409 (100%) 

7. Not enough equipment 8. Static: 

nousness Number of Respondents Seriousness Number of Respondents 
Major problem 32 (8%) 5. Major problem 16 (4%) 

2J.. Significant problem 40 (10%) 4. Significant problem 48 (12%) 
3. Problem 90 (22%) 3. Problem 91 (23%) 
2. Minor problem 89 (22%) 2. Minor problem 106 (26%) 
1. Not a problem 161 (39%) 1. Not a problem 139 (35%) 
Total: 412 (100%) Total: 400 (100%) 
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9. Battery problems: 

Seriousness 
5. Major problem 
4. Significant pro bl em 
3. Problem 
2. Minor problem 
1. Not a problem 
Total: 

Number of Respondents 
24 (6%) 
28 (9%) 

81 (20%) 
99 (24%) 

167 (41 %) 
409 (100%) 

10. Not enough frequencies: 

Seriousness 
5. Major problem 
4. Significant problem 
3. Problem 
2. Minor problem 
1. Not a prQblem 
Total: 

Comment: The most serious problem experienced by users is that of 
"dead spots" where their radios won't work. Sixty-three (63%) percent 
of the respondents indicated this was a problem. Forty-four (44%) per
cent indicated this was a significant or major problem. 
The second most serious problem listed was "not enough range". Sixty 
(60%) percent indicated this was a problem. Thirty-nine (39%) per
cent indicated this was a significant or major problem. 

The third most serious problem was "outdated equipment". Fifty-five 
(55%) percent indicated this was a problem for them. Thirty (30%) 
percent indicated this was a significant or major problem. This proba
bly reflects the fact that the average age of the oldest piece of radio 
equipment is 15.4 years and the average age of the radio systems is 
18.1 years. 

SECTION IV. CONSIDERATIONS 

Ql: Plan to replace or substantially upgrade radio system: 
( 4 70 responses) 

Yes: 125 responses 
No: 345 resnonses (73 % of total) 

Q2: Approximate time frame for replacement or upgrade: 

Time Frame Number of Responses 
1-2 Years 59 
3-4 Years 32 
5-6 Years 26 
7+ Years 8 
Total 125 

% of Total 
47% 
26% 
21% 
6% 
100% 

Comment: A little more than one fourth of the respondents stated 
they plan on replacing or substantially upgrading their radio system 
within the next seven years. 

~ ~ 
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Number of Respondents e.J 
29 (7%) I 
19 (5%) ~ 

47 (11 % 
75 (18~ 

239 (59% 
409 (100%) ~ 
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Q3: Preference for next radio system: (125 responses) . 
~~---~~-~,~~-,~~~~~~,~--~~,~-~~-~-~~~~~-~<>>»>~~>~>>~-~>>>~~-~~, .. ~~,,~~~~~,,,,~--~>->»~~~,~~~--~>~~~---~~-~>~,,~~~~~-~~--~,,,~~,,~~-~~-----~~~~,,,,~~~,,~~~-~,~-~~~~~~~>~>>~>~>~~~»~> ~ 

Type of Radio System Number of Responses % of Total r 
VHF or UHF Analog (150 or 450 MHz) 46 37% · · 
VHF or UHF Digital (150 or 450 MHz) 21 17% 
Trunked Digital (800 MHz) 13 10% 
Trunked Analog(800 MHz) 5 4% 
Unknown 40 32 % ~ 

) 

Comment: The large number of unknown preferences and the pref er
ences for analog systems seems to be a reflection of the fact that there 
is a definite lack of knowledge and understanding regarding this tech
nology, standards, and future trends. 
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Comment: Of those that responded to this question~ a majority 
(51 %) indicated the governance should be state and local government 
participants in the same region. 13 % indicated that governance should 
be at the state and county level. These two categories indicated that 
64% of the respondents feel that governance should be between the 
state and some local level of participation. 

Following are the comments received as a result of the survey. 

$ Multiple users on the only county fire frequency. 
$Mutual aid fire operation - departments did not have shared channels - the East Range Fire Department coali

tion has developed a radio system, which provides multiple channels for fire department operations. So far, we 
have developed 5 channels including 2 repeaters for use. The DNR and USFS have access to these channels. 

$ Over loaded channel on mutual aid calls 
$ Our jurisdiction has mutual aid with a fire department in another state (Wisconsin). 
$ On a daily basis too many agencies using one frequency. During any multi-agency response radio system almost 

becomes useless. 
$ Unable to talk to other departments at mutual aid calls. Only shared channel is the county paging channel. We 

also have some bad areas in our territory where a radio or pager will not work. 

0 Trying to work with state DNR and Federal Fire departments. 
$ Departments are on different frequencies could not match them. 
$ We are in need of more radio towers. The hills and bluffs hamper our ability to communicate with the Winona 

law enforcement center and also our mutual aid, fire and EMS departments. 
$In 1997 a tornado hit our area causing power outage. Were unable to communicate with anyone. Has been cor

rected by installation of back-up generator. 
$ On a rescue call and a house fire that were both about 4 miles from town we could not communicate with our 

base station or our trucks. 
$Multi jurisdictions - Multi agency situations. Major fires and emergencies. 
$The frequencies are too busy when multiple agencies are using it. The other county's system dominates our coun

ties system. (both counties share the same frequency) They broadcast over other users on the system without 
regards. 

$ We have too many spots in our County where the signal is not strong enough for good transmissions. We use the 
Sheriff's channel for relay if needed and even then sometimes there are still dead spots. 

$ Range has been a problem, we are on the far end of our County, problems reaching dispatch. 
$Major barn fire - trucks could not communicate with Iowa fire personnel. Fourid one portable radio with one 

matching frequency. 
$ There are times that we respond to areas outside our normal response area and work with the fire Departments 

that do not have the same radio frequencies. 
0 Inability to communicate with New Prague Police Department & New Prague Ambulance at some training ses-

s10ns. 
0 Inability to talk from truck to truck in our own Fire Dept area. 
$ Statewide fire does not utilize repeater in our area. This hinders communications with other departments. 
$Ability to communicate on mutual aid fires. Received permission to use neighboring Department frequencies. 
0 Ambulance service has trouble switching to fire frequencies. 
0 Have difficulty communication with neighboring towns with whom we have mutual aid agreements. 
0 Communication with DNR for wildfires situation was made better with newer multi channel radios. 
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¢>None 

¢> Could not talk point to point because of poor radio reception. Putting in a repeater. 
¢>Due to the large rural area we serve there have been times when radio communications was impeded because we 

were simply to far from the base station or repeater tower. 
¢> In 1997 a tornado hit our area causing power outages. We were unable to communicate with anyone. Has been 

corrected by installation of back-up generator. 
¢>Limited range at present. Need repeater or relay tower which will hopefully be erected soon. Designated tele

phone communications should be better soon hopefully reducing expense . 
¢> County law enforcement frequencies vary and many times the only communications we have is through our dis

patch center to the other counties dispatch center and eventually down to the other counties or city law enforce
ment level. 

¢>None 

¢>Interoperability is not desired or substantially beneficial. 
¢>Radio system is city channel shared by utilities, public works, police and fire departments. During emergencies 

communicating is difficult to impossible we all need to support separate channel use. 
¢>Not able to patch to other frequency users. 

¢>During a major disaster (Tornado). 
¢> I can not answer for sheriff's dispatch. 
¢> Communication among inter-state units and among federal, state and county units. 

¢> Coordination among Police, Fire, Ambulance, as well as airport and public works functions. Dead spots police 
radio systems. No local emergency operations center all distributed separate radio systems and locations. No 
facility with backup electrical power capabilities . 

¢>None 

¢>None 

¢> Only when cell phone does not have enough signal. 
¢> Communication with maintenance workers from other governmental agencies during snow removal' operations. 

Call between offices and rely messages . 
¢>City crew and police departments along with 3 members of ambulance have the very same 16 channel radios. 

Fire department has radios that are older then 20 years - communication is very limited. Batteries on fire radio 
don't last over 2 years. 

¢>We have installed the frequencies of neighboring counties in our mobile units. 
¢>Unable to communicate with Sheriff vehicle and snowplow during emergency situation in snowstorm. 
¢> Too much traffic. 
¢>Major storm clean up. The lack of ability to communicate directly with other agencies to coordinate the clean up 

efforts. 

¢>During storm disasters communication among highway departments, police and fire departments would have 
been helpful - rare occurrences. 

¢>Yes, at times getting hold of Sheriff dispatcher has been problems busy monitor set low. 
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$ County highway would have liked the ability to inter-operate with Mn/DOT but they would not allow the coun
ty to access their TX frequency. 

$ Surrounding city carries our emergency channel we can usually receive but not send to their radio system many 
dead spots. 

$Sometimes the law enforcement center does not scan our city frequency, therefore it is impossible to contact them 
other than by phone line. 

Defense. 
$Only do during emergencies and have no communication unless they have one of our radios 
$Fire department and City maintenance have to work together. 
$Smaller agencies like Townships and smaller cities lack the personnel with enough knowledge to properly operate 

and maintain radio systems within FCC rules. They also do not or cannot allocate money to properly maintain 
the system or share costs. 

Sheriff's L 

$The Minnesota River Valley presents lay of the land problems. In the process of installing a repeater system to 
help with this problem. 

$Otter Tail County was the site of a major train derailment that involved several departments not on our radio 
system. The command center programmed monitors to cover the other frequencies, borrowed portables and used 
the cell phone extensively. 

$ When Fire, EMS, Sheriff's, and Police cars are involved in a major incident or if separate incidents occur at the 
same time we only have one frequency that we all can communicate on (sheriff's frequency). Individuals begin to 
interfere with each other as well as the dispatch. The adjustment (if you want to call it that) is to use different 
frequencies that are unique to Fire and EMS. This eliminates dispatch and law enforcement cars being able to 
communicate with them. 

$ State money for county and local agencies to update equipment for law enforcement and emergency services. 
$ Skip from other agencies. Lack of technology in Greater Minnesota. Different radio frequencies that state and 

federal agencies have compared to local agencies. 
$Inter-agency cooperation in criminal cases is impeded due to lack of common radio frequencies to encryption 

devices. At the present time only unencrypted radio frequencies are available, telephone, cell phones are also uti
lized. 

$ Repeater on main sheriff's channel failed. Difficulty occurred when trying to make radio contact with officers out 
in the field due to distance of office from sheriff's dispatch. (Repair repeater). Uninterrupted power source (UPS) 
did not provide radio support. Equipment adjusted, problem solved no problems since equipment adjusted. 

¢iVHF Skip. 
$ In house portable coverage - funding from state for system. 
$During tornado (07-25-00) could not talk to state emergency management and other state agencies. 
$We have problems talking to our own jurisdictions. 
$Forest fires 1999 blow down 
$We have had situations where local deputies were unable to talk to Federal officers who were working in our 

area. 
$When we need to talk to a trooper by radio, we sometimes can't get a hold of them because they need to be 

monitoring our frequency to hear us and they can't always do that. In order to resolve this we must call State 
Patrol dispatch and ask them to contact the trooper. 

$Dispatch problems during transition. Not familiar with new equipment (dispatcher training). 
$St. Cloud PD uses 800 and we don't so we can't communicate on portable or in squads. We can now use MDC's 

and share portables on special operations. 

$Due to not having enough repeaters in the county it is often difficult to communicate with other agencies in the 
county including the Sheriff's deputies who may be on the other end of the county 

$In trying to communicate among Fire, Ambulance and Police during an emergency drill at our airport we found 
the command post was not getting all traffic and as the drill started the first personnel on scene were not able to 
communicate to these other agencies to coordinate set-up measures. 

$ Other agencies in other parts of the state and other states having the same frequencies. Skipping over our com
munications. Main terminal 11 county dispatch 11 complete new system our agency also upgrade our radios with 
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new frequency. Dead spots within community - upgrade our entire radio system put in trip repeater prior to 
county upgrade. 

$Our radio system uses VHF frequency channels. The portables cannot receive or transmit on many occasions. 
They are useless at times. Portables are static and garbled. The squad trunking radio sometimes is weak and 
scratchy at times. 

$For several years our county had different frequencies. Several times officers in our area on major incidents that 
affect safety. We had to upgrade to scan radios so we could monitor. The same situation is beginning to happen, 
presently; due to small departments not able to upgrade to mobile computer equipment due to costs of yearly 
maintenance. 

$When monitoring city channel we have problems with paging tones on our frequency. At times unable to locate 
source and channel can not be left in scan mode on portable units or base when monitoring channel. 

$Lack of frequencies. Congested existing frequencies. Unable to talk directly to State Patrol on our main frequen
cy. 

$ Currently the department is dispatched by the Pearl street dispatch center out of Owatonna. At times it is very 
difficult to get airtime due to the radio traffic. Officers also cover one another. Also as a smaller agency we are 
not given enough input verses the larger agencies in Rice and Steele Counties. 

$ Transmission dead spots within the city limits atmospheric conditions affect transmission and receiving. 
$Frequently distance between cars is too great and lack of repeater towers make it difficult to communicate. 

Problem is even more pronounced with portable hand-held radios. 
$ Mutual aid situations where no common frequency other than statewide existed. 
$ Dead spots within county. Inability to communicate with other agencies/officers with hand held and mobile 

radios except when in close proximity. 
$ Portables are not able to communicate with dispatch both. Hearing dispatch and transmitting to dispatch. 
$ Mainly in hand held use not good enough reception. 
$ Interop during flooding was difficult. 
$Worked around by having dispatch relay for us. Or we will go to the cell phone and use that for communication 

purposes. Some time it may be a dead spot and by moving the vehicles it helps. 
$ On certain specific days and evening we get a lot of 11 skip 11 from the Metro departments we cannot hear our dis

patcher at times and some departments that are coming across on skip have the same call numbers as ours. 
Therefore were not sure if dispatch is calling or not! 

$Not for a long time. 911 dispatch center and radio frequencies, inter-operating with 5 other law enforcement 
agencies pretty much problem free. 

$ Can't talk directly to state patrol on the radio unless they have our channel in their radio: They won't allow us 
to program their frequency into our radio . 

$ City administration support, City council support, County board support, Township support, state legislative 
support, financial support (city and state), technological changes, fee change to digital, governance issues (con
trol) . 

$Out of the area radio skips. 
$Our most common problem is monitoring and communicating with the LaCrosse, Wisconsin Police department, 

which we border. We operate on high band. The LaCrosse police department operates on 800 MHz . 
$ Local agencies in St. Louis County are unable to communicate on our frequencies. This sometimes hinders our 

ability to get information to them . 
$ The radio was bad, had it fixed 
$Worn out Radio System. Skip Interference. 
$ Problems with range and dead space. 
$Outstate, and Iowa. 
$ Distance factors 
$Repeater tower failed. 
$ Police and Fire Department were involved in a mock disaster drill. Fire Department does not monitor police car 

to car frequency. Police do not monitor Fire Departments. On scene frequency. Not able to interact or assist each 
other as well as we could. Adjustments: making sure we can contact each other on one known channel. 

$ RFI problems or problems in radio and scanning priorities . 
$ Sometimes the county West of us overpowers our communication and interferes with our communication with 

dispatch. 
$Several situations where units have been out of Dispatch area and have been unable to communicate with other 

Departments . 
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O It is difficult for us to communicate with dispatch on portable from inside structures, such as The City Hall, the 
Local schools, etc. It is almost impossible. Portables 11 hear 11 but do not transmit with enough strength. 

0 Flood of 1997 inundated our base, rendered our system useless. State and Private Radio people got a system set 
up in a matter of a few hours. 

0 Current Rice County Radio shop cannot adequately manage all the users. We have had situations where officer 
safety was jeopardize because officers can't get on the radio to request help. The joint dispatch project for Rice 
and Steele Counties is dysfunctional. There have been no corrective actions taken. 

0 Being on the Western border of Minnesota, we many times need to contact agencies from either North Dakota or 
South Dakota. With different bands and frequencies we find ourselves going through dispatch and calling on the 
telephone, as it is the quickest. This should not be, we should have direct contact. 

0 Can't use Statewide channel 4. 
0 We can no longer hear the Ely Police Departments frequencies from the squads. 

<$None 

0 Numerous cross-jurisdictional surveillances where communications were not possible with involved jurisdictions 
due to pifferences in frequency bands. Numerous surveillances with federal counterpart with same problem as 
listed above. 

O St. Peter tornado - interoperability was a problem with locals. Difficult to manage crisis. 
0 Among states at our borders, land, water and air. Disasters - St. Peter, Granite Falls, floods. 

0 A statewide radio system would infringe on the radio rights of the private operators. 
0 Multiple frequencies available. Separate paging frequency, not for operations. 
0 It's the old adage: Too many chiefs spoil the broth. I have tried to work with state, federal, county and local units 

of government to establish radio networks and there were major issues over jurisdiction, use of the network, 
which operations had priority. The development of networks should be done regionally with a clear 11 up front 11 

understanding of these types of issues. 
0 Cell phone systems, Fax from dispatch to land and mobile. 
0 Maintain local involvement. Listen to rural and local government needs. 
0 During any multi-agency response radio system almost becomes useless. 
0 Ease of using. Better quality. Products I availability open to departments. Cost efficiency. 
0 There needs to be multiple channels for Fire departments to use on fire ground to communicate to each other. 

0 What impact it well have on each entity. Their current system and the need to upgrade, if any. The frequency 
(how often) there is a need to communicate with other agencies that they aren't communicating with already. 
The ability to finance the upgrade. How compatible their existing system is versus the new system. Is there a real 
need to go statewide versus Metro? 

0 Funding for low budget emergency service providers. 
0 We need to be able to keep our own radio communication frequency. 
0 The cost - who pays for it- making sure it is simple - easy to operate. 
0 A cooperative where small departments like us could purchase communication equipment including hand held 

and pagers. 
0 Many outstate volunteer departments do not have the funds or the knowledge to upgrade and or operate to their 

current equipment. If a higher level of government gets involved, ROI may get too cumbersome for some mem
bers. 

0 Operationally - at least for the fire service we're pretty will set at least in Lake City. Those organizations that 
need a state implemented system - fine, for those that don't leave well enough alone. 
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Fire and Law Enforcement people that went through the tornadoes in the past 2 years state that there was so 
many people using state and local channels often no one could communicate. Will this be a problem when a 
major situation occurs. 

$ It should be mandatory for all agencies in Public Service to have the same emergency statewide channel to oper
ate on in a large emergency. 

$Try and keep agencies on their own frequency. Eliminating all of the skip static. Also try to regulate scanner 
capabilities. 

$I believe it would be very easy to complicate the fire and rescue process with to much information being moni-
tored at once. I believe the current county wide network works very well. 

$I think we have this. We need to train more on this and hold agencies accountable to use the correct frequencies. 
$ I would request additional information on this prior to commenting. 
$ Try to use equipment that can upgrade easily. Keep the politics out of it completely. Try to keep it cost effective 

for us small entities. 
$Will be in on 800 MHz trunking system approximately 4-2000 with Carver county fire department. 
$Keep dispatch center with county sheriff departments. 
$Keep it easy to use. 
$Political issues should have no part of public safety or emergency preparedness. As a small department (Fire) that 

in a years time we use our radio's very little. We just hope that our radio's work when we need them. With a 
very limited budget, we have to do with what we got. 

$ Many outstate volunteer departments do not have the funds or the knowledge to upgrade and/or operate their 
current equipment. If a higher lever of government gets involved, ROI may get too cumbersome for some mem
bers. 

$ What impact it will have on each entity. Their current system and the need to upgrade, if any. The frequency 
(how often) there is to communicate w/other agencies that aren't communicating with already. The ability to 
finance the upgrade. How compatible their existing system is versus the new system. Is there a real need to go 
statewide versus Metro? 

$Multiple channels should be considered that cross emergency response teams. One for on-site personnel, another 
for voice traffic associated with the incident command to handle site team and other response teams independent 
of each other. 

$ Funding is #1. When re-farming of radios comes into effect funding could be a key . 
$ Make the system affordable and accessible to local fire departments. We are currently not given 1st priority when 

comes to paging system use. 
$ The implementation needs to be done with all users involved in decision making. There needs to be special note 

that this is a statewide deal and not done with the METRO area in mind only with the outstate lost in the shuf
fle. 

$ Issues should be left to local units of government to work out. The more units of government involved the bigger 
the communication problems become. If local units need to communicate with state units, it is best to follow 
chain of command, i.e. local to county to state and back. 

$Whatever it takes to get the job done. Regional fire districts communications committees, which would recom-
mend to a "state" Committee . 

$ Statewide won't work, leave at County level. 
$ Most of our radios don't have the new bandwidth spacing. 
$ Keep Local control with County being one point of contact with the state. 
$ Don't make mandates or Laws without making sure there are monies available for Local government agencies to 

use. 
$ Making sure that carry over does not happen from radio traffic. Keeping frequencies apart from areas in close 

areas (such as some frequencies a town or two away). 
$Must have enough towers/transmitters for adequate range for radios 20-25 mile radius. 
$Full funding@ state level 
$State or Federal funding for radio and pager upgrades. 
$ Local resources able to operate the radio system, many have volunteers and have limited contact. 

$None 
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$ Availability, simplicity used in instructions, a phone number or help to understand the system. 
$ Cost for small services to upgrade radios to meet new standards 
$Make sure that radio contact can be made anywhere. 
$Scrambling signals so scanners can't pick it up. 
$It would need to be affordable. Also would need to be tested extensively in rural areas. Too often things are sim

ply for Metropolitan areas and simply do not work well in the rural setting. 
$ Police, Fire, EMS should have a better radio system then our highway department. 
$ It is important with a volunteer service that operation channels and frequency selection be simple. Many don't 

have the experience and time for training is limited with state mandated training already required for EMTs. 
$Cost is probably the most important issue. Any cost share from where? 
$Leave under local control. State and Federal people do not understand local needs. 
$Any mandate needs to be fully funded. 
$More towers eliminating dead areas where communications not good. 
$Anytime statewide regulations are mandated to control local issues political problems arise - they are far too 

numerous to list here. 
$Uniform radio language protocol and protocol for radio procedures (operations). 
$ Confidentiality 

$ Need to work set-up Metro (Pls./St. Paul) first and work your way out to rural areas. Digital radios for clarity is 
a must. 

$ Operational/Political. Our utility does not want to be forced to participate and spend money for a system that 
won't substantially enhance operations. 

$ I've felt for some time that a statewide utility channel would greatly enhance mutual aid. 
$Number 1 issue is cost. Our current system allows for us to adequately communicate for our needs. We also 

communicate with other city departments on their system, which works quite well. The various city agencies 
have their systems at various sites which avoids the "all eggs in one basket" scenario. In law enforcement, hospi
tal, or another agency would move from the VHF band to say 800 MHz, and extreme burden would be placed 
on all other agencies should they deem it necessary to continue communications. If we were forced to change fre
quency bands, we would be abandoning a 3-4 year old VHF repeater system along with portable and mobile 
radios, which are mainly less the 7 years old. We are very pleased with our current system. And communications 
abilities with all other city government agencies. 

$Adequate portable and paging coverage in remote rural areas. High level of responsiveness to local needs. Strong 
local control. 

$Able to communicate with all agencies during emergencies and amateur radio also is a must. 

. Administration 
$ I think it would be very important especially in care of flood and tornadoes. Presently we rely on a bar that clos

es at 1 p.m. to react when one of the above conditions arises.· 
$Use a frequency that is easy for all types of equipment to access. Make it affordable for small communities. 
$Our radio system needs to be kept to local radio traffic only. Too much radio traffic would cause confusion dur

ing normal day to day operations. 
$Remember we have unique problems in rural Minnesota especially in Bluff County. 
$ The system should be dependable, it should have full capabilities of radio communication. It should be easily 

accessible. 
$ Separate frequency just for Emergency Management. Standardized frequencies each community. 
$ Training, shared resources. 
$Need for inter-agency communication in disasters and day to day response. Need for local emergency operations 

center with backup electrical power and capabilities to communicate with local (and mutual aid) assistance. 
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How much will it cost local tax payers; sounds like a good idea; how many frequencies would we have to add; 
we can presently dispatch/communicate with Fire, Ambulance, County Sheriff, through Fire and Ambulance 
Frequency. 

Animal 
$ In helping other cities, a statewide channel would be helpful. 

¢>None 

Transit 
$ Our Transit repeater shares a local Government repeater with the County Highway department and county 

school districts. We have no other control or planning issues . 
$ Cost to local units of Government. 
$ Keep it simple with no new costs to counties . 
$ Cost and compatibility with all equipment both new and existing privacy. 
$ Maintain a local attitude for response to local situations in a timely manner . 
$ Funding for equipment. Full coverage of all areas. Develop technology to use cell phones instead of radios. 

Everyone will be carrying some type of communication devise. Cell phone tower coverage is in-place. We are 
developing to many parallel redundant systems. Radio tower, cell phone towers, pager towers. Consolidate tech
nology to eliminate the need to carry a fire, pager, cell phone, two-way radio etc. In order to communicate with 
various entities. Are two-way radios going to be around 5 to 10 years from now? 

$ Better communications among different cities within local area mutual aid for whatever most departments are 
able to talk to each other more towers are needed. 

$Responsibility for maintenance and the ability of other agencies using the system to get their problems resolved. 
(The state is non-responsive in dealing with other problems under their responsibility is some cases). Priority 
usage during emergency operations. Designated inter-agency contact people. (Authority) specific procedure as to 
when inter agency contact should be made (under what circumstances) 

$Cost is a major factor. 
$The level of flexibility each agency would have percent of cost to each agency would there be a priority agency 

or equal? 
$ Make sure it is extremely easy to use, any complications in ease of use will bring down time. Consider separate 

systems for emergency or public safety purposes and local government use purposes. 
$This looks like a very large system with many.control problems. It will be interesting to watch this develop. 
$ Provide enough frequencies so each unit can keep outside "chatter" to a minimum. 
$ A better paging system. 
$ Have no comment and am not interested in joining with others e.g. state. 
$To assure an open and enough frequencies to ensure use of all times. 
$ To make this affordable for all participants and not send down some mandate that is not supplied by money to 

help pay for it! The system works now does bigger government have to interfere to try to fix something that isn't 
broke. 

$ A pager with voice attachment. 
$The true effectiveness and advantages of this system. The current conditions and life expectancy of the existing 

system. The ability for entities to pay for a new system. 
$ We would be concerned about the costs. 
$If a statewide radio network is implemented. I wonder if the equipment costs and the maintenance costs are 

going to be excessive for a small community like ours. 
$ Do not mandate participation and protect frequencies. 

$ It would be and extreme waste of money. 
$ Participation in planning and development. 
$Not that knowledgeable. 
$ Do not have any comments at this time. 
$ In cases of mutual aid a statewide channel would be helpful. 

--------------------------------------------



0 There should be the ability of different levels of Government to be able to communicate in times of emergencies. 
It is very hard to effectively communicate with different government agencies unless we can all go to a specific 
frequency that all can use. It would be nice if there was one statewide frequency that all agencies could use dur
ing emergencies. You would have to train how to use them and have a designated net control operator when 
using that frequency. 

O The ability to communicate with all agencies in our region for emergency work and sharing of resources. 
O I don't believe we have a need for a statewide radio system in our department because our radio system is ade

quate for our use. 
0 Keep it simple to use, have a statewide channel for all agencies to use in situations where different levels of gov-

ernment are working together. 
O The cost of implementing a statewide radio network would have to be kept within reason. 
O The decision would have to be made on a higher level. 
0 The emergency response personnel are able to use our frequency when situations such as disasters occur. So that 

we may monitor forecast and local emergency channel when necessary. 
0 The safety of our staff is also important. 
O No mandates with out funding. If a statewide network is institutional it should be an addition to and not a 

replacement for local systems outside the Metro area. I believe that there is a better way to use the resources we 
now have. There is more than enough equipment cluttering the landscape already. 

0 Need frequency of use, cost/ benefit. 
O Interference. 

O The monies needed to pay for a statewide radio network would be a huge problem for outstate agencies with 
limited budgets. We just installed new consoles and updated mobile radios. We cannot afford more updates for a 
long time. However we also believe it is important to be able to communicate with all other entities and are 
working on this issue. 

O Local control over policy issues, state funds to defray costs take extreme care not to end up with to much radio 
traffic on the same frequency. 

O Rural regional planning needs to be considered as to the individual needs of that area. I'm not sure if a Metro 
Radio Board has the ability to recognize the uniqueness of the individual agencies. 

O If planning and implementation take place local entities not just Metro entities must be involved. Many agencies 
such as our county have already upgraded their systems. How would these effect agencies such as ours? 
Counties such as ours won't support unfounded mandates or negative changes to our current system 

O If the system is going to be implemented then it should be for all public safety agencies not just a select few. 
However it is a good idea for larger jurisdictions to go to the 800 MHz system that will add a lot new frequen
cies for those who don't change cost would be a major factor for this county it would be over 5,000,000.00 
from a previous survey/study. Renting towers and equipment maybe a cheaper route. 

O In the rural areas of the state the State Patrol district boundaries could be utilized to make it more workable on a 
local level. State government needs to set-up the parameters that all systems will operate on with impute from 
the sheriff's associations. 

O The two issues that come to mind are will this system work in certain areas, with hills, valleys, etc. Is it right for 
everyone? Financing without state and or federal money many small emergency services, cities etc. Including my 
agency will not be able to afford changing out all the portables, mobiles, dispatch stations etc. Matching funds 
aren't much help. 

O Law enforcement, Fire and EMS are all on the same repeater system in our county. When an emergency occurs 
we have problems because different agencies are using the repeater at the same time. When we design our new 
system law enforcement will have its own repeater system that is encoded or digital for privacy. EMS needs a 
statewide repeater system Fire needs a statewide repeater system. 

O I don't have a problem with a state network. I'm not interested in regional dispatch. We have our own local con
cerns and I don't want an outside agency telling us what to do or how to do it. 

O Geographic location, knowledge of dispatchers, elimination of 'skip" and bleed over. The state has been running 
a surplus for some time while local jurisdictions have had to rely on property tax increases to provide the most 
basic of services. This has left no money to improve infrastructure that is vital for new equipment such as radios 
etc. Maybe it is time to set priorities right. 

O The problems I see with a statewide radio system are many. Unable to get on air because of heavy usage. Lack of 
control as for us usage, equipment etc. 
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$ Cost, size, area 
$All agencies should be able to talk to each other 
$Money 
$ What do you get? Who pay for it? Funds not available on local levels. Frequency coordination throughout 

state. 
$For us and one statewide frequency with us for federal department. 
$ Something that works and isn't out dated before it's installed. 
$The interests of public safety need to be considered and needs and interests must be balanced with available 

resources . 
$ Funding new system is a problem. Control of the system could cause political problems. I'm sure it could be 

done with current technology but the funding and political barriers are considerable . 
$ If a change is made for pager frequencies all small town Fire and ambulance services would need to buy pager 

and radios. Political Price tag! 
$ Radio networking across state lines 
$Who will maintain equipment? Who will manage traffic on frequencies? 
$ The cost of implementing a shared system who is going to pay for all new equipment such as 800 MHz. 
$ The system cannot be so complex that the user has to stop what they are doing to figure out how to operate it. 
$I feel MDT needs to be installed in all outstate law enforcement vehicles better communications will save lives 

and save money. 
$ Allow for local government impute prior to decisions being made. 
$ Cost and who will pay. Fairness in allocating resources. Big city I small county 
$The main concern I have is that this does not end up being another non-funded mandate from the federal or 

state government down to the local level this seems to be the way the state is doing business these days. 
$The majority of the funding and at a minimum regional change over not just 1 or 2 counties or cities. 
$Not able to cross talk to border patrol. 
$ Cost to local government. 
$Consider leaving Northwest Minnesota as is, thing are working fine. 
$Left up to local government. 
$ Funding - who is going to fund the project . 
$Need for many frequencies. Coverage for all jurisdictions. Who will administrate and how will representation be 

chosen . 
$To be sure all radios work for all agencies consistently. Cost carefully for reception 

$ Keep it regional in division. Too many departments on same frequency would cause delays in radio traffic. 
$First I see a problem with budget and money allocated for such projects in outstate. In our present leadership 

outstate appears to be left out. Our area presently has an 800 MHz tower operated privately that has better 
communications abilities then our present system. Teaming with private industry in our area could prove helpful. 

$I'm assuming this statewide network would be similar to law enforcement's statewide frequency. Educating when 
to use network. Who picks up the cost of upgrading systems in operation now. 

$ Keep the planning and implementation at a county level 
$ Consider having representatives from smaller agencies on the planning and implementation committee. Use as 

much of the existing equipment each agency has. Should upgrades or outdated equipment need to be replaces, 
financial assistance should be provide to smaller agencies that have limited funds for the costly changeover 

$I do not want to wait for 10-28 and 10-US (plate registration and DL information). What will the wait be on a 
statewide system? The cost to our small low budgeted department? Will everyone on the system would on each 
other? How many users per area or region. 

$Make it affordable to the smaller agencies. Metro departments obtain many from Legislature; leaving small 
departments behind. 

$Each department works the radio/communication system differently. Such as running vehicle registrations or 
drivers license checks or use of dispatchers for phone calls and notifications. Local dispatchers also know the 
communities they serve as well as the people who live in that community. Problems with dispatch outside the 
area may arise and the public may not get or feel they were given the same type of service as in the past . 
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Keep all operational technological issues as local as possible. Poetically I can't see how system could work 
beyond local area. Too .much impute to operation and budget if system to broad. Smaller departments such as 
ours would have hard time with cost of operation of large system if we had no say where system located. 

$ Strict users guide for all with local involvement in planning. Will there be enough frequencies. What will be the 
cost? Who will pay? Will it be 11 mandated 11 by state. 

$Consider multi-channels for talk around Versus Emergency traffic get everyone's impute. Have policies in place 
and guidelines up before starting or going live. 

$Funding - federal - state- vs. city. If the city has to purchase the equipment give us notice so that there is time to 
convince council the need and budget for the equipment. 

$Trunked, digital, non-800 MHz. In our part of the state skip/congestion is minimal. But in a consolidated dis
patch S.O. put everyone on one frequency. We have enough frequencies that could be pooled and provide much 
better coverage to field units. Too spread out for cost effective 800 towers. 

$ Smaller local government municipalities - will not be able to fund for this Fire, Police. 
$ Too complex to describe here. 
$ Cost, timing 
$Staffing competency. Users and techs make decisions they should rather than some know nothing politician. 
$ All areas of the state should have access/coverage regardless of population. 
$Just so they do not overcrowd the airways so people walk all over each other's conversations. 
$ Co-operation with Stearns County Sheriff's department would have to be must. Also cost would be a large factor. 
$Severe weather alerts need to be addressed. 
$ More repeaters and towers. Ability to communicate with all emergency service entities from all hand held and 

mobile radios. 
$ Each unit of government is unique each has its own operational methodology as well as different missions. 

Attempting to coordinate the different methodology will be difficult at best. 
$ Cost to small agencies, reliability of system, we are looking for something better than what we have. 
$ Affordable for all agencies 
$Consider all agency and government to the same don't let state or fed take command and do it their way. Don't 

let only one big name radio company try telling everyone what's needed. 
$ Due to the increasing radio traffic with the volume of police calls- more dispatchers - for the reason of officer 

safety. 
$Outstate regions represented equally with Metro area. Under operations - who pays for maintaining 

system/updating. Would there be cost to any all who use system. Don't see much benefit to a statewide system as 
far as our department. 

$ It should have enough repeaters so that local and outlying areas are covered unlike MNSEF. 
$ The facts need to be set in stone prior to any agreement. 11 Financial and control of system. 
$HIGH PRIORITY! Mobile data terminals access for rural agencies. 
$ System needs to be kept simple and easy to operate. 
$ Digital technology at no cost to municipality. 
$You would need to sell local councilmen and to have money or grant to pay for system if it is a high cost to 

Small City it will not happen. 
$ I don't think it an issue. 
$ Expand the number of statewide frequencies that can be used for Public Safety. 
$Range of towers, the ability to communicate with agencies further than 6 miles. 
$ I believe it is very important to be able to access all other agencies with one radio. There must be enough chan

nels for every one to have access to, without having to wait. Funding to pay for it. 
$ Enough channels and distance for rural Minnesota. 
$ Involvement or representation from each entity involved for the implementation process. Technological consider

ation for future updates, expansion. Provide privacy/security for transmissions. 
$ Frequencies that are not scannable to the Public. Laws prohibiting Public from scanning any Law enforcement 

activity. 
$Constant access and method of payment. 
$Do not believe this to be an issue. I believe we should have this technology already. 
$Keeping in mind that smaller agencies don't have the capital to keep up with technology. If changes are mandat

ed, make sure there are grants available so we can afford it. 
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One of the biggest issues will be money. Will there be state or federal monies made available for small agency 
upgrades? 

<$Solve communication problems listed above. 
<$I would worry that dispatchers would give certain agencies priority because they are perceived as bigger and 

more powerful rather than priority given to the seriousness or potential seriousness of the call. 
<$We would just like to have a safe, clear line of communications. 
<$ Low Band Frequencies on mobile units so one does not cover other units in use. A strict guide policy using the 

radio network only in emergency use . 
<$ Funding for small County and Local Agencies to acquire the new technology . 
<$System should be an open-ended design with the flexibility to adapt to specific locales. Should integrate both 

voice and data systems. Politically, a lot of turf issues will have to be resolved. 800 trunked systems handle vol
ume of traffic but you still have to spend money to staff adequate levels of dispatchers . 

<$ It should be 11 inter 11 -state. 
<$ Don't forget remote Rural areas where numbers of possible officers for response are limited. 
<$What considerations are to be given Greater Minnesota outside the 7 County Metro area? Will there be region

al operations points? What are cost factors to be considered for rural small communities? 

v.., . .., .... A< ... U Police 
<$ A statewide radio system would infringe on the rights of the private radio operators. 

State Government 
<$ Data privacy 
<$ Should have full state coverage with seamless operation to radio user. Should include in building coverage should 

have a high level of voice security available in all areas. System should permit secure in-agency communications 
and seamless secure interoperability with local and federal jurisdictions. A continuing funding source not 
dependent on specific agency budget should provide equipment and other system costs. Operations standards 
should be uniform throughout the state. 

<$Funding, staffing, equipment (compatibility with existing) 
<$We will follow the lead of the state patrol. Cross communications are very important to us . 

Place additional comments 

<$None 

vo:lunLtef~r Fire 
<$I have been Fire Chief for 8 months and this is reflected in my response. I have a concern of having multi-users 

on our radio channel. I would like to maintain our present system. . 
<$We are a very small town, with a number of calls each year. Radio Communication is very important as we are 

out as far as possible in one County. Pagers, Radios, and our current radio system is not that old (we have spent 
a lot of money to update in the last 5 years). Reforming of Radios is beyond our budget, but know that it is 
needed to improve our system. Waseca County is currently trying to upgrade their system, which is going to put 
a major strain on our budget. 

<$ More funding to small fire departments 

School District 
<$Radios need to be small and mobile so they can be used beyond the vehicle and accessible 100% of the time. 

They need to be on the person, not the vehicle. 
<$ To be able to have long-range communication that is clear and static free without the ability of home scanners to 

listen. Also to be able to communicate with local authorities. 
<$ Our system is simply for our bus operators to communicate with the school office and bus contractors base and 

garage. 

<$Need a radio system that works and a service department that does work for police ambulance fine on a timely 
basis. More frequencies with repeaters more towers all over our area, to many dead spots. 
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$ Our biggest problem is with 911 paging. We are near the county line and the only ways Douglas County can 
page us is by telephone/encoder or calling Otter Tail county dispatcher and having them relay the information. 
Either way is out of normal dispatch procedures and delays our being dispatched. In regard to section 3 
Question 4 our biggest problem with range is on our local government frequency on our local tower. More then 
3-4 miles out we have to shift to Otter Tail Sheriff Vining tower, which is already a very busy channel. 

$ We are a hospital, which operates an ambulance service we use the standard HEAR radio system for base and 
mobile operations. We also operate a paging base for internal use. 

$ Due to organizational control and operational money benefit issues, Rochester public utilities would limit its par
ticipation to having its independent dispatch center participate on a trunked system. For emergency needs only if 
at all. All mobiles and portables would remain on our own VHF and UHF frequencies. Our dispatch center is 
staffed 2417 and is in a better position to relay instructions rather than interoperability directly to individual 
units. 

$ The maintenance department use two-way portable radios for communications between two buildings and a total 
of 41,000 square feet. 

Administration 
$We are a small community of 52 people. We contract all our services and have no full time employees. Work that 

can be done by council members is done for pay by the hour otherwise its hired done. Police and Fire protection 
is contracted. 

$We have one radio in the car and one radio in the office - shared system with Highway department. 
$We have a CB radio between the City Hall and the Grader operator. We can also call Pine County and a garage 

in Pine City with this CB. We have no plans for any other type radio. 
$ Approximately 3 times a year - depends on if assistance is needed by other city personnel. 

Share a repeater station with Fire, Ambulance when operating on these frequencies. 

Animal Control 
$ The city of Madelia, Animal Control does at times use the police channel in which the county law enforcement 

has the licenses. 

. Parks 
· $ We prefer cell phones. Hearing constant talk on the radios is very annoying and when you need it the most you 

are out of range. 

$ We believe that some kind of center based radio dispatch system will be needed soon in order to take our small 
system to the next level of expansion or to consolidate it with neighboring systems. 

$Our transit system has vehicle units of the highway department two-way radios but we seldom use them. We deal 
with cellular phones. 

$ The public safety departments - Police, Fire and County Sheriff have much more of a need to talk to outside 
agencies - any communication with the street department (during an emergency or disaster) can be through those 
departments. Street department needs are simple with no need to scramble (all those scanners have to have some
body to listen to it might as well be street) and no need to communicate with state or federal agencies over a 
two-way radio. In the last 2 disasters of recent years the record flood of 1197 and the windstorm in 1998. Any 
contact the street department had with the state or federal agencies would not have taken place over the radio. 

Public 
$ The city of Madelia - street department does use the city channel for our use this channel does belong to the city 

of St. James, Minnesota 
$There have been times when we could have used the state DOT frequency when working with them during times 

of emergencies. When we installed our new radio system we went multi- channel with some room for additional 
channels for just such future use. We went this route for emergency preparedness reasons, so that all county 
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agencies could use some frequency in case one system went down due to tornadoes etc. This way all county and 
city units can be radio controlled on any frequency by the CD director and Sheriff department. It would be nice 
to have that capability with the state agencies also. 

<$This survey was difficult to complete because of a lack of expertise involving the technical en? of radio commu
nications. 

<$ We currently use cellular telephones for communications. 

Sheriff's 
<$Grant planning needs to start including the entire state not just Metro. I'm not aware of any grants going out

state except for Olmsted County. 
<$ Maintenance over all according to radio area experts would be costly but they all agree would be an over all 

good system. Clear better distance and fit the modern technology changes. Public works need to stay in the VHF 
system . 

<$ I answered some of the questions "never plan to use". It doesn't mean that we "never" will plan to use them. We 
just don't have plans in place to use them "within" 5 years. The MDT and MDC is something that I 
would believe we could use and be of benefit to my department. Again it is money that prevents us from either 
having them or planning for them . 

<$ While no plans are made to replace the "system" we are finding the need to replace units. The older units do not 
have the capabilities of the newer models. I would say that within a few years replacing base stations might need 
to be addressed. 

<$ #8 - As sheriff I'd expect to remain in control of our radio and dispatching services for our county. As an elected 
official I'm responsible for all emergency services in the county. 

<$A regional dispatch study was done 4 years ago. Project was rejected for lack of saving money, staff, cross train
ing to do multi-task jobs. Loss of efficiency. Loss of contact with community. Loss of economy. Concern from 
public on loss of local control. 

<$ Instead of returning the money in the form of refunds and other quick fi~es, money that is already been paid in 
the form of taxes should be used to upgrade vital emergency services functions . 

<$We communicate well with other agencies using the statewide radio frequency for our area that's all we need. 
<$While this department utilizes the listed # of radios other public safety providers use the same radio frequencies. 
<$A trunked system capability is certainty desirable. Will the 800 MHz system work here? 

Police 
<$Section I - because of the immensity of the county and that the county seat (Dispatching Center) is so far away, 

we have difficulty communicating with the Sheriff's office with our portable radios. Most of our calls for service 
come through civilian answering service hired by the city. The answering service does not have radio contact 
with us they page us on our pagers and then we call them by phone, either cellular or landline. We feel this 
works better for us because the Sheriff's office couldn't handle the additional workload plus it would be a long 
distance phone call for a resident to call the S.O. In summary, the radios systems is archaic at least, certainly 
unreliable . 

<$The New Prague Police department utilizes radio frequencies from Scott, Rice and Le Sueur Counties due to our 
geographical location. A 800 MHz trunking system would not be feasible for our agency. If Scott county was 
included in a 800 MHz trunking system (Scott County is our primary dispatch) we would have to maintain two 
systems in area to communicate with Rice and Le Sueur counties who may not be included in 800 MHz trunk
mg. 

<$Will there be grounds for small, low budgeted departments? The cost? Is it necessary to consolidate? What is 
the benefit? What is the plan if the system fails? Down time etc. 

<$ Great need to help smaller agencies get at least MDT's in not MCTs 
<$ Unsure at this time . 
<$Technology is changing so fast and so rapidly updating seems to be a situation where we are running only to 

stand still. By the time the seed is planted to the time some new system gets implemented could be five years. 
Within that time frame tech. Could be much more advanced. 

<$ I think a very good system can be built and work, but it needs time and work to be put together. Planning for 20 
or 30 years down the road. I remember the last radio program back in the 70's and it was only good for 2 years 
before department went on their own. 

<$ Cooperative efforts of all governments 
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$I think that local, county and state government should all provide shared funding to have enforcement agencies 
equipped with MDT or MDC devices. 

$HIGH PRIORITY! We would like to see mobile data terminal access for rural Minnesota. 
$Access to surrounding law enforcement records via MDT's would be of great help. Today's society is very mobile. 

Anything that can be done to assist in obtaining or disseminating information among law enforcement agencies 
would enhance our effectiveness for enhancing public safety. 

$ APCO is too involved in the allocation of Public Safety radio systems. At minimum, all Police frequencies should 
reside at the UHF range of better. All equipment, like Radar Units, Mobile Video, and remote transmitters oper
ate between 122.00 - 165.00 UHF. This interfered with mobile radio operations as does high power transmission 
lines and peripheral electronic devices and computers. I've been told that all the frequencies are used up in our 
area and we can't obtain additional ones. I don't understand this as I was led to believe that Police had priority 
for radio frequencies. The state needs to lobby the FCC directly for more available frequencies. 

Police 
$None 

State Government 
$We are a statewide agency and work with federal, state and local counterpart's everyday. We need interoperabili

ty with them on a secure radio system, which has in-building coverage throughout the state. We also need 
statewide secure car to car coverage among our investigators on a daily basis. 
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Statewide Public Safety Radio Communications Systems in Other 
States 
Submitted by Pam Newsome, Mn/DOT Library 

October 17, 2000 

The object of this project to gather information from several states 
regarding safety radio communications systems, in order to determine: 
whether there is a trend toward the implementation of statewide sys
tems; how systems are authorized and funded; how system governance 
works and how the relationship among member agencies works; what 
technology is being used; and how migration from older systems is 
handled. 

Among the states that were successfully contacted, Delaware, North 
Dakota and South Carolina have systems in place. Colorado, Florida, 
Michigan and Ohio are well along in the implementation process for 
new systems. Alaska, Nebraska and Wisconsin are in preliminary or 
planning stages. Kentucky, Louisiana and Washington state do not 
have statewide systems. 

Statewide public safety radio communication systems provide interop
erability among state, federal and local public safety agencies in a 
state. They include law enforcement, corrections, natural resources, 
transportation, fire and emergency medical personnel. Some states 
have, or are implementing, such all-inclusive systems and some are 
more limited in scope. The following table gives a summary of each 
state that was included in the study. A state-by-state narrative is avail
able upon request . 

Statewide Public Safety Radio Communications Systems in Other 
States 

The table below summarizes the status and characteristics of statewide 
public safety radio systems in ten other states. Seven are fully or par
tially implemented; three are in the planning stages. Of the systems 
that are in place or being implemented, most use 800 MHz technology . 
The North Dakota system, which has been operational since 1977, 
uses VHF. In four of the states, the agency responsible for the system is 
the agency that handles telecommunications/technology for the state . 
Two systems are under the State Police/State Patrol, two are under 
Management & Budget & Control Boards, and one is governed by a 
multi-agency steering committee. In Delaware, implementation was 
under the Department of Administrative Services and ongoing mainte
nance is under the Department of Public Safety. Most of the systems 
were funded with state bonds and one through a state trust fund. Only 
one system has any federal funding. Several of the systems have or are 
planning user fees to help pay for equipment and/or ongoing operation 
and maintenance costs . 
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Alaska Dept. of Admin, Info. Engineering evalu- State, Local, 
Technology Group ation being done Federal 

Colorado Dept. of Personnel, Cooperative In Phase 3 of State, Local 
Telecom. Services Communication implementing 

Network of Colorado 

Delaware Dept. of Telecom. & In place since 1998 State, Local 
Tech; Dept. Public Informal user committee 
Safety 

Florida*'' Joint Task Force 50% of state is State law 
State Technology covered enforcement 
Office 

Michigan Local user meeting; plan- In Phase 4 of State, Local, 
ning a formal user com- implementing Federal 

State Police mittee 

Nebraska Dept. of Admin. Public Safety Wireless Planning the sys- Sate, Local 
Services Communication Advisory tern 

Board 

North Office of Mgmt. & N.D. Peace Officers In place since 1977 State, Local, 
Dakota Budget, Radio Communication Federal 

Communications Div. Committee 

~- ~ 

To be To be determined 
determined 

800 MHz Public safety 
trust fund;local 
users purchase 
their equip. 

800 MHz Bonds; general 
fund and local 
funds for ongo-
ing cost 

800 MHz $1 of each vehi-
de registration 
and voter regis-
tration fee 

800 MHz Bonds (State 
Bldg. Authority); 
user fees and 
general fund of 
upgrades.mainte-
nance 

Will be To be deter-
either VHF mined; will 
or 800 include state 
MHz funding and user· 

VHF 
tees 

75% federal 
grant, 25% gen
eral fund to 
implement. 
Ongoing from 
general fund and 
county 9-1-1 rev-

Cost 

$150-200 
million est. 

$52 million 

$220 mil-
lion est. 

Approx. 
$200 mil-
lion 

$210 mil
lion est. 

http://www.state.co.us/g 
ov/dir/gss/cits/comm/dtrs 
I dtrsinde.htm 

http://www.state.de. us/p 
scomm/800a.htm 

http://www.stste.fl.us/d 
ms/tools/plnpol/r9p 1n10 
.pdf 

http://www.mpscs.com/ 

http://www.doc.state.ne. 
us: 8 O/radiotf/intro
towebpage.html 

http://www.state.nd.us/r 
adio 

':· '' The state of Florida information above may no longer be applicable. Florida has made an administrative decision to privatize their state radio facilities. 
Information not available as of this writing. 
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Ohio Six-agency Steering No local users yet Beginning to State, open 800 MHz Bonds (State $275 mil- http://www.state.oh.us/d 
Committee implement to local BLDG. lion as/des/mares 

Authority);mem-
ber state agencies 
pay ongomg 
costs 

South Budget & Control Users advisory committee 75% of state cov- State, Local 800 MHz Paying fees to $16 million 
Carolina Bd., Info. Resource ered share infrastruc- est. tp pur-

Office ture owned by chase sites 
utilities; seeking form utili-
leg. approp. to ties 
purchase 

Wisconsin State Patrol State /local committee Planning the sys- State, Local Leaning To be determined 
tern; conducting toward-
pilots VHF 
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In order to determine the current status and needs of public safety 
wireless communication users throughout Minnesota, the 800 MHz 
Executive Team met once every month. The process began by educat
ing 800 MHz E-Teammembers on the issues that are, or will impact, 
wireless communication users. The 800 MHz E-Team then identified 
main categories that they felt needed to be addressed. Those issues 
include: 

1. Spectrum (radio frequencies) 
2. Technology issues 
3. FCC regulatory issues 
4. Funding 
5. Governance 
6. Interoperability 

The 800 MHz E-Team then determined that additional information 
would be required to assess the impact of a shared statewide wireless 
system. The 800 MHz E-Team listed the following: 

1. What are other states doing? 
2. Is there any interest in a shared statewide system by the local public 

safety agencies in Minnesota? 

In order to get a better understanding of the above issues, the 800 
MHz E-Team developed a questionnaire with specific questions per
taining to each issue. The survey was mailed to all city, county and 
other major wireless user groups on August 4, 2000. The survey 
responses were used to help the 800 MHz E-Team gain a better under
standing of several of the issues raised in the legislation. Those issues 
include: 

1. Current and future needs and capacities of radio systems in outstate 
areas. 

2. The potential for implementation of a multi-agency, multi-jurisdic
tional shared radio system. 

3. Potential guidelines for governance and system participation by state 
and local units of government 

4. Statutory changes required implementing a statewide shared public 
safety radio system. 

5. Expansion capacities of each local government and major user 
group. 

6. Estimates of local government and major user groups of the antici
pated level and timeline for using the radio system. 

7. Analysis of the expected costs of implementing the radio system. 
8. Proposed funding mechanisms, including options for allocating 

costs among local governments and major user groups. 

The survey data was compiled and analyzed by members of the 800 
MHz E-Team. (See Appendix A for an itemized account of each ques
tion contained in the survey.) The 800 MHz E-Team developed pro
posed recommendations based on the findings from the survey and 
other data gathered. Those final recommendations are included in this 
report. 
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A draft report was developed by the 800 MHz E-Team and then dis
tributed to local governments throughout Minnesota. Ten (10) regional 
meetings were held throughout Minnesota. With the assistance of 
organizations such as the Association of Minnesota Counties, League 
of Minnesota Cities, Minnesota Sheriff's Association, Association of 
Minnesota Chiefs of Police and the Association of Minnesota Fire 
Chiefs, the 800 MHz E-Team sent invitations to county and city 
administrators requesting their agency's and department's participation 
at the nearest regional meeting to review and discuss the draft report 
to the Legislature. The comments received as a result of the regional 
meetings are reflected in Appendix D of this report 

St<~te,Nide, ~111~11r111:.rl 800 
The final component of preparing this report entailed a series of meet
ings with local entities. Ten meetings were held throughout the state to 
review the draft report findings and recommendations. Notices were 
again sent out to county and city administrators. They were asked to 
distribute the meeting notice to any radio users within their jurisdic
tions. The meetings were conducted in informal settings and attendees 
were encouraged to give verbal feedback during the meetings. The 
attendees were also given comment sheets that they could fill out 
anonymously and send back to the 800 MHz E-Team. They were also 
asked to take additional copies of the report back to their communities 
for further distribution to any other stakeholders they felt may have an 
interest in the issue of a shared statewide radio system. 

There were approximately 90 attendees at the regional meetings. There 
was representation from the following departments at all meetings: 
sheriff's office, police department, fire department and Minnesota State 
Patrol. There was also representation from the highway departments, 
utility departments, park departments, public works departments, city 
and county administrators and school districts at some of the meetings . 
As of January 3, 2001, fifty (50) of the departments represented at the 
meetings have sent their comment sheets to the 800 MHz E-Team . 

Although the report is centered around Greater Minnesota communi
cations issues, it was pointed out to the E-Team that the governance 
alternatives included discussions about the Metro area and specifically 
the Metropolitan Radio Board. Because of this, the E-Team met with 
members of the Metropolitan Radio Board, and -other government and 
communications officials from within the seven (7) county Metro area, 
to discuss this report. Comments from the Metro meeting are also 
included in this appendix. 

Six specific questions were asked on the comment sheet as well as to 
the participants at the regional meetings. These questions with respons-
es follow: · 

1. Which of the governance options presented in the report do you 
believe would be best suited for your type of government service? 
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Of those responding, 4 2 % indicated that a Statewide Board that 
included the Metro Area (Alt. 1) would best suit their needs. 
8 % said that the State Agency Leadership (Alt. 2) would be the best 
governance board. 

40% indicated that Two Separate Boards (Alt. 3 ), one for Greater · 
Minnesota and one for the Metro, would be best suited to their needs. 

10% indicated that some other alternative should be explored. 
$Three (3) boards based on geographic locations. 
$ We have no options, we are too small. 
$Needs to have equal representation from Greater Minnesota 
$ Three ( 3) boards; one Metro, one for small agencies and one for 

large agencies. All three coordinate for legislation and funding. 
$ Can have separate subcommittees, Metro, non-Metro, state. Also 

must have non-participants in the planning to facilitate growth and 
coordination. 

2. Which of the funding options presented in the report do you believe 
would be best suited for your type of government service? This per
tains to Item II, Initial Equipment Requirements. 

16% selected the State General Fund Loan Account (Alt. 1) as the best 
method. 

10% indicated that the PFA (Alt. 2) would be the best source of fund
ing for their equipment. 

18 % indicated that 9-1-1 Fees (Alt. 3) would be best suited to fund 
their equipment needs. 

0% Alt. 4. 

0% Alt. 5. 

Of those responding, 50% believed that Federal Grants (Alt. 6) would 
be the best way to obtain money to fund the purchase of the equip
ment they would need. 

6 % felt that some other method should be examined. 
$The state pays for everything. 
$ Use a combination of the three alternatives. 
$ Some type of lease arrangement. 

2a. Which of the funding alternatives presented in the report do you 
believe would be best suited to your type of government service? 
This pertains to Item ill, Ongoing Maintenance Requirements. 

Of those responding, 34 % indicated that Annual Radio Fees (Alt. 1) 
would best suit their needs. 

22 % selected General Local Revenues (Alt. 2) as the best method to 
cover maintenance costs. 

36% believed that Subscription Charges (Alt. 3) would best meet their 
needs. 
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8 % offered other methods to obtain maintenance revenues. 
~;i Time for federal government to step in and help the local govern

ments in updating their system. 
$ State pays for everything. 
$Combination of local revenues and annual fees. 

3. Based on the recommendations in the report, do you believe that 
your government agency could get fair representation in the plan
ning and operational control of the system? 

80% believed that their agency could get fair representation based on 
the board make-up described in the governance section of the report. 

20% indicated that they did not believe their agency could get fair rep
resentation. All indicated that because of their small community size 
that they would be at an unfair advantage. 

Reasons why they felt they could not get fair representation: 
$Too small of a department (to get equal representation) . 
$You should have one entity leading the charge on this issue. It 

should be responsible to all on an equal basis. 
$ We're not really sure why at this point. 

$ Outstate Minnesota is insignificant. 
$ Smaller agencies get run over by the larger ones. It all comes down 

to dollars and is evident in the report. 

4. Based on the report, would your agency/department give serious 
consideration to participate in a shared statewide 800MHz radio 
system? 

68 % indicated that they would consider participation in a shared 
statewide radio system. 

32 % indicated that they would not participate. Comments on why 
they would not participate: 
$Need more information on costs. (Several comments) 
$Just bought a new VHF radio system. 
$ Somebody else fund it. 
$Need more local input. Too much is decided in the Metro. Needs to 

be better representation in Greater Minnesota. 
$Just spent money to upgrade our current radio system 

5. Does the report address all of your (agency) concerns and or 
issues? 

5 6% indicated that the report addressed all of their issues. 
44% indicated that the report did not satisfy all of their issues. 

Concerns: 
$Where will the money come from? How much will it cost locals? 
$ Are there plans to be able to talk across state borders with the new 

system? We need to be able to talk to North Dakota officials. 
(Several comments) 

$The report doesn't discuss funding for small departments. 
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$Will the system talk across state lines? 
$We could not afford the expense of changing over to a new 800 sys

tem. 
$ The report does not present any clear funding mechanism. 
$ The report does not explain how the education will be done and 

how the money will be made available. 
$ Should discuss data issues. 

6. Other comments or concerns? 
$Needs to provide for equal partnership responsibilities. Local partici

pation is critical for success. 
$ A mixture of alternatives for funding and governance would be best. 

Any federal funds would be positive, but I think there is limited 
availability. 

$ Our radio budget is $8,000. A shared 800 system is not sensible due 
to cost considerations without a state or federal grant. 

$No interest lease arrangements may be necessary to provide for local 
participation. 

$ The state doesn't have to stay completely out of the governance. Just 
leave local decisions to local officials and keep the locals informed 
throughout the process. 

$ I believe, at least in NW Minnesota that you should look at a pub
lic/private partnership in setting up the system. With the vast area 
that needs·to be covered and the low population, I believe that this 
can be more effectively done through this type of a partnership. 

$We are interested, but only if we have some control of policy and 
funding choices. 

Tabulated below are the comments, both verbal and written, from rep
resentatives of the local units of government. The comments are sorted 
into categories matching the recommendations of the report. 

State Take the Lead Allowing for Voluntary Local Participation: 

$ Can this (the radio project) happen based on Governor Ventura's 
administration cutting back on other services to cities and counties 
(dollars and cents)? 

$The vision for project is good. There needs to be some global direc
tion set by the state. 

$ Need to sell other advantages of the system such as Mobile Data 
Computers, officer safety, tools and capabilities. 

$ Must have phased in process. 
$Why is state sending back rebates when locals need to raise money to 

fund participation? 
$What is time frame for the statewide shared radio system? 

Education and Technical Assistance: 

$What are the capabilities of the system, will it provide coverage to 
fill in holes? 

$You will have no problem selling law enforcement on the idea. 
However, you need to hit (make presentations to) the county boards. 
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Education- your presentations will have to go way back to basics of 
radio and how the system will meet the needs. Your education pro
gram should be targeted on decision makers . 

$Are controllers located in counties? 
$ Did your survey find out how important communications is within 

the total scheme of things on a day-to-day basis verses an emergency 
or critical incident? 

$ VHF band has problems with interference. 
$ Operationally will it be easy to use for officers and dispatchers 

(patches, channel selection, etc.)? 
$ Does the trunking concept work with analog or digital technology? 
$ Have you talked with Association of Minnesota Counties? 
$What about cellular (is this a viable option)? 
$What about statewide roaming? 
$What about coverage with 800 MHz verses VHF? 
$What about private industry systems, will they have better founda

tion? 
$ What about the present equipment on our systems, can it be used on 

the new network? 
$ How will small agencies like ours get educated on the features and 

capabilities of the system? 

Establish Local Planning Committees: 

$ What is your plan for migration from the old systems to the new sys-
tem? 

$Who's responsible for coverage guarantees? 
$How will all this participation take place and what is the timing? 
$Does everyone need to talk statewide or just on a regional basis? 
$Need migration strategy, from now and into the future so we can 

prepare for this . 
$Need a migration plan to address timing of people joining the sys

tem . 

Establish Standards: 

$ What if some departments go onto the system and some don't? What 
happens if all surrounding agencies go on system, but our agency 
does not? How will the new system work? We need migration 
options . 

$Will this system give us in-building coverage? 
¢> This system must form a solid technical foundation so locals can use 

for the next 20 years . 
$What is the back-up scenario? Is the proposed system fail-safe? 
¢> Will there be two radios in vehicles? 
¢>Will we be able to joirt later to use mobile data but not the voice sys

tem? (unbundle) 

Develop Cost Participation Guidelines: 

$What will the system cost the local units of government? 
$How will you use tower space to generate revenue? What will that 

money be used for? 
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Cost figures need to look at the size of the geographic areas, especial
ly in large areas like St. Louis Co. There will be cost differences due 
to greater hardware demand. 

$Needs migration plan and put money aside to make the leap. 
$What does it cost? 
$Why do the locals have to pay maintenance on backbone or infra

structure of the system? 
$ The state should pay for everything and run the whole system. 
$ The feds should help the loca~s out like they did with the L.E.A.A 

grants. 
$ Our community has no money for participation in a system like this. 

What will the state do to provide assistance? 
$Who will pay for this? 
$The report does not discuss how small departments can generate rev

enue to support the use of this system. 
$ Our department just bought a new system, do you expect us to come 

over to this new system and just throw out our new system? 

Determine Governance Structure: 

$ What about breaking state into regions? 
$Can we use different alternatives in different regions? Needs in geo

graphic areas may dictate different solutions. However, the state 
should still provide the overall plan and vision for this project. 

$Different regions may get by with different approaches. 
$What about the layout of the board and who will be on it? We need 

equitable representation. 
$What about the 60% of survey respondents that have no plans to 

change out their radio systems within the next six years, do they pay 
now or later after the system is up and running? 

$ If Metro is funded separately, they will get more money than Greater 
Minnesota, we want equal representation. 

c> Because of the size of this system and the governing board, the small 
local agencies will have no input into the design and operation of the 
system. (At least six ( 6) comments were received stating the same 
thing) 

$Why don't you consider making three boards? One for northern 
Minnesota, one for southern Minnesota and one for the Metro area. 

Determine Funding Options: 

$Would join if they could lease radios (Fillmore Co.). 
$How will small local agencies pay for installing the equipment? 
$ Planners and legislators cannot separate the concept from the cost. 

Loca~ agencies need to know how much to put aside to make the 
transition. 

$Do not want to dip further into 9-1-1 fee (there are other needs that 
are tapping 9-1-1 fees). 

$ Some counties have more money than others. 
$ Is there a possibility of a joint public/private partnership in the rural 

areas? Wouldn't this offer a lower cost system? 
$ A word of caution about using grants. Look at what happened in the 

L.E.A.A. days. Federal grants were given to locals. However, the 
grant money could not always be used for what the county felt was 
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best. Some grant programs have hooks that restrict how the grant 
money can be used . 

$Money issue needs to be defined like back in LE.A.A. days . 
$ It all comes down to money. 
$ Let's not battle over funding like we did with 9-1-1. 
$Our utility department does not see a need and cost justification for 

a system like this. 
$What is typical cost for county/city? 

Other General Comments: 
$Will the system be phased in to provide mobile data capacity? 
$A northern county sheriff supports the shared radio system concept 

and he needs a replacement system. He needs to somehow inform his 
county board of what the state is working on. Will we (E-Team 
members) be available to discuss this with his board? 

$Will Mobile Data Computers operate on this system? 
$Please keep in mind as you plan the system that day-to-day service is 

vital to most public safety operations. 
$If our system is working good today, how can I justify going to the 

new system? 
$Will paging be a part of the new system? 
$A southwest sheriff has lots of problems with radio system, has to do 

something soon! Is now leasing services on a commercial analog 
8 00 MHz trunking system . 

$Most of the systems installed in 1974 are still in operation today. 
$ Interference on VHF channels is getting worse. 

Metro Comments 
Following are comments received at the Metropolitan area meeting 
that was held on January 5, 2001. 
$ Why is there such a negative perception of the Metro and the Radio 

Board in Greater Minnesota? 
$At what level were the regional meetings held? Were policy makers 

involved, or were the meetings with supervisory or below staff mem
bers? 

$Developing standards for the radio system are well underway in the 
Metro, do you plan to use these standards in Greater Minnesota or 
create new ones? 

$ Whatever the governance model selected, the Metro area needs sig
nificant representation . 

$ Your efforts need to streamline governance and have representation 
balanced with power base and money. 

$ Consider three ( 3) governing boards, north, south and central. 
$ This discussion today on governance is mirroring what occurred in 

the Metro ten ( 10) years ago while we were developing the 
Metropolitan Radio Board. The Greater Minnesota governance will 
need a lot of work. You need to assure balanced representation. 

$You need to involve a core group of decision-makers to resolve the 
governance issues. 

$ All cities and counties need money. Funding issues are not unique 
to entities in Greater Minnesota; money issues are still pertinent in 
the Metro. 

$ Alternatives presented in the report do set the stage for discussion. 
However, a governance structure does exist here in the Metro, it is 
called the Metropolitan Radio Board. This Board could be modified 
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to be representative of the entire state. Their powers already exist. 
Representation could _be drawn from the regions in dealing with 
local operational and technical issues. 

0 The report recommended education campaign - you need to get the 
League of Minnesota Cities and the Association of Minnesota 
Counties involved in your process. 

0 Representatives of the Metro feel that the financial benefits given to 
Greater Minnesota local government entities, needs to be equitable 
with the investment government entities have put into the Metro sys
tem. 

0 Eight or nine separate regions/districts would be difficult to manage 
in terms of convening and coordinating local input and decision 
making. No more than four local user regions should be established. 
Consider organizing local governance groups around the· four State 
Tourism Districts: south, north central/west, northeast, and Twin 
Cities. 

0 Only one statewide system 11 policy board 11 is needed, not one in each 
region/district and not a separate one for the Metro area. The policy 
board should primarily be made up of local elected officials account
able directly to the voters and should be 11 evolved from" the current 
Metro Radio Board by statutory changes. 

0 Each region/district should have a "user group/technical operations 
committee" that recommends policy and makes local decisions. The 
regional group should be made up of government administrators and 
user agency representatives. 

0 There should be one statewide 11 system managers group" made up 
of the technical managers accountable to the "system owners" who 
administer the system and implement policy. 

0 Implementation of two State Patrol districts at a time over four to 
five years is a good plan. A better plan would be to first implement 
along the major freeway corridors and the top four or five popula
tion centers. This would provide the greatest benefit to the largest 
number of citizens the fastest and cheapest and would be the easiest 
initial deployment plan to support from a political perspective. 

Survey information and copies of the report are available upon request. 
E-mail us at: mike.hogan@dot.state.mn.us 

Or visit our Web site at www.dot.state.rnn.us/oec/os800Report.html 

This document is available in alternative formats to individuals with 
disabilities by calling (651) 296-7421 or through the Minnesota Relay 
Service at 1-800-627-3529 

Layout and graphics by Kim Lanahan-Lahti, Office of Communication 
and Public Relations and staff. 
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